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- : _ : /CQRREdflONS grovided by Ifrs* Thomas Wood Stevens ,
p# 41s Bdt@' 23s Stevens was not living in Chicago; he was comrauting; ■ 
y from' his new home in Pittsbm-gh to the city of Stc Louis in connection 

with the forthcoming St0 Louis Pageant® W
p# 52^53 o Letter to Payne* The length of Paynefs visiting professorship 
/was, approximately fdur.weeks#̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂ - - . ,
p« 57# note 57.-) Mrs® Stevens differswith this opinion, saying that y 
the building was planned as a theater from.the first and was under 
Steven's supervision at Pittsburgh* Another version of Payne!s . 
Andrew Carnegie story can be found, however,.in an. article in the }
New .fork Times cited on p» 135° In this article it is Henry -Horn-.:. 
bostel, the theater architect, who accompanies Carnegie on his tour 
: rather than Hamersehlage . . : : . h

p* 71* Fourth line from bottom^ The original title .of the work was
•' The Drawing of- the Sword and it was written and produced by Stevens 
alone, in. Pittsburgh» Later Joseph Lindon Smith added a tableau 
to precede the pageant, and the combined effort was titled the

p* 90# note ll* Caldwell did belong to the Goodman Repertory Company 
but resigned in 1930 with Stevens and the majority of the group0 His 

;. sudden death in 1933 prevented his. working with the Globe productions*
Pd. 109 ® .Howard ’ Smith later changed his .name and is now pgsfessionally. •. 
known as Howard Southgate a ' ' : ' . . .

p* 113# lines 3-6, EoR0 Bossange does not take over the presidency 
of .Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1922* After Hamerschlagf s : 
resignation, Thomas'S$ Baker assumed the presidency; in 1935 '
.Robert Eo Doherty took: office0 Bossange remained in an. administrative 
position over Stevens; infrequent memoranda from Stevens: address 
him as director but do not clarify further * H

p* 113, note 12p .Mrs* Stevens differs With this statement Of opinion* 
She recalls that Stevens handled the plebes' as much as possible, so 

.. that the advanced students could be free totork under the various 
visiting directors# - ..p. . ;  ; y i

p» 123, second paragraph^: Bossange was never president of Carnegie 
fhsfitute of Technology* Cf* correction,page 113 supras The 

. Samuel Harden Church mentioned in the,text was President of the ■
Board of Trustees* ' . - ' . , - . . ■
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' : ; ; • ' \ GH&PTER ;I : f : ' ■
. , / . ' : ' ' :  ̂ • INTRODUCTION : \ " .. A;

. Tjae present entrenetied position of tile, experimental 
theatre in university currieula all over the United States■ 
makes it difficult to realize’what a;comparatively modern' 
development the whole idea of university$ or college-spon
sored » dramatic training- is»' Thirty years ago one or two 
school theatres existed; forty years .ago even those univer
sity. -departments/ Which- lead the: field of educational drama™ . 
tics. today were lit tie more than a dream in the. minds of a A, 
few young- menl Today the: theatre Isi"accepted as a definite 
f ield of: study-- with;a recognized place in the life of the 
school; a broadened:curriculum offers courses in dramatic 
literatures acting, playwritingl the technique of play. A 
production, makeup and s tage - direction <► •• In many e ases ; : 
^separate departments of dramatic art have been created to - 
ehcompass' these;-new .courses,. Sbme of the bet ter-known y ■ a: 
creative drama, departments today are those, at North Carolina, 
Northwestern, ■ Stanf ord, Wisconsin. University of ' Iowa, :Har™ • 
vard, Yale, Carnegie- Institute' of Technology, Cornell, and 
:the; Uniyersity of Texas', to mention just a -f ew. Earliest •
In pdint. of , timeg.:.with one exception,-' was the dramatic -drts:-' 
department at the Carnegie Institute of .Technology in Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvaniao ; h . v 1 ..



This school of the drama established a four-year course 
in' the theatre arts, worked out the fundamental laboratory 
theatre techniquess and "was the first institution in Amer
ica to offer a Bachelor of Arts degree in the dramatic 
field%," It was under the leadership of Thomas Wood .
Stevens that this pi one e r $. fully-integrated school;theatre 
was- developed* It will be the problem of this thesis to , ; 
record and: analyze the role of Stevens in the steady growth 
of this school of the theatre from the•year of its founding, . 
1914, to the year 1924, at which time Stevens left Carnegie 
to go to Chicago to direct the newly-created- Goodman Memorial 
theatre * M -v. I

The writer has been fortunate enough to have the col-., 
leeted letters of Thomas Wood Stevens as a voluminous primary 
source for 'this investigation* \These letters form a valuable 
part of , the Stevens Collection of the University of Arizona - . 
library,, a collection of many sorts- of materials, on the h 
- theatre * Included ar e the original manuscripis o f  -Stevens 
and his students, prompt books of Elizabethan and modern1 : > 
plays s programs from England and America; many" magazines f
covering theatrical activities in the United States for the ' 
better part of the twentieth century; paintings by Stevens; 
many books on printing, etching and painting,' on theatre.

. . 1 * Glenn Hughes, The Story, of the Theatre, (hew Yorks.' l - 
Samuel-French, 1928) , p. 568„



- history^. technical phases of the theatre and architecture; 
a collection of large photographic stills of Stevensi s many 
. stage productions throughout, his .lifetime, and scrapbooks 
of clippings and other materiai on the theatre of Stevens's 
day and much earlier^ " \ i " ;

, .. Stevens died on January 29, 1942, in Tucson, after
spendihg a llttie^more than one sernester as head of the- ■ 
Department of Drama at the University of Arizona« Shortly 
afterward Colizi C, Clement s', a California piaywright who 
had been an acquaintance of Stevens for many years;, con- 

. ceived of the idea of beginning a epliectioh of theatre 
materials at the University of Arizona library in'honor of 
Stevens» When news of •the project spread,; Stevens Ss friends 
and f ellow theatre .workers, all over the country began to 
contribute books on all phases of the theatre and the movies 
production photographs 3. old and. .prized play bills,, and a I . • ‘ 
wide assortment of materials' exceedingly- diff icult _td 
classifyo Among the' many contributors there is especially 
.noticeable the large bQdy. of theatre workers "-who- were at one 
. time, students: of Stevens at . the - Carnegie Institute of Techno 
logye ' y - v  . . ..y ' - ; . y y' . ••.
' ' ' It .was not until - February .7, : 1946; that. Mrs, Stevens .
• was able, to ship; seven cartons containing sixty letter files 
of her husbandSs personal correspondence, stage catalogues, 
theatre programsand other materials to the library for 
the Collection. = The intervening ye ars had been devoted to
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sorting and arranging these materials of and about Stevens, 

a task upon which she is still engaged. She has contributed 

additional items to the Collection from time to time.( 2 ) 

In recounting the career of Stevens, the writer of this 

thesis in no way intends to minimize the contributions of 

George Pierce Baker in the field of unhrersi ty dramatics. 

Rather the intention is to give a proper focus to the less-

publicized work of Stevens in that field. 

Drama critic Olhrer Sayler, writing in 1923, has made 

a ,raluable appraisal of the two men and their work, an 

appraisal which merits the attention of serious students of 

theatre history. Sayler first cites some of the prominent 

theatre people who have graduated from Baker's Harvard tute-

lage to Broadway. Among these are Winthrop Ames the director, 

Eugene O'Neill the playwright, Walter Hampden the actor, 

Robert Edmond Jones the scene designer, and Kenneth Macgowan 

the drama educator. Sayler frankly says that some of these 

talented people might have gravitated to the theatre even 

without Baker, but that Baker certainly gave them added im-
(3) 

petus toward their private goals: 

What may be asserted reasonably about Baker and 
Harvard-Radcliffe is that under their paternal auspices 
successive groups of youthful imaginations innately pre
disposed toward the arts of the stage and particularly 
toward :plEtywri ting ha,re gathered together to receive 
frow their mentor the disciplinary compulsion to express 
themselves; and from each other, mutual spur.(4) 

2. Interview with Frederick Cromwell, University of 
Arizona librarian, August 2, 1949, at Tucson, Arizona. 

3. Oliver J.Vi. Sayler, Our American Theatre (New York: 
Brentano's, 1923), p. 127. ---

4. Ibid., pp. 127-28. D:talics mine.] - . 



. Sayler rightly emphasizes' Baker *s brilliance In de
veloping creative wrlt'lhg talent for the theatre0. He then 
points out that Baker ts famous English 47 j, as the. pi ay wr i t - 
ing course came to be known» developed by way of lectures 
on, Shakespeare and related' historical courses in the drama. 
The course was first offered formally at Radcliffe and ■
Harvard in 1905-06, f t was immediately so crowded that ; ;
preliminary tests were set up as* barriersV In spite of -
its popularity however. Baker had to wait until 1912 before. 
Harvard .university gave him the 47 Workshop in Lower Massa-
chusetts;Hall a s 'a home.for his,play productions, , Even so,
only six meagerly-mounted plays could be produced each winter 
and- those :only with the aid of. alumni eontributi ons?. on a:\ -
sparse stage which Sayler calls "miniature,.makeshift, moCk- 
ery®”^^; Harvard continually failed to give Baker the -.thea
trical equipment he needed, thus Ignoring one of the most 
Unusual bpportUnities; an American university has ever had 
to further earnest and creative theatre experimentation in 
production, designing, acting and writing, ' , . '

• leanwhile at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in i 
Pittsburgh, dreams ’ similar to those of the youthful and".. - ' - 
: frustrated Baker were already In the process of fulfillment.

5, Ibid,, p,: 129, . • . . . : ' ;. - -
d. 6 ,.-Ibid,, p ,: ;150,■ " i : ■ I■ .

Baker moved on 'to a well-e'.quipped laboratory theatre - 
at Yale in"1925, . *:



The head of the department of drama there s Thomas. -Wood :: 
Stevens s is not as well-known .as is Baker3 Sayler says$ ;
both because he himself has. continually fought shy: .of ' .
■.publicity and because he has not .h,ad the free advertising - 
of such a far-flung and faithful group as Harvard’s con- ; 
versatibhal alumni« 'Of Stevens s Sayler .sayss that although 
Stevens has hot had -quite the same, luck as' has Baker in 
furthering promising playwrightss "he has'-had in generous ' 
measure the equipment Baker wants "and puts it to workmanlike 
use® 18 . Carnegie8s dramatic department* he adds vigorously* 
is not a "mere school of acting or elocution or a corres- 
pondence -eourse' in piaywrighting* or an appendage "to a 
college olscientllio or liberal arts, but a fullfledged 
school of the theatre with a faculty* an auditorium*' a stage 
. and '̂wo rkshdps .of: itsXown = „ e f t : 'v. : ■ v . ; '

; Any other man might have let; himself be discouraged 
by the fact that Pittsburgh was so far. frbm New York* but - 
not Stevens® He.has made Carnegie .take the place of the h 
• travelling 'slock companies . for. the. people of Pittsburgh, ~ " 
In nine years* concludes Mr,-Sayler$ almost two. hundred and 
ten plays have been presented.at the theatre-of the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology for' a total -of twelye: hundred public 
perf ormanees: j of. the se two hundred .and ten plays s f if ty. of 
them have been nqw wohks presented for the first time, ̂



Relations, betseen Baker? and St.eyens were cordial (in 
spite of the intermittent warfare carried- on between gradu
ates of Baker's -Harvard course and the more professionaliy
: , !; : : v - ■; :: (9) w;;:; ; :
thained graduates of Stevens's teaching)« The- writer :
wishes ; to reiterate that, the attempt in this thesis to give n 
Thomas Wood Steven's the credit he rightly’deserves is in no 
way to be construed as an effort to detract from the credit ' 
belonging to G.- Po Baker or any other of -the. theatre pioneers 
whose names will occur in the.foiiowing chapterso,-

The- general plan of this thesis is a chronological one* 
with-occasional deviations to bring together material more - 
readily. In. Chapter 11 the pre-Carnegie career of Stevens - . 
will be dealt with in order td indicat e what sort of a, man 
this was whom the administrators selected to develop the ir 
drama school. Later chapters ■concentrate on the Carnegie 
yearsj never neglecting the varied and manifold interests - '"
of this .extremely versatile man, ,In this way the writer 
hopes to’ draw an accurate and comprehehsive picture of ■

- Thomas Wood Stevens as. "etcher..-artIst,-: printers lecturers 
educatory pageant masters .playwright$ director^ and theatre 
designer,-; ■ ■ g./, / V v . : ; f ' ; •. ; t

The writer was privileged to be a beginning .student : 
of Stevens when he was head of the Drama Department at'the 
University of Arizona in 1941 „; jThe writer has al so- had -

: 9 c Of, letter irom, Thomas Wood Stevens to George Pierce :v 
:.BakerV: January 1 0 I925.a .Stevens -CollectIon& Stevens congrat
ulates Baker on news , of. his - going to ..Tale«



bios© personal contacts.as a student and later as a friend 
.with two people who were assoelated with'Stevens over a long 
period of ■ time0 One, of these Is Mrp B« Iden Paynep a 
director who: worked: with Stevens In the early years at 
Carnegie and later served as head of the Drama Department 
there f dr - some time.; the o ther is. Miss Lucy Barton^ eminent 
stage costumer and director, who was one of the first pupils 
in the Carnegie classes arid who later, assisted Stevens in 
costuming many of his pageants and plays» Every attempt 
will be made, however, to keep personal bias concerning 
Stevens and his work to the barest minimumg adhering as 

, closely .as possible to the rich primary source - of the Stevens 
letters and manuscripts for. the interpretation" of Stevenf s' 
work at the Carnegie Institute of Technology»



CHAPTER ’I!' . • ‘ - ' V  :

' . V , . / : . v ' .; ; : \

TRomas Wood Stevens'.was born in Daysvilles Illinois 9 ■ 
on . janmry 26s 1880„ His early boyhood, was spent in this : ;: 
country- town9 .■ but at the age of twelve tie went to Chicago 
to enter the Armour Scientific Academy<> In the course of 
time tie went on to the. Armour Institute 'of Technologyj, from. : 
which he did not graduate:howeverp. theddeath.of his .parents 
in 1900 making it necessary .for him to leave school and go 
out to earn his living. It was at the Armour institute 
that Stevens made a real; friend’ in the • p.e rson of professof
Rooney, Dean of the Institute, who encouraged the young.
■ . :: • >  ; - ' ' ' - : Oi; . (1)Stevens in the reading and writing of poetry and plays.

Prom the years 1899 to 1905 Stevens, lived > in' Chicago 
and operated . a printing shop, the Blue Sky ' Press / a t  his } 
home. His closest friehd during this period was Alden ' ;
. Charles Noble , with whom Stevens collaborated on many ■stories 
and books. Stevens ?s first child, a son, was named Alden •; 
as /a ’ tributeA'to ■■this '■ early eollabdratpr. _■:; ;. I d ; i-; - i: 1

:> 1. Helen B. .Stevens^ .Thomas Wpod Stevens C a l e n d a r . -
• Unpublished, unpaginated manuscript lent by Mrs . Stevens ,, 
Entry .for 1892.. ' ’ : : ;:■'• ■■ " i '.1;
. • ■ • Most of the letters of Stevens covering■the years 1898 
through .1901 are not yet in:the collection, but are in the 
possession of the Stevens family. y • ; .. ■ .



In August, of 189S the first number of- the .first volume 
of the' Blue ' Sky: Magazine was -pub 1 ished5, : one' of the first 
produot ions to . e ome from Stevens 5 s: Pres si The greater por
tion, of this number was composed by Stevens; he therefore. 
found it convenient to adopt the pseudonym, of Michael Kin-... 
marok for.some of his poems and stories• in order to give 
the Impression that a variety of people were writing for 
the magazineo: Also issued -under the Blue Sky imprint were 
small'complete books9 often reprints s by other authors»

Shortly after-the deaths of.his parents $ Stevens sup
plemented his income, by- 'taking a job ’ with a man named Simp
son, a part-time poet who was the advertising -manager for V.' 
the Santa Fe Railroad* Stevens handled the printing and 
engraving, for Simpson. Sowever,- work with his own'Blue Sky 
;ires a 'proceeded, and1 the artistically printed paper-bound ' ■ 
volumes continued to\appear almost every month„ Stevens fS . : 
'press, was one of a group. of ̂ private presses f lourishing at - ; 
the: time,, 'which emphasized . artistic methods bf printings - . 
intricate -type-faeess and fine paper. The operators of . 
these presses correspondedivolumlnously with each other and 
delighted in publishing;each o ther5 s - writings» It "was out' ; 
of this environment, incidentally, that the magazine Poetry 
. arose in 1912* - . -  ; v. y' : :1-
. y Volume V of the Blue 'Sky Magazine., April 1902, seems ■ 
to have been the last one published; shortly afterward the y 

magazine merged -with the.Alwil:Press.periodical entitled



Rubricj wlii'ali was printed by Stevens ? s friend. Prank Bo Rae,
: v ; : .̂. V / r  . V;

- ' One of Stevens rs biggest literary productions was the
30,000 word story Rogue Romantic, written in collaboration 
with Alden 0. Noble * This was sold tp -Munsey } s -for one hun
dred and fifty dollars^?) . . . •
"> Appreciation of these early Stevens writings is diffi
cult for the modern reader because. Stevens employed the wordy. 
Serration-conscious- literary style in vogue in England in 
-the ; last decade of the nineteenth century« . A few copies of • v,' ’ 
turn-ef-the-oentury periodicals such as Rubric/ Booklover, 
Stiletto, The Bachelor is Book, Criterion, Out West a Metro- -i. ' 
politah, and Munsey's, may be found in the Stevens Collection, 
but compiete files of these ephemeral; magazines have not 
. been; examined by : the writer* ' ' . ; i " , : :; y - i;..

. During-the period"1902-1906 a significant, change becurred 
in the type of writing done by Stevens» Included, in the . 
lists .of poems,' stories, and; infrequent . travel articles by 
him ,are a number of articles on the.craft of printing, repre
sentative titles being ^Printing Shop Notes, 88 "Bookplate 1 

.Notes:yfy nThe; Printer froth Tucson, n . "Art and the Printing ' 
Crafty,", and "bettering for Printers," the last two being

2 * - Thomas' Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1901* -. i.
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ijaclx a series .of articles which were .later incorporated into 
his book Letterings (3) V \
• Stevens * first teaching began at; the age of- .twenty^ V. /:- 
three when- he .was hired yto .'teach, lettering: at the Chicago :;, v 
Art Instituteb hater'his course'load waslincreased.to in
clude the subjects of'illustration and mural painting„^ ^  :
:He also lectured.on.the,history of art; these lectures he 
later developed into course.material for "a department of . - 
art. history at the University of Wisconslno ' ' . : :
. - The 1904 f bider contalns an interes ting 'memorandum by
.Stevens, He.has already suecessfully set up. his.lettering; 
and; illustration classes.? . and now feels that a practical . - 
knowledge of artistic printing is- coming to be considered 
a necessity for commercial .and adv-ertising; mehj, and" alsov 
that the ;l5ihcreased ihteres't in- art-craft printing,; there 
being eight such establishments in Chicago and vicinity, 16 •,
shows that a thorough .course, in printing is needed* Stevens 
is practieal however; he points out to the Institute hdw.the

3* : The dates in this instance cannot be noted exactly 
because the letters,covering theyears 1899=1909 are few•in. 
number..,-- - they are all.' Gontaihedfih a single manuscript box 

: in the Stevens Collection -- and extremely sketchy in con-. .' • 
tent« The-, only, other.* source available,.'. Mrs* Stevens 5s Thomas 
W ood.Stevens Calendar, gives n°- closer-dating than 1902-1906» 
..From the years 1910-1911 .onward, the letter f iles grow - ■ ,  
steadily-larger and furnish- a wealth of .descriptive detail 

' about'Stevens* ; - . 'b- : . b b; b " - ' - - • Iv': ■
' -  Thomas'Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1903«



•introduction , of this new: course will reduce their' own com- . 
mercial printing .bill#' and adds that the press and shop 
equipment of the Blue Sky Press is offered by Mr> Ao G» 
Larigworthy for five hundred and fifty dollars« .(Stevens ■ - 
attaches an inventory of materials included in this offer . 
of Langworthy’s o Apparently Langworthy became Stevens *s ;,; 
partner shortly after the press was startedo)

■ For instructor in such a,'course Stevens recommends his 
friend Frank B= Raes Jr« 3 who has had experience with the 
Blue Sky Press# was a founder and half-owner of the Alwil 
.Shop at Ridgewoodg New jersey# and has also had- commercial 
experience outside of these ventures e Stevens concludes 
his statement with some cost estimates and then says that 
he believes the profits on the printing that was done would 
in the first year cover the total initial expenses# not 
counting what might be brought in by tuition fees.

His closing paragraph is one of characteristic t-aeto 
He writes# 1 . . . ;;'v' • 1 ' - . y '. : • ;, . ■

■; , . Nothing need be said . here about the a rtistic as '
well as economic phase of: this -worki. That part of the. 
matter is fully xmderstood by the Institute» . And since 
you realize the'artisfic need and dignity bf' the ex
clusive' owner ship of a press $ I have, dwelt only on thequestion of-business importance9 (5.) .. .

5» A carbon-copy memorandum from Thomas Wood Stevens 
to the officers of the Chicago Art Institutes undated3 19Q4o 
Stevens Collectiohg ' . - : • ■ ; . "... ..;t,:



Although- the letters contain no' record showing that the shop, 
was established, the suggested course in printing was soon 
inaugurated,■for Harry Gage, first Head of the Department of 
Printing at Carnegie Institute of Technology$, writes, that ; 
his father sent him to the Chicago Art Institute in 1905 to 
get art training for the printing business.

Stevens marries Helen Bradshaw of Chicago on July 6,.
1904o Helen was a painter and etcher| hence the couple have 

: several common fields of interest= .
Despite his busy schedule,- Stevens has found time to 

give a speciat class in c6stume at the; Institutes’ and in ;
the line of preparation:for' such a course he has made drawings 
and copious historical notes, both of which he feels could be 
combined , to make a good condensed text on historical eostup.e<, ̂

; 6 , Harry LI Gage>. Ihe Bounding of Printing at Carnegie»,
(Pittsburgh? -Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1958)* pp Z 

bi - , , - r ■ - ; ' ■ -  ̂ ' .. ; ■'

. A ny on e wholhas:worked with Stevens, and whom Stevens 
- has found to be reliable, Industrious, and possessed of ideas, 
has aLmost. invariably found himself associated w-Ith Stevens 
In later years. Gifted students particularly Were called 
back, again and again as teachers, pageant producers^ and 
costume ;/des igners»-O: Therefore> in 1915, when ;.seareely half ■ .
a dozen printing schools existed in the whole country, .Stevens 
recalled Gage to head the newly-created Printing Department • 
at Carnegie, -Where-Stevens himself Was heading a :juSt=es- - 
tablished Drama Department o : • ' • . • ' , - •

7o Letter from Po Wo Goudy to ' Thomas Wood Stevens,
August .29, 1904, Stevehs - CollectlonB • ; ; ■ ' t/ - - ' I. -r - .,1

. 8 0 . 1 Letter from. Thomas Wood Stevens: to. Bates and Guild 
.Company, December 8;,:: 1904, Stevens Collections v . . .;

; The book was never .published as I the market for this :; 
type of material proved to -be. -too small„ - v ;
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In the background of pic torial artS j,- printing $ - and 
Intemlttent: lltenary work that has jus t been sketched ;for , -
the year's 1899 to 1905$ there is little hint of that subse= : 
quent absorption with"theatrieal work which in 1915 led to 
the,choice of.Stevens as head of the Drama Department at : 
the Carnegie Institute, of Technology in Pittsburgh. Howevers- 
it must be remembered that he was; always a man of catholic ;
interests $ and his love for the theatre had been keen .since

■ ■ : ' ' vq) - . : , ’ '' /. t \ . - ■ 'his boyhoods,even if it was not manif ested in theatre-
writing, and production work up to this time 0 Increasingly 
the pressing .demands of his daily schedule had forced the ■
theatre into the background as far as he was concerned, : /•

It seems plausible9 .therefpre$- that his theatre enthu
siasm was creatively reawakened by the series of good road 
shows and repertory companies that came through Chicago during 
the first twelve years of the twentieth', century. For examples 
his interest in the Ben G-reet Shakespearean Players led him 
to write a detailed illustrated article about this acting
group. (1 0 ) v  " i  : \

. 9 .' Interview with::Helen" Stevens on March 18$ 19499 
at. Tucson, Arizona. ■ : '.-V ' " : '
• Mrso:'Stevens also added the information that Stevens . ■ 

had read .Shafcespeare .aloud with-his sis ter Donne all through 
the period of his schobllng at Armour Academy and later at 
Armour Institute In Chicago. -

10. Letter from: Thomas- Wood Stevens to Seth Westcott 
Moyle$ March 27$ i905s Stevens Collection. ' . , :
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Scattered theatre programs in"- the Stevens Odll'ectlon,- ;• . 
in addition to Mrs, Stex^ens rs anemdries of theatre-goings 
■ attest to the variety of dramatic offerings presented dur^. ■. > 
ing the winter seasons in Chicagoo Maurice Browne and,-his - 
wifes- Ellen Van Volkenberg, had a repertory theatre, Ben 
Greet and his company, made freftneht appearancess Fritz 
Leiber and his Shakespearean Companya and Julia Marlowe and 
JE» Ho Sothern were amdng;:the guest- artists who appeared.

First evidence, of .Stevens ?s . partieipatioh in theatrical; 
writing or production is;found in the notice of a five-act.
: playy The Spanish Main $: written jointly with Aiden C,' Noble,,
"b l : (1 1 ) ■' \apparently in 1904,: Sexreral opinions; of professional. : : •
people concerning - this play may be found in the Stex»-ens Col«

;;l e c t i o n , b 2 ).; : , ; y ; , ; ;  , b'b-y.);-: - . • •

Although the letter file for 1906 is a meagre one,’: ; -
. :Mrso Sterens prox’-ides the information that Stex'-ens began 
busying himself with plays ? . one called Cellini was given '

■ . lie HotlG.e of copyright filed in 1905 letter folders - v
Stex^ens Collection. Thomas Wood Stexmhs Calendar entry for 
1904 refers to/an attempt to sell the play, so it was.probably 

: l extant then. , i ■ ;; y.yy/b f
12. Otis Skinner read the play and f ound it "full of 

. poetic charm", but felt that it might "lack somewhat in: :b
theatric form," Letter, from Otis Skinner to Thomas Wodd ; 
Stevens^ January 3 S 1906, .Stex’-ens Collection. , ' .>

-Harrison Grey 'Piske -sayS the play has well-drawn char
acters but is t oo romantic for: contemporary audiences.
Letter from Harrison Grey Flske to Thomas Wood Ste.x'ensy June 
18, 1906, StexrenS Collection. - ■ ", •



at the Art Institute in the spring of 190.6 p and another -
called The Topaz Amulet, written by Stevens and Wallace 
•Rice, was given-there as a Christmas, play =, ̂ 
v Self”taught to a remarkable degree in the matter of 

art-training, Steyens did manage a brief•session of train
ing . :with the English artist Frank Brangwyn, who was eon- 
ducting an art course in Bruges,.Belgium, in the summer of 
19060 This.was the only formal training he received, except 
f or snatches of 'instruction'at the Armour Institute, and 
The Ghicago Art Institute» Speaking of this European; trip, 
MrsV Stevens recalls that she and her husband visited Louis 
Parker, a pageant % director, in Warwick 8 England > traveling V. 
thence to see Oxford, London and Paris» Later they went to 
Eh’eimsi; saw the Gutenberg Museum, went- down; the Rhine; by ■ 
boats saw Cologne, - Hollands;, BeIglums Bruges, and came home 
to America that;September» The couple had eight .hundred 
dollars to start with and came home with ten dollars

In the fall of 1906 Stevens published his book on letter^ 
ingo’ This book quickly became a standard text for teachers .
and.commercial printers« It went into•a second edition, with
' %• - ' : " h  .' : ■ 1  I,:;. . ,y n ,

some revision^ this was in 1916 during the Carnegie periods
' ‘ ‘ In 1907 Stevens wrote a play entitied MacSkimming.the ■ :

- 13i Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1906« . ;
i.. I d e ; Thbmas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1906® . . .

15o Letter from Frank Chouteau Brown to Thomas Wood . 
.Stevens, Octbber I, 1907o Stevens Collection®



Thespiang- which title he later* -changed, to Down and Out j he . d; 
produced' this play; at the Institute and at theVnearby town ;h 
of Antioch* lil'indIs« - On' December . 20» 1907s he gave a re-
peat perf or'mance of the * succes sful Topaz Amulet e •. Apparent- 
ly the first pageant, to bear; the name of Thomas Wood Stevens 2 
was written at .this :timej it- was 'a special pageant to cele
brate the opening of the newly organized Ohlc ago club* the ' 
Cliff D w e l l e r s ' i : ,/.' i. : / '•
■ It is- paradoxical that despite, the dramatic works a I™ ' • 

-ready., produced or participated in up to this time .Stevens 
himself didn' t consider that" his active work -in the theatre 
began until 1908. In- his -own notes on his career notes 
which are still in - the possession of the Stevens family --f • 
he states this clearly. This is the year in which he began ; • 
the' first of his- long series of plays and pageants,.with the. 
actor Donald Robertson. The acquaintance with Rpbertsong 
which developed ' inf o .friendship and .an eventual working - 
partnership^ came about because the Chicago Art.Institute ; 
'housed the Robertson Repertory Company during the winter of 
■ 1908-09-07) V : ; . ; ; / r i  ; . ’ f

. ; yl6.o;.: Thomas Wood . Stevens Calendarg entry for 1907= ■’ . .
- 17.. Letter frbm Thomas Wood Stevens to E. J. Wohlge- :

muth* :September 4* 1908* Stevens Coliection.y I n :1908 .Steyens 
.was art editor- of Wohlgemuth's Midland Magazine. ’• ' -1" /-



Although the : Dweller - pageant was the. first of
Stevehs8 s efforts in this field, it was the Pageant of the \ 
Renalssanees producedy at the Chiea'go Art Institute' oh'iT.anur - 
hry and 27-g: 1909, that really gaye Stevens his name
as a pageant: writer:, and. producero The total cast .involved 
five or six hundred students $ Donald Robertson and his com
pany s Robertson8 s orchestra, and local Chicago artists j and 
the production was. financed by the Antiquarian Society .of 
Chicagoo ̂ 18)/ ' V; v , , ; ; .. :  ̂ . ':

Much publicity: f or Stevens, the Institute,: and Chicago 
came about as a result of this production. The book of the 
pageant was published| many pageant enthusiasts wrote to 
Stevens wanting news clippings, and pictures of the production 
several periodical articles were written about StevenS and 
his work in pageantry, one of the, best of these being the.'. 
one by Eartyn Johnson in Putnam8 s Magazine«  ̂  ̂ ;

Dohald Robertson8 s play repertoire was a good one. .It 
was .composed: of plays by. Moliere',; Ibsen, Hauptmann, ;Mae:ter- 
linck, Bjornsternj Giacosa, Goldoni-, and Calderon<, Stevens 8s 
playbills ; at Carnegie show a.marked .similarity to-; those of 
Robertson8 s compahy; Stevens favored many of the same authors 
if not the identieal work of the same group of authors»

, \ 18o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Gardner Teall,
December 15, 1908, Stevens Collections
; ' .19o ThoiAas WoddySfevehs.00alendar, entry for 1909* .
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: - .Robertson was interested- in getting some good modern;
Ameriean. plays in his repertoire= Stevens^ in a longs re- 
. markably reveaiing letter$, agrees- with Robertson^ but not to 
the extent of giving him a Stevens play on the life of:Rem- 
brandts • Ifot that h e ;.doesn’t thihk: it is a fairly good play; 
he simply, does, not honestly feel it Is a play with - enough 
positive audience value ■ to insure a successful finap.eial 
run for Robertson :and his company, Stevens adds he will 
be glad to; have Robertson do Rembrandt when. Robertson has 
established:■himself and his. company on a really secure. . ..

: / r  ■ - /y :i/v /rgo) : ' . ' ' v v:' ‘ ' ^f inancial and artistic footing,v . Stevens’s subordination :: 
of his personal ihterestg in .this fashion to those of a '. . 
prospective producer.is the mark of a generosity that would 
be f.ouhd among few, authors in his positiono ' ; ' - - .

Reepgnition of the many-sided craftsmanship of Stevens 
is slow; to come but grows steadily after the artistic and : -
financial, tri-umph. of the Pageant of the Renaissance, Even : :
.Broadway .becomes aware of him, . A play agent writes and ' 'v
asks :him:,'naiyely if he. has ever thought of writing for' the - ■
stage; she assures him it is a good in.oney=making prdposition,

- 20o Letter from. Thomas Wood-Stevens to Donald Robert
sons "February 5p- 1909, Stevens Coilection* - ■

21, Letter from,Alice KauserVto Thomas Wood Stevensi- 
June 25$ 1909 s Stevens Collection, ' : : ' . •_ ..



Stevens •replies that 'he has been writing for some time;
- he is greatly interested in the stage and thinks perhaps: 
heloould. write some acceptable plays for the agent.(2 2 )
; In October of this year? Stevens produces'the- Pageant - 
of Illinois for Northwestern U n i v e r s i t y . . '

; Adding a new weekly lecture in art history to his full 
course schedulej Stevens continues teaching at the Chicago 
Art Institute;; he has. regular courses in illustration^ let
tering, and mural p a i n t i n g . ^ H i s  extra-curricular activ
ities for this year include steady;painting and etching, 
taking a course in painting "under Sorolla!t at the Art 
Institute, intermittent public lecturing9 short story writing. 
and; helping to organise .the Chicago Society of Etchers.

The year 1910 was the first of his collaboration-with ' 
the slightly younger Chicago playwrights; Kenneth Sawyer 
Goodman.' They collaborated on a masque, The DaimioIs Head, ''

: 22. Letter* from" Thomas Wood Stevens to Alice Kauser9 *
June 28, 1909, Stevena Collection. •: : i \
' ,11 23.- Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Allce Kauser, 
September 10, 1909$ Stevens Collection.

'24o Thomas,Wood Stevens Calendar^ entry for 1910.
Many small mural commission from Illinois schools began 

coming to Stevens and his students. ; Gf« E. Wi -Blackhurst 
to Thomas Wood Stevens,. May.4, 1910,. Stevens Collection. ■' .

25.o Ibid. V  entry for 1910. " ::
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and on a :One-ao,t plaj Goya0  ̂ :
Steven's ’s position In the f ield of pageantry is - summed 

up in a letter from William Ghauncy Langdons a pageant en«-" 
thusiast of ilew. Yorki,- Langdon is making'a. study of the histor
ical pageant and its recent revival in England and Americas

J gather that you are about the center and moving .
. . , cause of all that happens in the pageant line in the
, 5 :■ middle west» „ • « I would. like to learn all I can in

regard to the preparation of 'historical material* the 
artistic presentation and the financial management of 
these' pageants'. Can'you send me copies of the programs^ 
the books of the words and the newspaper accounts* or 

' can you tell me where I can - get them? 127} 7 .'•■
Requests similar to the above were to come to Stevens

regularly during the rest of his; 1 ife. People writing pag- 
earits for the first time* harried music teachers in public 
schools* publicity men* all:wanted copies of his pageant ■ 
texts* photographs of his settings* etc. Stevens was always -’ 
-obliging* .and did, the best, he could to fulf ill all such re- , .;. 
quests.- ■: c.'?■; r - ; :" y 'y : ■ V ;

The next year* 1911* B:t;e.vens continues his popular ' weekly 
lectures In art,history along with his other classes. De
mand for him as a lecturer is increasing* and he has. worked - 
up a lecture bn the making of a pageant. He illustrates

. ■ 26 o Do Co cit. ,
, 27= : Letter from. William Ghauncy Langdon to. Thomas
Wood Stevens* August -9* 1910* gtevens .Gollection.
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this with- short r6:a,dipgs . frozn some of his own pageants .■/. " .
and from some by other authors 0  ̂ •- - ,

In January he makes a speeeh to a group of art .ex
hibitors' on the sub ject of ,sThe Artist8 s Efficiency", in 
which he reveals some of the motivating forces of his own ‘ 
many-fhceW_ life as an artists V

: Perso.nally I have sought to combat conditions
by the practice of art in several mediums. Determined
to live by artiatlc endeavors, I find that ty writing 

, stories and plays and .verses and text^booksh by etch
ing and: painting mural decorations; by teaching and ■ -
-preaching and’:beaching :i^ summer*.yl can- almost make 
a go of it0 If I could play'the fiddle? I believe ! . •
could make a go of it. But then^ you sees I. should_ .
be wasting.:my possibilities as an etcher while prac- 
ticing. on the: fiddle. - .' pf: - p •

It is a serious question, as all of you:know 
perhaps the mo'st serious we. artists have to face, -- - 
how to get -done • the best that is In us. We may as'., 
well recognize, in our artistic societies that we are 
banded together for the sake2, primarily^ of bur own - 

p efficiency.■ And the time may come^ too, when the
, - community:will realize that while it imports its art p

entire, like Its opera, it is wasting one of its 
.. . - great resources. The community will.never be touched \ 

by its.conscience into responsibility; that is a vain 
• : . hope o ; But it may be goaded, some . day,. Into a long p
; ' delayed and none too. welcome : fit of economy. (29) .p

...p; 28. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Charles McKenny,
president of the State Normal. School$ Milwaukee, February 23, 
1911$ Stevens Cpllection. . ' .
p • plhis ieeture proved to bepone of his most serviceable . 
in the.years to come. He would usually arrange to give It C 
to a group interested in producing a pageant, then talk over . 
the group plans and financial backing afterwards. While : -
teaching at Garnegie he worked out some color slides to 
accompany the lecture. . V' p . .

29.; Thomas Wood -Stevens, ti:The; Artist1 s Efficiency" $ 
Articles by Thomas Wood Stevens, 19G2-1930 manuscript box, - 
Stevens Collections • •' ' ;
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Goaded or not* Chicago is meanwhile hecoming increase 
ingly; drama--cons clous« . The Drama League of .America or iginat 
under the guiding hand of Marjorie. A » ..Best. (Mrs. A. Starr
Best}> and the group holds its first annual convention in
. ..hv-. . (50) . : : ■ . : ' ' \ •; ■
Januaryg.1911. Another, organizations the Chicago Theatre
Society;,;; has its. beginning about this time. Kenneth Sawyer
Goodman is prominent in this group.

- ' "Stevens contihu.es his co.liaboratlon with Goodman,
writing The Masque of Quetzal * s Bowl, and The Pageant of
the Old Eorthwestj' the former Is -presented at the Cliff .
'Dwellers'Club for two performancess and the.latter is given
at the Milwaukee State WormalhSchool on June 12, 15, and
18 with a cast of six hundred and fifty, ^ .

■ The importance- of the Chicago Theatre Society is not
to be under “estimated, both as a- force responsible for .bring
ihg good shows to Chicagos and as a .guiding force"in the -
career 'of the.youthful Stevens. Stevens might: possibly
have remained a painter who had a spare-time interest in
the' drama and who did occasional pageants If it- had not. ; , ;
been f or people like Donald Robertson, American"factor and :
first director of the Society; Kenneth‘Goodman, the Chicago
playwright| Whltford, Kane, English character actor who was

. ; 30« Proceedings of the First Annual Convention of.
the:'Drama league of America, January, 1911. : Stevens Col- 
l e c t i o n . f  :

, ; 1 31 o - Letter from. Kenneth Sawyer- Goodman to Thomas Wood •
■. Stevens, ^ay 13, 1911, Stevens Collection, ..
' - .. 32o Thomas Wood; Stevens Calendar, entry for 1911 „ •



first brp&ght to. Qhioago'by the Society; and Bo 1 den Paynesf 
who was brought to Chicago from England in 19IS to direct 
. the 'acting; company of the; Society* ' Association with these 
men during; the"years 1911-13 may easily have been the de
ciding factor that caused Stevens largely to putaside his;.' 
painting arid etching and devote himself to oreative theatre 
work for the remainder of his career. . ' - o
' Almost, the last concentrated period of etching Stevens
carries through before he is engrossed in the organizing of 
the new Drama Department at the.Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology is a series of twelve plates of familiar'scenes on 
twelve:' eastern and midwestern campuses. These sold well, 
and he.filled demands for single items in the set for many 
years after he had completed the original group of twelve.

• HEmlin Garland was secretary of the Chic ago Theatre ~ 
Society at this timej, and prominent people such as Jane h , 
AddamSj Lor ado Taft, Hobart Chatf I eld-Taylor, and Mrs. H«.
Fo McCormick were among the directors. Stevens was prominent 
on the advisory committee; of .which a few of thie other mem
bers were Augustus Thomas$. Harriet Monroe, Richard Burton,

 ̂ 134) • - :and .Elia W. Peattie. ' ' _ ' . ; ' ; ■ ■

.f. 53= . Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Charles M =. .. ;
HMOrriSg' December 2, 1911, Stevens Collection^ ; . ; .

54 = \ Printed handbill addressed to' the Guar ant ors of . 
the Chicago Theatre Society, June 14, 1911, letter file, for 

: Junes, 1911, .Stevens .Collec.tiono ' • : : ' - - ' " . - ,
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' - The Society was unique in that its: founders did not
form, it to put the spotlight' oh local amateur a c t o r s t h e  
chief aims of the group being to'"bring to Chicago a greater 

; ' number of plays of yarled classess and to maintain a high :
.' . Standard in the excellence of production„"^^^
' ' Especially in the case of plays of a type requiring ’

not only a careful display of judgment in casting but also w
■ a theatre of a small and Intimate nature, did the Chicago ■■ .
;' Theatre Society form rescue parties and bring the plays to '
; Chicago .by acting as. guarantors for, a short run

..'' ' The.f ormation of the ■Stage Guild, engineered by Stevens
and his writing partner Kenneth. Sawyer Goodman, was. an im- 

' ■ port ant move for Stevens In 1912. This organization is to
produce plays and publish themi hater in its development, —

: • it does not produce so many plays but continues, to publish ■ ;
. :, > paper-backed edltidns$.'usually at a slender margin" of profit„

of plays by Stevens al°ne,. by Goodman-alone p by Goodman and :
. Stevens> :or by Goodman: and Ben; Becht = .. f ; ;;■;■ g ;■: \

55q Whltford Kane, Are We all Met? .(Londons Elkin. . 
Mathews & Marrot9 .1.931} s p„ 145. \" I. : " v ' 1,1 ' ■ 1 -I ' : , -

Ibid.. o. 146. / y ' % .
Kane8s first ' play In Chicago under the auspices of • : ;

.the;Chicago Theatre Society was■Hindis Wakes by Harold Brig- •
• houses the-Lancashire dramatist. : ; ; , ̂  ;.,■ ■

. 37r Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Alden 0 . Hoble, .
■January 2j, 1912p Stevens Collection. , 11 ' l
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The work, of Stevens with the .University of" Wisconsin 
begins almost casually In the spring of 1912» He is first 

;\eng:afeed;as: a visiting lecturer in Mayo, His topic is to be - 
: art historyo 7 This series of leetures is so successful 
that Stevens is invited back totteach at Madison next year 
in the relatively hew field of art history* , His salary is . 
to'be two thousand dollars a year*  ̂ This raised his 
base pay considerabiy fof although his total income for 

-\1911 was f^QpSo ilg.: a very' SBiall. portion of this came from 
. actual toachihg pa.ys the rest aeeruing from' his series of 
.university etchings s : articles f or- the Art. Institute Bulletin^
outside lecturingj, pageant productionss and mural work for

: " (40) V ' .Chicago homes and schools« : : • '
Stevens does a new pageant$, for Edwardsville) Illinois s '

during the early fall of 1912* His friend Donald Robertson
• ; - ; (41)plays . the paf t of White Cloud* ■ v .■ '

The move to Wisconsin was a strategic one for Stevensf,

58* Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Joseph Jastro.ws 
April 50j 1912s • Stevens Collection*. :: I ’

39* Letter from Charles R> Van Else to Thomas Wood. ' 
Stevens^ May 25, 1912* . : • ' ’ . r.

-40* Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar^ account book for 1911*
41* Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Donald Robert^ 

son, August 50; 1912* ' ; . I. . , .



as far as.keeping him: in touch with a-theatrical producing 
outlet for his playso The Chicago Theatre Society was en- ' 
meshed in a series of cliques and quarrels in ;the fall of 
1912) .while at Wisconsin there was an amateur group ready 
and eager:'to .do his and Goodman's one-act plays« Shortly 
after his teaching; begins at Wisconsin) Stevens- reports to
Goodman .that the Wis cons in' 'Players, are to do the Goodman-
: ' (42) h'-'-/ 'f.' -: : - ;Stevens play) Rylandt ' . ' . ' ; ;v —
: _ ;At .•Wisconsin) Stevens is again pioneering^ for he . is 

helping to formulate policy ahd curriculum for a Pine Arts 
Department): a department contemplated previously by men . 
such a s : Josaph -Jastrow and Peter W o .  Dykema' of the Wisconsin. 
staff) but;hot put into effect until the arrival of the 
energetic: Stevens» ; He.^is -still making a weekly trip to. 
Chicago and lecturing there at the Chicago Art -Institute 
ojb.-.the; subject of art history:*^^ .. ' A
" -Stevens's manifold activities; in the period before 
the f ounding of the Drama Department at. the Carnegie In-.. 
st!tute /of Technology) especially the amateur theatrical ’ -

.. 42» Let ter from ThomasWood - Stevens to Kenneth Sawyer 
Goodman) October 10) 1912)'Stevens Collection.
- -' . 43.: Letter;from’Thomas Wood Stevens to Frederick EL : -
Cowleys a f ormer .Chicago Art institute student A then teach- 
ing art at the TJniyersity ofIllinois.s November 2 1 ,: 1912, 
Stevens "Collection. ■ ' : ; . -. '. -
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work with the Chicago Art Institute,, the;;p lay writing and 
prodM.ction with several collaborators^ and the writing and 
producing of: pageants5 explain, why the Carnegie Institute 
selected him =“• a man who was originally;a painter? etehery 
teacher and authority on- art history to head the newly- ?
: ■ . '■■Vi:;: ' ' ' "
ereated Drama Department«•

'. ' 44> It̂ : will be noticed that: a large proportion of y ' 
the people who worked with Stevens oh dramatic' aetivities 
in the later years first-became influential in his life 
during' this pre=Garhegie period in: Chicagoo:. . - ;



efiAPfSH ' III.

• .- .PrfM&itiwy .eewesp^BQencs; eoppsmlng -tias-"yrep^ssS:. :
Drama Department - at the -Carnegie Institute of technology
begins in February of 191$* Stevens $s good friend and -
former fellow teacher, at - $he Chicago Art "InsMttiteg. Sal|)fe.
Holmes, is now' teaching painting at Carnegie, Holmes
thinks highly of Stevens’s work and recommends -him whole-
he&rtedly as a playwright, teacher and stag® director to
C» Bussell Hewlett, Dean of the School of Applied Design :-.
: - ''--I'.'̂  M)  ̂. "'I "f- ' ': 'at Carnegie-1mstitetB*-:-; . : - : : v. - . .

Stevens is carefully rnoncommittal about the new pro-
jeets he likes his. work at the .University"of Wiscotisln and

-• . . " -Ms; SBtshlishsd extremely cordial 't-elaMtiBS with th# admin
powers :h@ la;, actively working with- #h# ; -

WiscoM.lh DrAma11 c__Bocletf; Ss^elos© association with- f* H, 
Dickinson, who is also a faculty member at sadison.

The playwriting•collaboration-of Stevens and Kenneth 
Sawyer Goodman is_ still a fruitful. one even though it Is "

1, Letter from Halph-holmes to Thor&as- Wood Stevens,' 
Fehrushy B, Ste'vem# Collection* • , . I ; • ...



carried on chiefly, by correspondence» Goodman usually does.-
the "pencil drafts" &nd then sends them to Stevens for cor-
. V'. (2 ) h;/ ' , ' Y ' :v 'i.reetipn and revisionf Joint productions of the two for- i
late - winter and early spring of 1915. includes . Caesar;1 s Gods,

- Holbein in Blackfrlaf s and Julian the Apostate, - All three; , .
playsihad performances- atdthe .Chicago; Art Institute in that ■ ; ij
same year, and a number of performances $ directed by Stevens

hi ; . ni' ■ h;:\ ..o / '' ,h ... ■ ; X  " : Ygt" i1 :or. by Carhegie Drama. Department graduates in. later years, -
In March Dean Hewlett makes ' the- first offer, of a job ;r

to Stevens,. Hewlett feels he e an ' tent at I ve ly' "of f er a salary :
of “under- twenty-five hundred dollarsS^ o Stevens r e p l i e s : ; '. :,
to Hewlett cautiously. He and.'-=Mrs, iSte.vens 'will. ..come to ; ■ i
the spring art exhibition at Garnegie Institute (at the ; , ; ’
institute ?s expense), and will talk over theatre plans at ,:t-
that time, Statens mentions that he has .already met Dr.,iArthur 1 .
Hamerschlag$ Carnegie$ s energetic, president, the. preceding
: summer.and - talked with him on several oc cabions ^^.

-S.,,: ̂ Letter"-fromiSenneth. Sawyer Goodman to Thomas. Wood
I Stevene-) Pebfuary 10^-1915^ Stefens Gollectiono

5o ihomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1915, ;
.; '4,. Letter from G,; Bussell Hewlett to Thomas. Wood ..

StevenS, March 27, 1915, Stevens Collection, : i -
- - -h. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to C, Bussell ' V

Hewlett, April 2, 1913, Stevens.Collection,



. Stevens writes, to his rrlend - and early- collaborator , 
Alden Moblei ■ ' . : " ' \ : - ": :r;;' ' - • .: . - • :

; The Carnegie Institute people want me'to come . •
■ there and teach in the art school and help organize - ’' ’ • ,
; thei school of- dramas f or ■which they hare built a ’ :'
theatre, but which they do not know how to start» ;
Me tof teach in the art .school till the otherv,is under ^
;ways :'and maybe after, to some extent oh 1

Donald Robertsbn, another of Stevens * s friends and co-work- 
ers, says upon hearing- of the proposed appointment that it ; :.
would' "be a fine thing for you and .for the American stage /' : 
to have such an institution* 18 ̂ ̂  But Stevens Is .uncertain, 
hesitating to leave the-friendly, progressive atmosphere ■ ::
at Madison, and .wondering just how much freedom he would 
have as head of the- proposed school where he would be sub
ordinate to both Hewlett, Dean of the School of Applied

■ ' ■ ; - ' 1 , . : ' / : ' i V ■; I /ON ' : .Design, and HamerSehlagy President of the Institute» i
April 24 and 25 Stevens spehds in Pittsburgh looking . 

over the proposal that Hamersehlag and Hewlett have for . 
him* He Is in the East on other business as well, and ' /
having come down to Pittsburgh from New York for this’visit.v 
returns tp New York the second night for- a previous appoint-
. mente But he is at Carnegie long enough to put. his own ::

.'6 0 Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Alden Noble,
April .4, .1913^ . Stevens Colleetion<,. ; ' ' . / '/ 1 ■ . - .

V 7 0 Letter from Donald Robertson to Thomas Wood Stevens,
.April 27, 1915, Stevens Collection0 ' ■ ' . : \

8 o Interview, with Helen B> Stevens s March 18, 1949 %
airTuosoiis Arisbnao - , V - I - : - ■ ■ . :

: .. . - .: . - :: v- ■ ■ - ; -
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• ideas before the administrators and arrive at a preliminary :. 
agreement: with them.; As he described the situation many '

. years, later, he had mulled over the 'whole problem at #is-yl .
ieonsiti: and decided bh; something a little larger in scope ;
■ than the s chool of . s tageeraf t which they, had suggested he.
organises .  ̂ i - V '  : • i' :. ! : : • -. "
-fi' I took a long walk over the hills at Madison® . ..

;v .g thought it .all overs and went to Pittsburgh with an- 
: ofeer schemes /. not if or a school of scenery and lighting $

i •. , . not for applied design in the narrower aspect® but
for a school of the arts of the theatre == something

• v . more comprehensive and more, difficult. The idea ap=- 
•; pealed to Hamerschlag arid the Initial difficulties .

■ were swept. aside Iti an.hour’s ;conference =;(9) ; i ' .
Thus did Stevens bring a philosophy of theatre arts to 
Pittsburgh and demonstrate to Hewlett and Earnerschlag "how 
to start" their school of drama. But although he-writes. ■ '
thus forcefully .about the meeting in retrospect. (the passage 

’:was writteri in 1939 when he was. teaching-at 'Stanford) ® only 
the "initial diffi'cul ties "were breached..: Apparently the ;

. issue was not yet settled In Stevens ss- own mind ’when he re- .. 
turned to .Madisori.at the end of the month. ; • h i. ;

Be and his wife made an excellerit impression on the ■
: Garnegie people®, howevers for in the next letter from Pitts
burgh the salary has been stabilized at twenty-five hundred

9V Thomas Wood Stevens® "Garnegie Techs .First'Phase', 56 
Art!cles by/Thomas Wood Stevens ® 1902-1950 manuscript box® 
Stevens Collection. The article is undated but mentions : 
that Stevens is , at Stanford. . ■'.
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dollars and it is to begin in September, 1913, even though
the theatre itself- is not yet completed. Therefore, the .
letter continues I Stevens is to do considerable 'teaching 

: h:;-: : /h::in the Department of Painting, and Decorations specializing
in lettering and courses similar to those he taught at the, 
Chicago Art Institute^ and he'1 s also to organize a Depart
ment of Printing, .In any' extra time he has availables he 
is to ehdeavor to organize some dramatic activities leading 
to a course in Dramatic Arts, which would probably be an- : 
nounced during the next winter= .The tone;of the above
letter could hot have been particularly encouraging- to a' :p . v 
man such as Stevens who wanted to spend all his time in - ’ ,
teaching drama^and in writing .and: directing plays, .. . - gv,

; : May, 1913, ..finds. Stevens still unde elded»- He writes : . 
to Ralph:Holmes at Carnegie and says he "feels like a pig 
up at auction,M ."Other schools are bidding f or iiim and offer
ing a far more attractive salary; the.Uhiversity of Wisconsin 
is particularly ihslstent that he re turn, to them the following 
year ' at a ; hi#ier salaryt  ̂ py- ■ ' : D.;' ;:D p ; ■■■'iv.l

' 10o Letter from C , Russell - Hewlett to Thomas Wood 
Stevens, April :29, 1913, Stevens ; Co 1 l.ection. ■ p ■

11, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Ralph Holmes, 
May:;8 , 1913, Stevens Collectio.no --d; .  ̂ I ' i t



. .̂ GhipagO’ artistic circles are waking up to the fact that 
Stevens is contemplating•a move much farther away from.Chi
cago than Madison»' Kenneth Goodman is the leader of a 
futile attemp t to keep Stevens in Chic ago = - Goodman tries 
first to work a theatre- job for Stevens out of the Univer- . 
si ty . of Chicago,, and also. exerts pressure on the Chicago ■ 
Art Institute to see if a suitable drama teaching job can
not be created there, for Stevens» The Chicago Institute 
is most eager to have Stevens back) but Goodman writes that 
the director says he cannot us e enough of Stevens8 s time 
to pay him. a living wage unless he assigns him a great mass 
of routine work) absolutely unconnected with any.theatre 
activityo • The directory:Sr, ¥» M. R 6;.Freneh$ ; is still as : 
opposed to encouraging dramatic activity at the Chicago Art 
Institute as he- always has been in the pastf ' - >

At last) . near the end of May 3 19159 Steven's decides . 
that the proposed job at Carnegie .Institute holds a great 
deal of challenge and that he will take the job even though 
the pay is less than he can make elsewhere<> He writes to : 
Hewlett and accepts the: appointment tv ■ y.

. 12o Letter.from Kenneth Sawyer Goodman to Thomas Wood 
Stevens, .May 20 s 19l5s Stevens Coliection = ' 1

In connection with Mr« French1s adamant position con
cerning the relationship of the theatre and schools it is 
interesting ;to note that in 1909 Stevens suggested ah Insti
tute-sponsored repertory theatre to be directed by Donald '.f'C 
Robertsbnp and was turned down by French» - ; ;

13=, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to G 0 Eussell Hew
lett > May 31g 1913s Stevens Collection*
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Many of Stevens's friends are concerned about his 
impending move to Pittsburgh^ put none more so than the:. ‘ '
young playwright Kenneth Sawyer- Goodman„ Goodman 'is dis
turbed at the thought of parting from Stevens and is sure 
that Stevens will be.baek in Chicago before .many years 
doing something grand in the. theatre  ̂ h .

In September the Stevens family packs and moves to
Pi11sburgh;for what eventually proved to be. a stay of ten :
.full years> Stevens plunged at once into works and found
the admini s t rati oh wonderfully, Idberal and e ooperative <, ."
Recalling these beginning months many years later, he has
''high-praise for the free hand - allowed him by President Bam- :
erschlag .and-for.Hamersehlagfs bold policiest ■ .' ■

. • ' : :;llShen.'i Went, there to begin work as a department ' ■ .
" head$ the President => » „»»ca. man of dashing'.imagination 
and no" academic ..inhibitibris j.. gave me my orders, "You 

.•will? he told me^ "take the whole field o f .the theatre 
as.;your, f ield; you- will work out a curriculum which 
will prepare young people for Work in this field; your 
problem is hew# .and I do hot expect instantaneous re
sults ;'.now, go to ito" ■ • '. _ -J

- We went to ito Carnegie Tech was a technical coir 
, lege; not a University; the emphasis was'on training 
• to do,, ' rather than:^ knowihg ' about. We made a curri
culum. on papers. with the hard- knocks all in it 1 »o»iv 

President .B.amerschlag had ulterior motives j of 
.':Course>. He knew that the old. theatre was" ceasing. to' 
"exists, and' that Pittsburgh was not a key city. The 
audiences filled pur ..theatre for the works of the . . 
•Elizabethahsthe great Greekss Ibsen,;and the moderns 
no matter what we played; there was always an audience„

.' 14.V v Letter from Kenneth Sawyer Goodman to Thomas-Wood 
Stevens j, July 14, 1913; Stevens Collection?. It is Ironic 
that Stevens!s return to Chicago in 1925 should be to head 
the Goodman Memorial Theatre, built in honor of his dead ■
friend?^;: . .h.'::::!. : • y •' : ' J'-’:':'

*>o



A good deal Of tti,e times : ours was tlie only theatre : 
lighted in Pittsburgho We were taking oyer, the 
dramatlo phase of the clty^s culture ==.\15) . .
At the nniversity of Wiscorisihi, Stevens1 friends wateh

eagerly the experiment he, is makings The reaction of. some
of them is indicated by the comment of To E. Dickinson who
writes that he is; greatly ihterested and that he sees no
reason why his magazine The Playbook cannot be l?your voice''
in Pittsburgh as well as in Madisono . I cannot think: that
it would hurt your work; and it is iha.t 1 think we should.
stand for o" - ' It is evident: that Dickinson .admires Stevens
and-his ideas- abbut the American theatre and thinks he will
do the same good- work at Pittsburgh that he: has been doing ;

. a t  M a d i s o n o  : ‘ i - : . . ; ' y .' : A ' y - - -

': : In '•Chicago,, meantime =, the brilliant English director /
B>;-iden Payne was directing the 1913-1914 season for the
Chicago:Theatre Society» Two’of the most successful plays .
put on by the Society were Goodman!s The Game of Chess5 and
Barbara <, Goodman writes to Stevens enthusiastically-

, ibo Thomas Wood Stevens$ !,The . Theatre Goes to School*!i 
Articles by Thomas Wood gtevens:; 1902-1950 manuscript box, i 
Btevens Collection, . . ' 1 :> ■; 1'

16. letter from T, H= Dickinson to Thomas’ Wood Stevens* 
September 16 n 1915$, Stevens Cpilect ion0 - ; -

While at the University of Wisconsin Stevens had been 
one of the organizers of The Playbook and had contributed 
many articles about theatre crafts for the first: issues of 
the magazine 0\, :Also StevenS ;had: .acted in plays with the 
.Wisconsin Dramatic Society and had. staged plays for them® - .

17o __ Whitford Kane$, op» cito s p c 1591 ' ■



about Payne„ Payne has admired and promised to produce ; •
many of Goodman’s plays: and has expressed special admiration 
fpr the Stevens and Goodman play Hyland, Goodman is ex- ' ’
Cited on two counts; first because Payne has opened up a ■ 
wohderfU'l production channel for Goodman-Stevens plays5 and '
;secbnd' be:cause the' successful season of the Gh'icago Theatre ; 
Society under Payne’s guidance makes him think that his pet 
idea of a permanent repertory company may work-out after all. 
Goodman8 s -excitement is contagious and Stevens must have 
almost wished he were back in Ghieago and working with the 
Chicago Theatre Society and with Goodman. • - V

Anbther man who started out as a painter and art history : 
lecturer As Steyens did and then shifted to.-experimental 

. theatre - work.was George Breed 2ug of Dartmouth. Zug had . •
apparently been in .Ghieago and seen some of Stevens?s work 7
there and been impressed by ito Be writes Stevens"that he;, 
is c oaehing Dartmouth students in plays and is extremely 
interested by the report that Stevens is starting a dramatic - 
school in:Pittsburgh, Zug asks if" the students at the Gar- . 
negie Institute Drama Department are going to tscompose scen
ery11 as well as act in the. plays and make costumes for them*

18= Letter from George Breed Zug to Thomas Wood Stevens, 
October 23* 1913, .Stevens Collection, i : '



Stevens assures Zug that the students will eventually 
"compose scenery,"'but so far there is no drama school.or ' 
any■drama students % consequently Stevens is putting all his 
teaching time into the art school = But he. adds that plans ■ 
for the drama work are'"complicated and ambitions a" for he : 
and Dean Hewlett are..hard at work; oh the c u r r i c u l u m , ^

Early in Novemberj, 1915s Stevens writes that he and 
. Hewlett are getting the curriculum into final shape| they 
should be ready to. make ahnouncements concerning the courses 
in a week or so; if all goes .well, Stevens casually refers 
to his leisure-time, activities: he is writing a masque
for the students at Darnegie Institute to give for Carnegie 
Day $ and he is'doing a great deal of preliminary work for 
the forthcoming St, Louis Pageant, This is a project planned 
on a grandiose scale $ Stevens is to. handle the historical 
elements in a regular pageant3 and Percy Maekaye is compos
ing a masque to f ollow that, (

. In a later let ter Stevens describes himself as being - ,
intrigued -by the new technical problems offered by the St, ■ 
Louis Pageant, His solution of these problems'will, be one

19, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to George Breed '. 
Zugs October 37s '191SS Stevens Collection,

: 20, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to T,. H, Diekin™
sohg November l s 1915s Stevens Collection, : . .
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of two things -- wonderful or unspeakable. In the same 
letter Stevens speaks feelingly of his grief at the sudden 
death of Dean Hewlett:

He ([Hewlett] was proficient in architecture, 
painting, and music, and had a fine understanding of 
the situation in regard to the drama work. He is 
quite impossible to replace, and a great personal 
loss to us as well. His plans for the school were 
well worked out, of course, and my curriculum has 
been approved just as it was planned with him, but 
the carrying of it out, without him, looks pretty

In spite of this grave loss, Stevens continues working 
steadily at establishing his four-year course of study in 
the theatre arts. That he had the complete cooperation of 
another unusual administrator is attested by a letter to 
Donald Robertson. Stevens describes President Arthur Ham- 
merschlag as an unconventional, highly imaginative man and 
one "of large authority." Apparently Hammerschlag was help
ful, allowed a liberal departmental budget, gave useful ad
vice when Stevens consulted him, and seldom interfered in 
matters that he felt Stevens wanted to handle himself.

Representative of the strong interest the theatre course 
was arousing is a letter from a man in New York who asks to

21. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to T. H. Dickinson, 
November 20, 1913, Stevens Collection.

22. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Donald Robertson, 
December 18, 1913, Stevens Collection.



be sent advance circulars about.the - school as soon as pos= . 
slble 6 Stevens answers politely that the school has not yet 
started, no -s tudents are expected until February- and - the 
planned circulars are not quite ready for the printers but • 
will be put In - the mail, in the near future

Shortly after the- f Irsf, of the year . 1914j, ".-Stevens sends 
an advance prqof-of• the official catalogue to Norman Hapgood., 
editor of Harper's Weehly1 expressing t h e .hope that Hapgood : 
will be, interested In plahs that are so "unusual and'compre-
heM ive.h24:i : '; \  ̂ I'.; t  ; \
■ : Donald Robertson was the first I n a  long line of dis

tinguished visiting directors at the drama s.chool'o It is ; . 
a,: worthwhile commentary on :the mutual trust , shared by the” - 
two men that' Robertson .accepts the temporary appointment -V 
gladlyp and wantsgto know when he can go to work, although 
the school is not fully organized -nor the theatre ready for 
use»(2b)

85_i Letter to Frederick C„ Howes Director of the . ■ : 
Peop 1 eis.. fhsf 1 tutes. NeW York/ January 4, 1914s Stevens . 
Ooilectlon. ' ' \ ' ';v; . ; •

It is dlffiotlt .to<see \just when Stevens had time to f 
plan.this advance circuiar, for during1this period he was f 
commuting to Pittsburgh from his home, .in Chicago .y starting, 
a depar tment of jaural painting as. well as a: theatre school, 
working on the StX . Louis "Fag'eant "to- b e ; given in the summer .. 
of 1914) and editing a series of masques and plays that he : 
hnd Kenneth Sawyer Goodman had written earlier ih Chicago» ,

24o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Norman Hapgood) 
January 5S 1914, Stevens Collection^ . ■

25o Letter from Donald Robertsoh to Thomas Wood Ste
vens s January 21): 1914) Stevens Collectiono-



■ / In February of 1914 the Drama Department formally op^ens .
its doors with an enrollment of eighteen students= The equip
ment isstill not readys the students although showing 
some signs of skill =—  are for the most part untrained aspir'-?- 
ants»'and the theatre building itself is barely finished in 
time for the April production's, the first the school ever ■

St evens - s p ends • s ome time in deciding on just the right 
play to present as the first public production of the depart
ment c. At last.: he. chooses Shakespeare1 s Two Gentlemen of
Veronaj combining neatly the important opening with the
■ ^ - '-1 . " :: ;; ; : (2T) 'tercentenary celebration Of Shakespeare’s, deathov ' Ste
vens and -Robertson are the joint directors» Many profes
sional theatre, people are interested in the event- Otis. •
Skinner Writes to offer heartiest wishes for a splendid 
opening- and to request an account of it for Player ’ s. mag a- . -

v 'it: V
The week: before -the first performance is a. fiercely

' 26.0 ’ThOmas -Wood Stevens s “A School for the Theatre 
Arts* 11 (The Dramag November* 1914« ) (Reprinted by The; Tar
tan* the student weekly of the Qarnegie Institute of Tech
nology*: no pagination,) Proof-sheets. Stevens Collect!on, -

27. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Donald Vaughans 
March 12* 1914$ Stevens Collection, ;
. ; 28, Letter from - Otis. Skinner to Thomas Wood Stevens $

April 2 0 $ 1914$ Stevens Collection,
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hectic ones reminiscent of all dress rehearsai weeks in 
any theatre ■=■=• a universal time of tribulations. Stevehs 
writes of one, rehearsal that las ted'.until 5' a sm 0 - The
play, h a d a  prof es sional; finish on opening night and was 
well received by the audience <, :

One of the major innovations for this first year was 
the' establishing-of entrance examinations for the prospec
tive students in the Drama Departments As Stevens wrote of

,o » > » 6 o-we figured out how much it cost to teach one
:: student ““ about five hundred dollars more than he

• : paid in tuition fees„ The immediate conclusion stared.
. us in the face» We were Spending five hundred dollars s 

betting it on the studentfs chances» He was betting .
• ' his time«, Obviously the bet should he coppered both -
1 ■ 'ways® • When we saw thatj we.became very particular*
. . We put; in -the try-out» The whole department faculty 
; ■ worked a week on all the candidatess, and. began devising
■ a series of tests which eventually became so efficient

that we could predict^ within ten percents by the try”
: out ratings9; how the accepted students would stand at '

the end of their first -year® . ;' : ■ 1 . , .I7:

29® Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Donald Vaughany 
April 26, 1914s Stevens}Oollection. ■ ' : ■

: Bo I den. Payne ? interviewed: at Aus tins Texas 5 on April f; '■
22, 1949s says that rehearsals often lasted this late at -
Carnegie» When queried about what happened to class schedules 
the following days Payner smiled and admitted, that they were . . : 
frequently cancelled because the students were- too tired to 
go to class= Sunday rehearsals, and stiff rehearsal schedules 
even during; traditional holidays such as ThanksgiVing and 
Christmas, were' the rule at Carnegies says Payne® The fin
ished productions at Carnegie apparently justified these. :
lengthy and exhausting rehearsals to' Payne> Stevenss and ' :
the admin is tratlve officers $ but the fact remains that any 
theatre connected with an academic institution must face ■
the almost insoluble conflict between this complete and 
utter devotion to the theatre; and the■ lesser attractions ■
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It was this rigorous try-outs more than any 
' - special efficiency in the teachings, that produced 

the high percentage of professional success in the 
early roster of studentso We simply could not take 
the responsibility^ or spend the Institute's money 

- (we called it HrV Carnegie!s money in.those days)
: " on any student who did not show some clear promise

of being useful in the theatre, . We made mistakes|
some students turned out a •littl© better than we exe
p . © G  u @ < ! o  o o o e ;

- With the rigorous try-out system we kept our " ..
numbers down in my ten years at Tech we never had. 
more than fifty in the Department at any one timeo 
We worked intensively on chosen material, We_ean 

■ " render to Arthur Hamerschlag a good account0V ■/ :
The number of'students in the first two years was

not large, but from 1916 on there were always far more
applicants every year than' the school could accept. The 
less promising ones were eliminated by means of these en
trance tests, ' : ‘ > : ■
; . In the summer after his first play at. Carnegie Insti-:

tutes Stevens is approached by a film company (whose .name 
is ' undecipherable because the le tter has been damaged by 
water ) offering to give a course of illustrated. lectures

29o (continued) of the academic schedule» Most uni
versity theatres todayy under .pressure from the faculty and • f 
board of regents? prefer to sacrifice, the 'final polishing^ 
of" a.performance -= polishing that only overtime rehearsals 
can -give to the better-established . tradition of compul- , 
sory 'class attendance and. unremit ting Class assignments, ' •1 .
' SO,.; Thomas Wood St evens ?. ,s Carnegie Tech: First Bhase"? • s.7:
Articles by Thomas Wood; Stevens ? - 1902=1930 manuscript box? ■ ::
Stevens Collectiono ; : .V ; . > •/ :: l v;



about film production for Stevens’s students« The company , 
also.Hants to use Carnegie students as extras in films which 
are prpduced in Pittsburgh. • Letters in the, Stevens - 
Collection do not record ,Stevens's acceptance or rejection 
of this,lecture offer, bdt he does eventually turn Out some 
short f ilms at the Drama; Department <,: using student actors' 
entirely. . y: \ '.V; t j ■ v'? ' ■

- The' understanding that Stevens had with Carnegie Insti
tute allowed, him to do outside theatrical work frequently. 
Apparently He could get leave at anytime except whenaa major 
production at the school would have, been jeopardized.
. It is clear that the freedom given Stevens was g r e a t a n d  , 
that ;it would; have been denied by a less intelligent presi-': 
dent than Hamers.chlags ■ whose policies- were both liberal and 
imaginatlye?' : ' - : .:'b-rh :--
. Ah- excerpt from.a later letter from Stevens - to B. Ideh 
Payne (in which Stevens is pffering Payhe another contract 
f or part-time- work, during the 1915-1916 season) gives1 a; 
elear idea of how Stevens values part-time theatre work:

- 51. Letter to Thomas Wood Stevensj July 20s 1914,
Stevens Collection: ‘ ■ , y . /- ; ■;.‘ v- ̂ ,'b .. . y. -

32o Letter from Helen B». Stevens to •Thomas Wood Ste
vens s January 1916, S.teyens Collectlon* - Mrs.- Stevens ; 
mentions this policy of the'Institute in discussing her 
husband ls : difficulty in .giving effective guidance to the 
department while Vaway-on his,: pageant worko
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Personally I favor the idea of part time schedules
'and am fond of'skipping out and doing active work my--
self» (I now' expect to go on to San Francisco to work 
on a jury for an exhibition of black and white painting 

■. next months and to spend a lot of time next year on the 
Newark Pageant.) But the school here is my .first inter
ests and 1 am sure it woUld be'extremely vitai to you 
ho matter how much other work you might be doing. We •

• 'needn’t assure each other ,that. we_have a great,.bppor- 
t tunity here we both know it»  ̂ ^
Even the great opportunity, of teaching.,at the well-equipped 

. theatre of Carnegie institute does'not blind. Stevens to the 
necessity for avoiding an: unbroken routine of teachingo - 
Perhaps.this was one reason his - students gained such a varied 
. knowledge of the theatre; they had the advantage of being .
- directed by a great variety of excellent men other than, jus t 
Stevens - alonej and Stevens himself was cbnstantly going out . 
into the field and gathering in new experiencesi , -. ’ - •

One of his leaves of absences came soon after the school
got under way, to he precise in the spring of 1914. Most of 
that spring Stevens devoted to his part as pageant director 
in the gigantic. Pageant and 'Masque of St. Louis , which was 
organized to help put •over, a new ■charter for the city and

 ̂ '53o Letter from.. .Thomas 'Wood Stevens to B= I den Payne $
April 16, 1915, Stevens Collection. ■ ; ■
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which left §209 OQ.O in the treasury "with which the present 
municipal theatre, in its first form was developed* ;
"Many articles were,written ahbut this successful production, 
among them one by Arthur Parwell who' stresses the rapid evo
lution of the pageant , f orm in •America and indicat es the magni
tude of . the production: .'• .t ;

Vo o o 0 0 oin some five "short- years, o <,.-0 .,the mere, pageant 
■ borrowed from England has grown in America to the con

dition of a constantly more well-defined people’s V 
drama that is sweeping like a wave over the country,,,.,,

: ; "Considered in its: physical aspect merely$, the
pageant and masque Of St, Bouisoi,,,,consisted of two 

; dramas, of largev scope, given, with an intermission,
V- during ttievafternoon and evening von an outdoor stage 
. covering the centrai and;farther part of a lake-in.
-■Porest ;Earks and leaving a semi-circular ribbon of
water one hundred and twenty^five feet broad around - 
theVfront of the stage and.between it and the audience, .

.- representing the Mississippi fiver. The stage itself v '%
was five hundred and twenty.feet wide, at the back with
a semi-circular front of eight hundred and'eighty feet, 
and was two hundred- feet deep, i,e,, from the footlights: 
to the background. The audience, about two hundred v ; 
.thousand at each of the four performances, occupied • 
seats on the rising ground around the side of the v:

V lake opposite the front of the stage. The 'number of '
T .--...; actors, men -and .women, .in the two dramas, was about

eight , t h o u s a n d , V  " . . .  . ..-'
VStevens himself ' sdys : that the number of people 'at work .'

backstage- and at the gates totalled another" seven thousand.

. 34, Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for IS39, 
notes on pageants, ; . .%.

.Eepresentative of the impact this tremendohs.produce 
tion had on the ordinary citizen is.a letter from Margaret 
A, Do Boon of Pittsburgh, November 16, 1914, in which she 
says that the pageant has done more to put 8t, bouis on the 
map than Anheuser-Busch beeri -v ; ' ■ ‘ - -V .''

35, Arthur Parwelis, kThe Pageant and Masque of St, 
Louis,11 The American. Review of -Reviews, 50s 187-193, August, 
1914, V. : V . < . ' v : . ' V. - -■ -. . -



' Except for the Red Pross Pageant of 1917-1918;a this pro- 
due tion was perhaps the high-water mark of Stevens 1s pageahts 
as.- to publicity received as a result of it, successful fin- ' 
anclal returns ,r a:hd ar tistic, result a. . ■

■ 'In later pageant“dramas Stevens employed the varied , 
talents of his advanced students, but for the St« Louis 
production there is no record in the Stevens letters that 
any of his .students tdok part. In fact the majority of 

•: the students seem to -have banded together under the leader
ship- of aetor-student Charles Meredith and acted during the 
summer, of 1914 on the Chautauqua circuit„ Apparently this' 
group did many, of Goodman is fine .one-act plays; and had the 
pleasure' of seeing them go over well with the tent-show

Considerable ^information, about;school costs is found 
in a letter from Stevens to an official of the;United Booking 

. Office, a concern connected with the Keith vaudeville circuit 
The enrollment in the department was limited for two reasons: 
first so that the Instructors may concentrate on the best- 
prepared 'students and give them intensive rehearsals and .' 
Coaching;-: and second because, although the school is gen
erously endowed, the tuition is so low (fifty-six dollars a 
yeah) that the s tudent body must, be kept small so as hot to

: 36o Letter from Charles Meredith to Thomas: Wood Stevens
' September, 1, 1914, Stevens Collection, . r. ■



exh.aus.t the endowment funds. Board and .room for a thrifty 
Students Stevens ealculatess might run about six dollars a 
week. Total expenseSj, including, tuitions could be kept at 
three, hundred and; fifty, dollars if the student incurred no 
travelling or special personal expenseso Stevens stresses 
particularly the large total of hours of praetieal theatre

; ' ■ . % : V; ■■■:■ ' ■ - ■ 1 - ■work which must be put in by every student<> • / ;
A letter to a student who is temporarily unable to re

turn to school for. the fall of 1914 states that it is not 
possible for the student to pick up.elsewhere; any of the 
major subjects the Carnegie Drama Department offers..

Besides exposing.the students to a variety of teaching 
methods and directing styles by using a rotating plan of: 
visiting directorsj Stevens also asked many well-known pro- 
fessipnal actors» actresses» playwrights„ and directors in 
to see his theatre plant when they came through Pittsburgh. 
One of his first distinguished guests is the noted actress 
Mrs. Piske.^)' \ ' ' V

The beginnihg of a friendship between Stevens and

W  , Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Walter J. "•'Kings
ley» ..September .14j, 1914s Stevens . Colle.ction-. ‘ .

38o Letter from Thomas ■ Wood Stevens to E.; W*;, Hickmans
September 15s. i914s- Stevens Collectiono • ,

■ V; 39. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Mr. and Mrs. ,
Harrison Grey Fiske, September 19s 1914, Stevens Collection.



another notable pioneer In college theatre work, Sam. Hume, 
o.ccurs when Stevens corresponds with Hume In an;: effort to.
bring the.latter's extensive exhibit of scene design to
\ : • : . V ■ ■ : (40) " ; : ■ ■ " -the Carnegie Institute of Technology-' -.

_One of the first scoops, theatrically speaking, of
Stevens’s new school was the visiting instruetorship of the
■ twenty “-eight year old Irish playwright, Padraic Oolum. It
was Colum's first visit to America, and he is impressed with
Stevens and with the f ine, work the beginning students are' ;
doing-# His parting, note to Stevens, after he presented a
night of one—act Irish plays as the finale of his teaching .
period, there, shows his' enthusiasm over the future of the
experimentaf vtheatre at''the Institute s .. - :

." I hope indeed your dramatic school- will become -
all you wish tcf make it = If ii does a great contribu- 

- tion" willy have been made to the National Drama of .America* (41) : ■ y ' ■■ : : . .

.• 40e Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens.to PresIdent Arthur 
Hamerschiag, October.5, 1914, Stevens Collection#

Sam-Hume studied with Gordon Craig, and also with George 
Pierce. Baker at Harvard. .He.first came into notice;in 1914- 
.15 through an extensive display of models and drawings illus
trating modern stagecraft- which he exhibited in Cambridge, fy/ 
New fork,-- .Chicago nnd Detroit. He directed the Detroit Arts :' 
and Crafts Theatre in a successful season in 1915=17, and - -
next made a name for himself:-*-wh.en he was in charge of the 
outdoor Greek, theatre at the'Hniversity Of California circa 
19 IS-f 19B0 o-h; .;. "i x'' y t y ; .... ; .: : ■ . : h , v y y,

- 41. -Letter from Padraic Colum to Thomas Wood Stevens, y
• 0c tober 22x, 1914, .ySte vens Co lie ction. ; . ty

Further evidence of Cplum*s' esteem for Stevens can. be - 
found in the ihscription in a manuscript of a play by Colum 
in the Collection. The inscription reads, "Early version -h of Balloon, m y . own typing... - For the 'Thomas Wood Stevens Coif ' lection. A tribute to a valued friendship.” " It is signed i 
by Colum. : ' -hi.:. ". iy: -i. ,. -. ' l '.' -v h ̂  - y h. -I ivil
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Evidently Opium saw the-Carnegie theatre school burgeoning 
into something' like an; American replica of the f amous Abbey : 
Players of Ireland. 1 “ " ; ; ' ; ■ . :  ̂* ;

. Characteristic- of the generosity hf Stevens toward other 
men and.women working in the field of drama is a letter to 
Allen Davis 3 an ins truetor in playwriting at the' University " 
of Pittsburgh« Stevens says' he will be glad to recommend ; . 
the other’s course unreservedly^ and feels that the trainihg 
given by Davis or hlmseIf would, be of equal aid to;a student 
in writing a play» The important thing,, as Stevens sees it 9 

is to. have a class small "enough so that a large amount of 
.personal attention and criticism can be given to the work 
of each student „(42l : y . " ; ' / >
•; One of the most important fall productions for 1914 “■= 
one possibly prompted by Stevens 8s 1915 period of private 
study of the Greek'language was the Gilbert Murray trans5= ; 
lation Of Iphegenia 111 Taurus by Euripidese Stevens9 teach
ing all the; courses that are at first offered in the Depart =■ 
mentj, feels a natural need for help in the . necessary .

' 42o Letter from Thtimas Wood Stevens to Allan Davis s
October 24$ 1914$ Stevens Collection, -
. x 43» Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar$ entry for 1913« .
Stevens was therefore teaching classes in History of the 
fheatre$ Playwriting $ Scene De s ign$ Light ing $ Costumes. 
Productions and Actings in addition to dire.eting the plays o



cos time research for the correct Greek garb for his actors 
and: actresseso 'He sends for Dr. Alfred Emerson/ a classical 
scholar from Chicago>| : and jSmersoncomes■ to his rescue gladly«
•. From a brief letter to Donald Vaughan<, the Hew York book 
ssiler who handled: many of the Stage’ Guild pub 11 eations f or 
Stevens and Goodman, some idea of his teaching practises may 

" be gleaned® . He has apparently .'utilized bi ts of some of his 
early pageants and whole scenes from his early .plays as' 
practice exercises ®. He believes in the necessity of training 
one! s body for the stage and: gives extensive drill in panto 
m i n e w h e n  the students have mastered • different types of 
pantomine, then simple but eloquent 'words are added- so that 
they may have practice in suiting gesture to the word content 

Writing to his Ohioago acquaintance, director B. Iden 
'.Payne, Stevens asks him to- come to the Carnegie Drama Depart?- 
ment as a visiting director: ■ ' ! ■ I " ' : ..l

You understand, I imagine, what I want of you: 
you would . be a visiting: prbfessor;' would put in your, 
teaching hours as you saw fit, . preferably by choosing 
a east and rehearsing one play, which might or might

4 4 » Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Alfred Emerson,
• November 29;, 1915, Stevens Collection, " ■ . '• -

: : 45o Letter from Thomas. Wood Stevens to Donald Vaughn,
January 14, 1915, Stevens Collection= : • . '

The: writer remembers the f irst- exercise Stevens igave 
his beginning acting class at the IJniverslty of Arizona in 
September, .194-1® . The words: for the accqmpanying simple 
pantomine ran roughly like this: IsThe great earth, the
vash sky,: Yon distant, star — = I appeal to you all." Archaic 
in f lavor, the exercise .nevertheless: served its purpose in V 
teaehlng- basleStage movements. " ; / 1- ’.
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not be publicly produced. On the whole, you would 
find it a rest LPayne had been working strenuously 
on Broadway the past season"). The pay here isn't 
munificent, but I could get an appropriation of five Kundir«< 
dollars and mileage; and you would have the pleasureof doing something worthwhile.(46)
On the same date Stevens writes to Walter Hampden to 

urge him to accept a six-weeks' directorship at Carnegie;
Hampden is unable to accept because of other engagements, 
but Payne does manage to come the following spring.

Maude Adams and her manager are guests at a special 
matinee in their honor, the play being Iphegenla in Taurus.
Miss Adams tells Stevens she likes it immensely and is eager 
to have some of the members of the first graduating class 
in her acting company.

A Wisconsin friend and fellow teacher, Joseph Jastrow, 
comes back into Stevens's life at Pittsburgh when Stevens 
invites him to be a guest lecturer for the theatre students 
at the Carnegie Institute. Jastrow is a psychologist and 
his lecture topics were of the popularized type, "The Science 
of How We Feel," "The Language of the Face," e t c . ^ ^

46. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to B. Iden Payne, 
January 23, 1915, Stevens Collection.

47. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Walter Hampden, 
January 23, 1915*, Stevens Collection.

48. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Kenneth Sawyer 
Goodman, February 7, 1915, Stevens Collection.

49. Letter from Joseph Jastrow to Thomas Wood Stevens, 
February 12, 1915, Stevens Collection.
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-'y Some idea :of the respect and admiration in which Stevens 
was held by both administrators and teachers in.his own field 
of ■activity is given in a letter from the President’s -office v 
at the University Of Wisconsin® Even though Stevens’s school 
- in Pittsburgh is barely a -year, old, .Wisconsin authorities 
feel confident that Stevens will be able to recommend several 
men to fill pos1tions as drama instructors at Madison*(50) .

An event which is to have a real influence, on the future 
of dinee instruction at the Carnegie theatre^ school is the 

' formation of the American Branch of the English Polk Dance f 
"Societyo' Stevens and his wife and many of his students, take 
ah active part in the forming of this organization in Pitts'-

Frederick Ko-Cowiey accepts ah'instructor’s post with 
Stevens for the school year 1915-1916? Cowley is to be 
general theatre overseer, do some scene constructing and

' 50o -; Letter from Charles R® Van Hise to Thomas Wood ' ;.
Stevehs, February 16, 191b, Stevens Gollectiono ; . ,

• 510 Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to.Kenneth Sawyer;. 
Goodmani.- April .3, . 1 0 1 5 -Stevens Coliection. • '
■ ; " The Second-. Yearly .report, for the Department of Dramatic 
Artsj, March 11, 1916., records that a dancing course, under a 
Miss Stoner of the Margaret Morrison Carnegie School for Womens, 
-is added;to the curriculum? Nine scholarships: are given to 
men students so that they may do work under Cecil Sharpe, - 
the Society’s founder, at Elliot, Maine„ From that time on 
dancing .was: a regular part .of the curriculum, 'with emphasis 
on folk-dancing»1 • "
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I assist at rehearsals«, and he is starting out the school ' ;
year by an intensive two-week pre™school eleanup.of the. "
' -I'' - . I--/;:-":-::- v' _ - V; i 52 y v/; . :i 1 ■ ; :1'';v'-;
■; theatre and the adj oining shop rooms * , Stevens usually _
started, new assistants off in this manner» - Any busy theatre
can always use an extra cleaning and inventory period^ and
the f amiliarity 'with the equlpmerlt gained in this way is of
great use to the new assistant, i • ' •' 1 .

Stevens’s attitude toward his students is. intermittently-
revealed. He writes to an ambitious student who wants to . ;
stop school and make a name for himself in New York to tell
him.that he really needs quite a bit more training. Stevens
writes understandingly of. the student’s previous uneven ■
"grades and subsequent scholastic “conditions®8 = (The student .
was apparently afire with eagerness to begin professional
theatre worko.) Stevens concludes: ' •

I will be glad to take you back, as I believe we 
; are better fulfilling qur purposes to carry forward.
; the students who have shown promise, father than to 
. take on new ohes.^ ; ;
Stevens is astute enough to realize, that he cannot have

good performing artists at the school as directors without .
making his academic schedule as flexible as possible.Ste- \.
vena’s arrangement with B® Iden Payne for the fall of 1915

52. • Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to,Frederick K. \ 
Cowley; August 20, 19159. Stevens Collect ion. •

In this same letter Stevens mentions humorously that 
he is working oh a "small but unusual pageant (not an Indian 
in; it) ’8 at Wilmerdingg Illinois. /:• ’

53. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Harold (last . • 
name not given)$ Augus t 21  ̂ 1915g Stevens Collection. ' - '
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lliustrates this point .well« He wants Payne to come to V:. 
Pittsburgh for a few days to plan class and rehearsal . 
schedules and then go back to his New York^of Harold Brig- 
house's play Hob son1s Oho ic e> Stevens stresses the fact 
that no active work need be done by Payne on this visit* 
but schedules must be planned' carefullyo .

/' In 1915s Stevens first hears from Oliver S o ) Sayler, ■
at that time the dramatic editor of the Indianapolis News * 
who wants.a statement from Stevens about the outlook and ' .

'V: : 'h- 1 -'i-v i55)
future plans: for the theatre at Carnegie Institute»

' t Steveps answers that his theatre at Pittsburgh does 
not. have a paying-,audiences. as Sayler mistakenly thinks '
it has: X y ' . X- ' ' ' ■■■ " .. : ' - /•

. X Ours is primarily a schoolg and while we.are .build-' 
ing an audience to the best of bur ability it is not and 

. ■ never will be a paying-’ audience = There is theX-whole X
X background, and terms of Xthe foundation to consider! F 

_ X Poh the Student body of the Tech schools s. nearly 3500 X ' 
X people $ we are already a community theatre^ but that * s - X 

: a limited' phases- of course = <bb) . . • :
Sayler at least has heard of the theatre and is really XI

' x.54x ' Letter from Thomas - Wood -Stevens to B. -dden PayneV X ; 
September b* 19161 .Stevens- Oollection. X ' ^
■ 55, Letter- f rom Oliver -MX Sayler to Thomas: Wood Stevens $
September B's 19159. Stsvens.:Sell#©tIon# -x ; X " : ' . x

X 56o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Oliver H, Say
ler, September IS:,.; 1S15S Stevens Collection0 . : -X - ;



interested, even if he wasn't aware that it is a teaching 
establishment as we 1 1 . as.an instrument for produeing enjoy- ■ 
able ■ Plays.,;.:;

Opening the sehbpl in the. f all: of 1915 .entailed more . . 
than the usual share .of difficulties, for the theatre re - .. 
building which had been started the., previous spring- is not , 
yet completed^ Hence. there- is no prospect of having. a re - : 
hears al room before Sept ember =. Stevens makes the best com
promise he can by starting with a production which.can be 
done with only one shallow set* He hopes by the time the-' " 
first night arrives that the forestage of the remodeled 
theatre may'be usable® -Visiting_director William Thorntori - 
Simpson's scheduled production of Trelawney of the Wells - ,' 
-has had to be indefinitely postponedo^^^ ^

In discussing, with Ben Greet the ='growth of the' Drama- 
Department at'Carnegies -Stevens writes s " . ■ ; V- %
- , This year Mr. I den Payne and Mr» P. K, Cowley
' ’■ - are with me, as regular members of the staff and Robert-
'''i^vson^and: Poel are to make special productions „

® 0 ®»o oWe have altogether about forty students in 
.. the depar:tmentj, of whom eighteen are men, so by select

ing plays with some care, we manage to - keep all of them

- 57o-; Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to William Thorn
ton Simpson, September 20,; 1915, Stevens Collection®

As Bo Iden Payne recalls it, Andrew Carnegie, who had 
an active distrust for -anything connected with the theatre,- 
never really planned to have a theatre or a drama department, 
but Arthur Hamers chiag went ahead with the theatre building, 
constructing a shallow stage that was originally intended . . 
for recitals by the students of the music school® Mr® Payne 
says that Andrew Carnegie simply - turned up at the sohool one 
day and a sked -Hamers chlag suspiciously what the "dramatic • '



; studying a part of some sort,, Nearly all of pur old
students came back this fall :a great satisfaction : ' 
after one has worked nearly-two years with them= ' •

o.o <,;. 0 aThe. list of plays produced does not by any
means Represent the school's activities, as much other 

. work was rehearsed for exercise purposes and the sin
dents also kept up their regular collegiate work in 
general studies, (58) ; .. .
Stevens's friends and co-workers in Chicago still re- t 

.member him vividlys for:he is invited-to become an honorary 
member of the Alley T h e a t r e a  new group of interested ama
teurs formed in Chicago<, • Among the organizers are playwright
Alice -G-erstenbergj drama educator Theodore Hinckleys and
•x: / - ' ' - ' ’'t:; : - ' . ; " -' / 5g \poet Edgar hee Masters> as well as Kenneth Sawyer Goodman.v /

;57 (continued) laboratory" was. Hemerschlags- speaking ' 
from a sure knowledge of Carnegie's close affinity with the 
doliary pointed out a young actor rehearsing. .

"See that fellow?- H e 'd get about.thirty-five dollars a 
week on-Broadway nows" said Hamerschlago

' "Well?" asked Carnegie = / \ '"t . t, '
"Af ter he is •trained here at Carnegie's Drama. Depart” , 

mentj," answered Hamerschlag, "he '1.1 be so well • trained his k 
earning; power will double or triple itself ." .

Andrew Carnegie smiled approvingly^ the shrewd smile of 
a man who.has met a worthy opponent» And the Dramatic Depart
ment at,Carnegie Institute of Technology was officially es
tablished. : ' ' k. : ■ : : \ k '

"Hot having been constructed primarily to meet theatre 
needs» the converted "recital staged was soon found;? inade
quate as to working space back stages sufficient space above 
the •stage t o "f l y t h e  sc ene ry s and ac t ing dep th of . the s t age«, 
This was the reason that rather'extensive add!tiohs to the 
■ehtire building housing the theatre were deemed necessary- ;
by Stevens a short time after the Drama Department opened 
..its doors-in Februaryj 1914. - 'k. '

■Interview with B= Iden Paynes April .245 1949s at Austin? 
Texase - ■ ' ' k . k ' : ; 'kk ' k.'-" k k' ■

58wr Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Ben Greets Octo
ber ;25$ :1915Stevens Collection. :

' 59. Letter, from Kenneth Sawyer Goodman to Thomas Wood . 
Stevens^ November 1 3 19153 Stevens Collection. :



Otis Skinner .appeals on tour in Pittsburgh" in 1915 : .
and makes a special visit to the school $ ■where -he has his •
choice of a special matinee performance of Fletcher.8s The ;
Elder Brother,. Molierefs Tartuffe, and William Ellery Leon- V- 
ard1 s Glory in the Morning, (6®) ; • ' : ■

Stevens drops the first mention of the fact that he is 
teaching some night school classes in addition to- his heavy' 
night rehearsal schedule and daytime teaching, loado Evidently 
the night classes met oh a.bi-weekly schedule and the stu
dents did hot- take nearly as active a part in the school8 s 
activities as did the regular day Students =  ̂ i

'Further evidence of Stevens8 s prominence in drama teach
ing is a letter from Frederick Ho;Edch, who later created ; ■
the famous Carolina Playmakers at the University of North - ■:
Carolinas. but is now teaching at the University of North 
Dakota^ Ebch is so enthusiastic about the new Carnegie i; •
Drama Department that he wants-.to .use his sabbatical leave 
to take a doctorate in the ‘ field of drama under'-the guidance . 
Of StevensI Unfortunately only undergraduate theatre courses 
had been - established at this time by Stevens, so Koch cannot • 
carry out his. piano f68- : % - W - : ‘ i ■

= 60o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Otis Skinner, 
November 3, 1915, Stevens Collections
: 61 o Letter-from Thomas Wood Stevens to T. Ho Dickinson,
November 21,;i915, Stevens Collectlono

62o:" Letter from -Frederick Ho-Koch to Thomas Wood Stevens, November 30, 1915$ Stevens Collection* ..
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. ... One of. the few pageant ..jobs for. which Stevens nego
tiated unsuccessfully was the Tale Pageant of 1916b In ;; 
the preliminary correspondence written about this produc^ 
tioh it is of interest to theatre students to find that / ; ‘
Stevens; anticipated the modern trend of “staging ;ih the 
round18 or “central staging” (the actors are on an unraised 
stage surrounded by the audience on all sides) by several : 
decadeso Because of the unusual construction of the Yale 
Stadiums Stevens planned to stage :the projected pageant in 
the round» . Ho evidence exists" In the. Stevens letters to ' . .  

show that Stevens tried this novel method of staging on 
any of the regularly produced plays at the Institute theatre® - 

/.Wallace', Rice of. Chicago had planned to come sometime 
this year to lecture; at Stevens 5s school on the subject of 
phonetics, but the extensive rebuilding that has been done v
on the stage and the shop rooms has used, up both the build— ': .

.' ing funds and the appropriation intehded to coyer Rice ’ s . : ■:
visit® (61) . . : ■ . ". /;

This brings the- story of Stevens's work at Cafhegle up - '
to the end of the year ,1915 j with the schodl. well-established $ ,

; 6 S® better from Thomas Wood Stevens to Anson Phelps :. ■
Stokes s, Secretary of. Yale Universityj, December 19, 1915p Stevens. 
Collection® : ■ ..... '-f-u.

64. Letter from Thomas 'Wood Stevens to Kenneth Sawyer 
Goodmans December/30s 19ISj; Stevens Collection® ' ,

The rebuilding mentioned in this letter was made neces- / / - 
sary by the fact that the original stage was intended pri
marily not for: theatrical production but for music recitals®- : •Supray footnote 54® .. : • . // ■ :/ /,'/'
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the/building program still in progress# and Stevens himself
characteristically busy with'many plans for the future.. It "

v seems appropriate now# before continuing the narrative of :
Stevens’s work during the second period at Carnegie Institute,
to turn to a magazine article In which he himself discusses
the ideals and aspirations of the.school. . In the article
Stevens looks back on the first year, summarizing the alias
of the Department and. outlining the educational 'philosophy
and methods on vfhich the staff was .proceeding. Discussing
the place ..of the; Depar tment he says* :' ; . ,' ' /

Carnegie Tech is divided into four schools $ the ' : 
colleges of science^ industries,; applied design, and ' 
the Margaret Korrison .Carnegie School for women. The 
School of Design is similarly divided, and over the : ; 
niches on the facade of the building are lettered the 
■ words. Architecture 3 Painting, Sculpture, Music and .:. - V: 
Drama.-''1 \ .1:1.;.,/'; : T' .

The Department of..Architectures being the oldest, 
has in a measure given its type to..the other depart
ments . -=• a type of sober prof essional, training, nowise 
fantasticand never scornful of those general and 
essehtlally cultural studies which are likely to be . - . 
thrown •overboard by the.'more-/impetuous school's of the 
Fine Arts./; We think ourselves fortunate, in this‘since . • 
our plan for the Department of Dramatic Arts is not a : ' - 
brief and violent charge upon the :suby ect, ;but 'rather " : "
a "sustained siege .. ,;.//;■•.
Continuing1 Stevens s ays that the School/of Applied 

Design had:already set. up entrance requirements of the usual 
coliege type, with the,addlf ipn Of a personal interview of : 
the prospective students; with the Dean of the School of Ap- ; 
plied Design and the he ad of the appropriate.: depar tment.
The. Drama Department accepted these condit ions and- then , :'



-changed- them slightly b y . setting up unique qualifying ex- . 
aminatione suitable ;for measuring- theatne skills,^^ ^
Btevens ccamnents» V ’ •  ̂ ;  ̂ - t- " -
; . -. - It was of course clear that no amount of personal

ihterv-iewihg would ever select for us the young people 
destined to become actors> or-playwrights» or producers» 
It is also clear that the school must exist for the • 
students5 not the students f or - the school,

. We were no 19 to put ̂ it quite bluntly $ concerned 
. with whether a .student should be come an actor or not | :

; we were concerned that he receive a severe four years 
- training; that he know the drama, its history^ its ■;

• - ' .literature» • in a' measure its. technic, and -perhaps that
'' "he have some hint of its social implications; and we - 

- thought it readily.possible to teach him many of the
V‘;’ : related crafts„ With these premises the course was - -

planned. It owes;much to the broad taste and technical 
knowledge of the late Dean?. Charles Russell Hewlett#; .

•1 and much to the advice of many men in and out of the 
. ,theatre; actorss dramatists3 critics, managers# and
' mere:(but .educationally Shrewd) professors»

Stevens goes oh to sketch the course work to be done
in the student's first three'years, He emphasizes the fact
that three years are to be given.to general studies, and in
the foiH’th year personal specialIzatIoh!1 will be allowed»
(Later Stevens changed this c ourse plan so tha t two. years of
general work preceded a two-year specialized option in a

; ' . : ■ ' . / <:■ . / 6 6 V ' ' . - i -
choice of three major fields») : V

65o Supra, page 36.. . : . ; .
' 6 6 =:\Gf = Letter from Thomas :Wood Stevens to.B, Iden . 

Bayne, December 31, 1917 = Infra*p. 6 8 = ' - .



As to subject matter, Stevens proposes so rich and 
varied a curriculum that it does not seem possible that a 
student could take all the required courses in view of the 
always full rehearsal schedule. Yet the testimony of a 
student who enrolled in the second class after the opening 
of the department affirms that all the courses described 
by Stevens below were offered as required subject matter 
during her training period.

Stevens outlines his curriculum as follows:
He fthe studentJ spends part of his first year 

in learning correct diction, a matter which, begin
ning with severe and continued exercise in reading, 
does not by any means end with the hours formally 
given over to it. He also begins drawing in the art 
school, and before the year is over applies this train
ing to the sketching and tracing which are inseparable 
from the work in history of costume, and in elementary 
scene painting. Dancing is required throughout the 
course......French is required and some study of Ger
man, both leading as rapidly as possible to conversation 
and the reading of plays.

In a lecture course, the student is required to 
consider the history of the theatre, treating of its 
growth as an institution, its architectural and tech
nical equipment, at different periods, and the various 
methods and customs of play production in the past; 
all this is supplemental to the more extensive survey 
of dramatic literature, to which he must give a share 
of his reading time for two years.

Historical surveys of painting and sculpture, of 
architecture, of furniture and decoration are all 
required, and all related in some measure to model 
making and scene painting, but they do not forego the 
survey courses on that account.

67. Interview with Miss Lucy Barton, April 24, 1949, 
at Austin, Texas.

In an article, "The Theatre Goes to School,” written 
in 1939 while he was at Stanford University, Stevens says 
that ”about ninety per cent of the curriculum on which we 
started is still in force.” Articles by Thomas Wood Stevens, 
1902-1930 manuscript box, Stevens Collect! on.



/ ■ . With all this5, the student must still give most
of his time to the rehearsal and production of playsf

v v for5 no' matter what his ultimate intention may b'e$ he
must come to see; a play as a thing of movement and 
emOtions of sound and pictures ratheh than as so many 
pages printed in a book= voo) . ; .

. It can be seen that Stevens fs curriculum was consider
ably in advance of that of some of the drama'schools flourish
ing in universities today0 Probably his inclusion of not 
a few-of the art survey courses can be attributed to his i 
; own •training in the pictorial arts» .
1 Never one to spend more time in the class-room than 
necessaryy he used the continuous rehearsal and prodnctioh 
of plays as the most direct .method, of teaching theatre arts 
'Anywherh’from three to seven plays were:always in rehearsal'y 
at anyyone time9 so that, every student was kept' busy. This. :
meant that the emphasis on acting was almost automatic, for

. h:'h' .;-y : ; y y , ^ y l h  : -
each p lay required three to. foury times a-s many hours Of act-
.ing,1 both in rehearsal and actual performances, as -it did 
hohr's of. scene designing, lightihg, painting, costuming, - 
and. stage management, y Carnegie •theatre ;’program:ŝ  indicate ': 
that the majority of students, even those specializing in • 
acting, spent long hours on the varied technical work con
nected with each play. Thus in 191b Stevens!s Drama Depart
ment: at Carnegie Institute of; Technology was a center of - ;.

6 8 . Thomas Wood Stevens "A School for the Theatre 
Arts,n ■ ,The Drama, November, 1914. (Reprinted by The Tartan, 
the student i weekly of the Carnegie Institute of Technology; 
a proof .-sheet, unpaginated, SteVehs Collection. )



experimentation-in metB.od.s, of • drama e.ducat ion'j, the first 
school theatre ?fhich stressed a completely practical ap- 
proach to theatre arts, . 1  •



V ' , ' CHAPTER XV ;
: ' ’ THE WAR/lEAES s ' 1916-1918\. J

: ; v' -WilB the emphasis throughout this thesis is neces- : 
sarily:. on: the work; of: Stevens s the theatre arts course at 
Carnegie Institute of Technology was - far from an isolated . 
phenomenon. Pioneer thoughhStevens undoubtedly was# he ; ’
had his fellow-adventurers =—  people such as T. H. Dickin
son at the University of Wis'eohsin who sponsored Wisconsin- : 
born writer i^ona Gale | .Alfred G. . Arvold at the Agricultural 
College of Borth Dakota; Brander Matthews - at - Columbia;. and 
Laura-Dainty Pelham at the Hull House in Chicago. Other : 
groups besides those sheltered by various institutions; -
academic and otherwlse^ were' excited about the theatre.: - /
In fac 1 5, says, . Irving Pichel s ' : y' h
'. h t .tErom 1915 till our entrance into ■ the. World War$ '

' .the. country' seethed with a new inter.est in the theatre .
: V 'Little theatres sprang up ; all over the country; the

. -Washington Square 'Theatre and the' Pro vine et own Players - 
began their work: .a..host of new playwrights were caughtku in the fermento vl) - -y -y : ;
But dramatic activity in all its phases went into a T 

. dismal slump with the sUddeU entry oi thev.hnited States into

' ’ 1. Irving' Pichelg nThe Present Day Theatre, 11 Our •. .
".Theatre. To day g Herschel' Bricker $ editor: '. / (hew York: ’ '
Samuel:.Er®nc^  - ■ ■ - : - h".. ■'. 'h. - ' :h- : ‘ • Irving Pichel s . actor and director of . s tage and s creen 
plays9 lecturer^ and author, was a charter member of Profes- 
sor Baker'is l,4.7'-Wprkshop'l, at Harvard. ; ''



World.' War I» Stevens !s theatre school was no exception 
to the ruleJ his male .students enlisted or were drafted; 
the greater part of the entire. Carnegie Institute was '■
taken over for training purposes by the. United States gov
ernment^ and Stevens himselfj. although he- struggled to keep 
the sharply curtailed activities of the school thriving 
during the distracting winter of 1917-IS 18«, was forced to 
admit temporary defeat -and close the school dbbrs for the '; 
fall'season of 1918» :; f -:v ;

The.pressure Stevens was operating under in this year ; 
and a half just prior to the war was but little connected 
with 'the impending fighting hdWeyer®' It came primarily .
from his heavy directing and teaching, schedule and his eager 
interest in guiding-the first group of-Carnegie students 
through, their four-year couose,;' Februarys 1916, finds him : 
in rigid scarlet fever quarantine $, doggedly." directing the : 
activities of the school by telephone from his home.for a 
month,(^^ During this time Stevens sent out for the first . 
time a pair of- competent- advanced students to p 1 an and carry 
;through.-- a -small-scale pageant for the University of Alabama 
d e e :Club, 'Stevens feels that they a re c ompletely c ompetent 
to do this - job:, although he plans to supervise their prepara
tory. work on the project at Carnegie, Succeeding letters

2,: Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to his sister-Lonne,
February 11,: 1916, Stevens Collection, '•



indicates the students s Theodore Viehman and Howard. -
Smiths .did. an extremely competent job in Alabama. . i :. ;-

Steyens is released from his ■quarantine' in time to •; 
see a special ,matinee performance^ of Hippolytus by Euripidesi 
given in honor of Mr. E H .  So t h e m  and' Miss -Julia Marlowe^ ;...
(B. Iden Eayne had taken over the. direct ion of this., play 
when .Stevens contracted scarlet fever.) " Stevehs writes that - 
both Iguests - showed a keen interest in the work of the.schools ' .
and that Miss Marlowe was kind enough" to give the s tudents - ■
V ■ - - - . • ' V- ' ( 4 ) ' ■ - - . - - -- - - tan informal talk after the pe rformanee> . ;  ̂ i:
. ■ By June 20$ 1916$ both the Boston Technology 'Pageant - :

(directed'by Stevens)>.and. the Newark Pageant (written and t .
■ directed by Stevens $ wifh music written by Henry Hadley) - - -
were oyer$: and Stevens settles down to careful schedule-plan-, 
nihg for the .year 1916-191?$ oblivious of the .radical effect v 
the approaching conflict was to have on the work: at the Carnegie 
school as well as on dramatic .activity.all over the country.  ̂

Stevens-writes to Payne.that he feels a reorganization of ■, 
the. teaching is neces s any$ and that some one should be hired 
to take care of the diction course exclusively$ a course that ; 
hitherto both Stevens and Payne had handled together. ̂  V

S.; .Letter from Thomas Wood - Stevens to Tom Garner $ . \. '
February 19$ 1916$ Stevens. Collection. . ; ■ : . : - ; -
d : • .4. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevehs to :T„ H«. Dickinson$
March 1 1  $ 1916$ Stevens Collection. ■ .. ■ ■.. . . z

5. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to B» Iden Payne $
June 2 0 $ 1916$ Stevens Collection.: : . .. . - • . '' . - ;;
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Ag- school bp©iis in September^ 1916j, Stevens writes
veny optimistically to : Montrose. J«'Moses a - -

The prospects of the School seem fairly;bright ‘ ;
;; for this year as pur building is. now complete and we 

■ V are getting for the first time the full use of our :
va-jjops shops ■ and work rooms. Most of our . old - stu- ■

_ ; •.. derits are returning and we have a promising new groups .
, but we are.by long oddS the smallest department (in the
. School of Applied Design). (6 )

Writing to the drama editor Oliver M= Sayler at about;:■
the same time^ Stevens tells h i m .that the department plans
to expand its practiceof giving.butside performancesjpa ;
number of midwinter; productions will; be - given with'light ;
scenic equipment to permit ready -transportation to some of
the neighboring towns_ and colleges. An interesting item ih -
this same .letter is the rexrelatioh; of. the department *s' total
lack of money for the .promotion and advertising of its pro-
■ ductlonsIStevens' telis Sayler^; : : I ' . , V

'; -• ..We-are really very.much obliged to you for your -y'
■ • -; interest* as; the,-fact that the Institute spends no money '

; in advertising cuts down the..chandes to get the work
.generally bef ore the publico v7 '  ̂ : .
The outstanding play in,progress in September* 1916, is

: : 6 o ;Le11er' from Thomas Wood Stevens to Montrose JV . ,
Moses * September. 21 * 1916$. Stevens Collect lone {Italics 

. Mine.] . V  /  '' , v';, . ' -X
7o; Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Oliver Ms Sayler9 

September 20 $ 1916$ Stevens ColieetiohV; ■ . ; .
.. It is indeed a, credit to the administrative skill of ' 

•Stevens that his beginning school attracted the Interested , / 
visits and - comments of prominent theatre people; In view of ; 
the absence of Institute-sponsored publicity0 ■ ; ’



visiting direetor William Ebel1 s production of The Poe- ; '  ■ .
taster by Ben Jonson, the only theatre work. Boel did in
Ame'rica.o, Illuminating first-hand comments on Poel *s methods
of work and his handling of Elizabethan blank verse.may be
found in the original manuscripts of Stevens’s articles = :
Writing a short time after, he had witnessed a Poe1 revival 1

in London in 1929 s Stevens looks back on the production of
The Poetaster thirteen'years earlier9 recalling one rehearsal
that stands out in his memory= His description gives an
intimate picture of:the Garhegie theatre at work: f

. I remember leaving; Mr»: Poe 1 rshear singv Caesar '
one afternbdn at: fiye o' clock;" Caesar’s foot was on 

l: h t h e  top s tep ? the ermine ~bdrdered train swung down . ■
- ; into the pits and Caesar*s voice was reaching for .

' the note of his first line:„»»,.the note of majesty.
I returned to the 'theatre at:,seven-thirty. Caesar’s :

; foot was still on the top step, and Caesar’s voice ' '
: "was stillI on,the'f irst line; but they were beginning :

• -.to find the note of majesty = Once" found# it 'was held." 
Those:performances a t .Pittsburgh# and afterward at - -
Detroit revealed the ohe truly adequate Majesty I ; -
have ever sensed in the theatre. It took drill# but 

- the driilmaster . knew: his' work. ’ The result was 'worth ' 
v aii it cost. ̂ 8 ): y - h " :> n ; .. . : .  ,

Btevens is very hospitable, to Poel Ss unusual methods
and makes special effort to help him carry them out> 1 : '
• ' I V ■ Poel begins by finding a work room where there

are no echoes to distract from the.:'exact sound of the 
spoken -word. At Pittsburgh# in a new steel=fram.ed -. r 
building# this was no easy .task. We finally padded a- ■
room with draperies -for him .I - There :he would listen ;
to the voices # giving the -speech hlmseif line by ,
line# and setting the pitch. The actor struggled . •

... ' 8 . Thomas Wood" Stevens#: "Portrait of a Living Has ter # 
Articles by Thomas Wood Stevens# 1902-1930# manuscript box# 
Stevens Collection. .. - i
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@nly to reproduce» At night the books were taken 
- up» lest the actorsp reading aheads get premature . A -

- - . and erroneous notions of what the play is.about.
: . The Carnegie production was. of Ben Jonson8 s Poetaster * ';

and nobody not familiar with the intricacies of the 
\ "War.of the Theatres" could possibly tell what it

was aboutg but he.took up the books just the same.
• - Each day’s rehearsals began at ten in the morning and

ended at midnight; mostly individual work at first.
■ ; With this schedule the play was ready in seven weeks. . ■
■ Drillj, drills drill„ Parrot work for a while* but

' ' as the days went on, words would be dropped.qapparent=
■ ly by Occidents,, to light up the : characters. ̂ ' v

The popular success of The Poetaster with Carnegie
theatre’s invited audiences was actually secondary to the
deep impression Poel’s strenuous voice-training and his ; .

: methods - of swif t-paceds continuous Elizabethan staging imade -
on Steven ’ s. flexible, teaching philosophy = Future produe- •
tions of Elizabethan plays and. particularly, of the annual . •
April Shakespeare, play were marked by swift vocal pace* a .f
simplified scenic mounting> and increasingly authentic re- •:
creation Of the actual physical stage of the Renaissance
with the for estage * 'Inner s tage> and curtained balcony above«^ ^
•. - By 1917 considerable' notiee. is being taken of the Carnegie : - v

- experimental theatre. Cohstance D ’Arcy Mackey writes Stevens ,

: 9. -Ibid., pd 8-9/;
10. ; Interview with B. Id-en Payne and Lucy Barton* 

April 19* 1949* at Austin* Texas. it , ' '.
Correspondence dated long after the Carnegie period 

indicates that Stevens used the Elizabethan uncurtained 
stage and a modified version. of Boel$s vocal technique in • 
the tremendously popular Shakespearean Globe Theatre pro
ductions* dating 1934-1936. : .. p:;,. . iv



that- in her forthcoming books The Little Theatre in the -
United States  ̂ she wants to deal as fully as possible with . , 
laboratory theatres such as his in Pittsburgh, She con- 
tinnes, >v ;'v; ■ .I- V : ‘
I -: While Carnegie Institute-Dramatic Department is

’ ■ - not., I realize-$. a Little Theatre in the exact sense . '
- of the wordy still it is a •center; of experimentations, - :
; and" as such I want to describe it in detall<, > 11.)

It would seem from the above quotation that- .at least a few ■
discerning persons were beginning to realize- that Carnegie
was:more.than just a "school of expression"; it was a dynamic
- playfppoducing -center where new play forms and new staging
methods were continually being tried, . f >v

In April the United States, enters, the war and from now
on Stevens is gradually drawn into patriotic theatrical work,,
'While the Drama Department at Carnegie moves haltingly toward •
the w ar^iime cessatioh of activities Which- came in the fall
of 1918o - Stevens 1s first war Wofk is the writing of a
pageant:"to convey to.men being drafted the reasons for
the War,U(1^) The original title •of the work was- the Red I o.V'
Cross Pageant! Stevens ?s collaborator ,pn this was- Boseph. ;
iindon Smith, At the first performance* spontaneous audience *
response to the second part written byf Stevens - alone and .

11o Letter froh Constance D'Arcy Mackay.to Thomas 
Wood Steyens,•February: 17y 19173 Stevens Gollection.

... 12 <■,. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar  ̂ entry for 1917, ...
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titled The Drawing of the Bword > - r was so tremendous ' 
that •this part was thereafter detached, and presented by 
itself on innumerable occasions by professional and ama™

. teur casts alike» * , - ' . : '
. ; General -public opinion was laudatory$-and- request af ter -
request poured in to Stevens-for repeat performances all- 
over the country. Some of the biggest professional per- 
f ermahces were at/. Hunt ing ton P Long Is land; Carnegie Hall ~ •I'
in hew Ydrk% . the Metropolitan Opera Hous e; and - the' Hippo-'

' M 4 ) ■ 1 I ' ' : -  n V : :dronie.o > J Some of the Broadway;-name s. s tar ring in these .
'productiqnS- were Frances:Starr, Elsie Ferguson, Marine Elliot,
E H i ; -Sotherns '■ Blaheha. Yurka, Clifton Webb, Ethel Barrymore
and I ha Claire. ' " -■ < - 'f ■ ■ ■ -■ ; ■

, MrsB Stevens remembers that a "splendid though less
famous18 cast played in" over one hundred cities, earning. - ..
over one. million dollars for : the Red C r o e s i " This cast " ; -
was . apparently ' cqmpbsed partly of profess.ional people and ' -.1

--1 15o An impartial book reviewer says of the published: " % \ 
version of The Drawing of the Sword that it is "evidently ini v - 
tended to s tlmulate. American patriotism and recruiting,\ - The . ,;:•..
enthusiasm of popular pre judice may- bring It, some success 1  • ; f 
as a masque of occasion; but its cataloguing of the virtues 
of the A 1 liesV = 1 , Isi a bit' obvious^,s-, , so,we put this down-. "
too clearly as a purpose piece = It's verse is remarkably 
f ine in spots,' and from first to last is well above the. ' 1
masque-writer1 s a v e r a g e . It;.ls :a-''ple.asure ..to. note, too, - ' 1 ;- " ;  
that the author does not slop Over emotionally even when he ■ ' 
treats of Armenia and 'the Lusitania, 18 Anonymous- review/nr 
Theatre Arts Magazine, 1j.202s/ August, 1917* ' , - v ' •' I '

14 * Thomas - Wood Stevens 'Calendar, .entry for 1917 „ ■ . ;.
15V Ibid., entry for 1917.
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partly of talented students from the Carnegie, theatre 
SChooli i16-̂ ; : : . ; V.f.: . • ’ " : . . ' ; -

All of Btevens's energies were absorbed in producing 
this' pageant in the summer of 1917, and when the. autumn 
arri\red he found the pres s. of eontinued page aht production.; 
and .supervision so great "that he. was forced to stay in ,
New York. He sent his .good friend" Donald Robertson in his 
place;to handle administrative•affairs and teaching at 
.Pittsburgh, with-the Red Cross (to whom Stevens was giving 
all the pageant profits) paying Robertson!s salary„ . A tal
ented advanced student, C, F. Steen, vtes to h e Ip -. Rober t son 
with the -new entering class at Carnegie =, ̂ ̂  I - .i;;:

In New York Stevens utilizes- the full-time.help of ■ 
student Lucy Barton as costumer and: later as. corresponding 
business secretary for pageant business, and former Carnegie
instructor Frederick K. Cowley is helping him, with produc-

- : . .. . (is) n- v'tion. and/prgahization work» " Although Stevens does come
back to his school late in the fall of 1917s one feels from
the. tenor of-his letters that he; is being drawn mor e and

_. . .16c Letter from Theodore Viehman to Thomas/ Wood- Ste
vens,' August. 13, 1917, Stevens Cdllectioh. Viehman,'HUbbard. 
.Kirkpatrick, and Carl Bent oh Reid, all wonder if they can,: . - 
. claim' temporary draft' exempt.ion because of the continuing 
press of work, with' The"‘Drawing, of the Sword.. ...

.'•R- / .17 o / Letter, from: Thomas iiood Stevens to-Fred Mc.Conhell, .
October 15, 1917, Stevens Collection. Also-, letter from 

- Thomas Wood Stevens ' to T . B. - Beatty, a- Carnegie- drama . in™;
/struptor, October (no day),.1917, Stevens Collection. ■

' .' M a t '' Loc-. cit. "/1-' ; 'b '".'Vh
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more intd war woi'k; and. that the. focus of his interest is . :
inevitably shifting. ' . ' \ i;'-. y ; /' ' -' 'hi

:' Stark Youngs then teaching .English at Amherst College» 
writes to' Stevens, that but for the war- he:.would have been 
able to send, Stevens several promising drama students.

Young adds in the same letter that the Drama League ’ ' 
-wants to locate gif ted’aspirants- to -dramatic- careers and 
provide them with-scholarships to the best dramatic train- ■ ' 
ihg places in the country.' To Youngj the only,two places - - 
that -should be considered as- distinguished theatre schools: V '
-are the Carnegie Institute Drama/Department?.which was h - ' 
three years old* and; Franhlin Sargent * s American Academy of 
pramaticdArtS- in lew York.* f ounded , in 1884 o ^ it' "

- The war did no t interrupt the . annual Car-negie eelebration 
of founder Andrew Garhegie's; birthday in hovember« Stevens 
wrote, and;staged a ;prief * appealing pageant for the event* ■;. 
and President .Hamerschlag took this occasion to praise to i: .. 
the Dean of the School of Design the quality of the work: i g 
done by Stevens * r '. V  ■' v .: k . :t ; ; ;

o«.o whose gift of prose has. all the harmony of po e try * ; 
the vision and clarity of reasoning which makes him ;

' ... - easily rank as the1 greatest of this generation. -His' ; -. V.
• : / mastery of color and.arrangement puts him in a unique

. g position in pageantry»' ̂ .. " . \

19. Letter .f rom Stark Young- to .Thomas 'Wood Stevens 
October 22* 1917* Stevens (collection.. . Y.

20. Letter from Arthur Hamerschlag to E»: B. ' Bossange* 
Dean of the School of -Applied Design1 November 26> 1917* : 
Stevens Gollectioh. . ’



. From November^ 1917, ■ until almost the close of the : :
. war 9 ■ the •-demand, f pr 'production of -The - Drawing of the Sword 
keeps up-at -a steady rates the only difference being that 
its performers have become groups of interested amateurs 
all over the country. Since Stevens has given the full 
rights of the pageant to the Red Gross', the head of every 
producing group must■write to Evan.Evans, the pageant * s •.:. . 
business managers or to Lucy Barton3 the pageant secretary,
and obtain permission to perform.\ For-each performance .

- ' . ' ' : -j--.■■■■ v;;; ' ;• : 121) ' - ■the groups pay ten dollars to the Red Gross, - ' ,
' ■ -The outstanding production at Carnegie for- this dis
tracting fall of .1917 was School for Scandal produced by 
-the-1 visiting - director Francis Tow.ell= .Stevens -notes .that;' 
casting the male parts for plays .is already presenting •
;difficulties because of the large number of Carnegie stun 
dents who. enlisted, soon af ter' America Vs entry into- the war®. ;;

: Always a man of ideas and: of' the energy necessary to 
project. these ideas into action,. Stevens writes forcefully . 
t o Miss- i£at. e - Oglebay> a p a trio tic New Y ork woman; inter es ted 
In ihe dfamag. aboutnthe^pOsslbility' of. nisi organizing a - -.ni

. Slo ; Letter from Lucy- Barton' to.Miss Florence Buck of '
Wesleyan -Lniversity Y ,#,CVA., November 50, .1917, Stevens 
Collection. V'■
; 22 o Letter f rom Thomas Wood Stevens to; enlis ted ' s tudent

Carl Benton. ReidNovember 12, 1917, Stevens Collection A -



couple of, siaootti=punning- entertalmnents for soldierss using 
his best studeht talent 'for this purposeo He feels that;; a . 
delay in;;'establlshlng productions: of this type will be par- ' 
ticularly unfortunate - as many of his .best male- students are - ■ 
momentarily planning to;enlist: and will hence be lost to .. 
this vitally important phase-of theatrical work«  ̂ ' From • -
random comments ma.de •in. this ;and later letters of this 
period;, it can be seen that there was '.considerable unfocussed 
feeling about entertaining "our boys® in American training 
camps and abroady but no one has. made any very practical 
suggestions as t o . organizatipn of the movement <>;; ;

... Temporarily unsuccessful in his effort to organize 
"spldier entertainments, Stevens turns, his attention back 
to his •dwindling group of theatre students and works on a 
plan with Payne to rearrahge , cburses' and course credits.. ' 
'Stevens writes', that. the.changes he proposes to make are in .' 
the direction of "a somewhat larger proportion of credit . 
for technical work, more elective courses, and the establish
ment ofthree distinct courses or 6 options ? E one with credits 
mainly for acting * one for writings and one - of a general 
•character .allowing time for: drawing and scene design. 11

- • 23. Letter from Thomas- Wood Stevens to Miss Kate
Oglebay, November 30a 1917;.Stevens Collection.
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He adds that the general'plan has always been in the cata- -
logues, but hasn't been suff 1 e 1 ently tested in actual- practice, ; 
as the Drama 'pepartment's first group of students are just : • 
nearing1 the completion of their four-year :course = ̂ . .';•••

Stevens directs his war “Stimulated energies into, act lye 
writing channels once more-by startihg work on a new pageant,- 
Joan of Arc, a work which he has' great" hopes- of presenting' '. 
in a large-scale war benefit performance in America,
Meanwhile Donald Bobertson arrives in Pittsburgh to produce 
Swinburne8 s Atlanta in Galydon with the dwindling group - 
of 'Carnegie theatre students, '; • - / ; ; ' / 7 ' : :: - v:
• Harking back to his cherished plan for producing camp "' 
"shows -for soldiers, Stevens^ writes- that :the government has.; . ; 
taken over the college of sciences 'and:, the college of. Indus- 
'- tries ., at Carnegie , but. thdt he - haa r eal hope that the ' twenty- .' 
_five hundred soldiers ho b e . quaf tered at the school -will . '
prove a suitable trial -audience for camp tour- repertory - :

24» Letter from Thomas Wood' St evens to B -> Iden Bayne, . - - ■
.December 51, 1917, Steyens Collection, - - r J . :
.■ p 25o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to- Donald Robert- ^

'Son,:-January 21, 1918, Stevens -Collection, : - \ :
In only three performances of this pageant at Pitts- t,-

burgh. May 31, to June 1, one million dollars worth of War ' 
Savings -Stamps were, sold,, and later ;performahe.es of - Joan of 
Arc in America and many times in 'France continued to arouse' 
.public enthusiasm, and bring money' to" governmental coffers = _ V;-
Thomas .Wood Stevens .Calendar, entry for 1918. ' : - , :
, . 26̂ . - Letter from :Thomas. Wood Stevens to Joseph- LlndonSmith, February 22,- 1918, Stevens Collection. : . ■. :



R'epresentative' of the stir . that The' Drawing of the 
Sword Is s till creating in America is the fac-t that the 
popular magazine- Country ;Life'a---fin■ its April 1918 issue^

• published tlie/-unabridged text of the pageant and illus- .
' trated it lavishly with pictures by Frederick K. Cowley. 
r//;;;;''4mong-the. last plays produced at the. Carnegie-:;Institute 
b ef ore -' Stevens 1 s: depar ture f or France under the auspices : .
of the ':YeMaC> A=.; were: a production of Ear old Brighouse’s,
Done some-Like j directed by Whitford Kane^ and an or iglnai :
folk dance ballet composed by student Theodore Viehman 
. entitled Robin 0 8 the lode c ̂  ̂ v . . ..

The telegram that brought fruition to Stevens 5s mount-;. 
ing desire to participate,'actively in camp entertainment ■ 
came from Joseph.Llnddh. Smithy his collaborator oh.the 1917 .

. Red Cross Page ant Smith; now workihg. for the'Yolo CVA* snrd 
:.wantsd Stevens to go to France with him- no later than April . 
2 0 of this same year to orgahize. soldier dramatic companies

- . Stevens accept^: with' alacrity., pausing; only to put into 
production Shakespeare8 s Midsummer Night's Dream at the

- school, a play originally-put into rehearsal by Payne» ( )
.Wood Stevens Qalenaar „ entry for 1918»

28, . Program contained ih 1918 letter file, Stevens' ' 
Collection, : t- ■ A ' A A .  . -y

- ' 29, Telegram from 'Joseph.Lindon Smith to Thomas Wood' 
StevenS;, -March' 31,.1918, Stevens Collection, ...
.. - A 30, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Joseph Lindon . ' 
Smiths,:-April 25i 1918,: Stevens Collection, ; v' A: " . ' ■



Sometime ill/ Junes, 1918$ < Stevens sails for France with -Smith; 
the; two plan to or g ani z e so 1 d ie r - par t i c ip a t io n acting groups :s; 
and to train civilian talent directors (who have had some / 
prof essional thhatre: experience prior to the war}- In-practir; 
cal methods of organizing and directing these groups.;
• - vStevens make s every effort to - take to France some of 
his best Carnegie; students =*= G=: :rF » Steen who is back- from ; 
the service because of high;blood pressure; Eula Guy-who ̂ :
made such’a. dramatically compelling loan in Stevens!s Amer- 
lean .performances of his Jo an of Arc pageant j ..and.-; student 
actress- Violante Bollinger. . 'Stevens.and Smith both feel :
that . these people-; would be grand .for the if«M . 0 .-A, .-work," -. ;
but Stevens is unable to get 'permission for them to -accompany' 
him, Stevens thinks - that I t . would be part icularly ef- :
fecfive to. have Eula - Guy play her -'original, part of Joan$' : ; -r; 
and perhaps lHrso.;Bo.ilinger play the other important female I 
part of Mother.France?-with an all soldier cast in.Prance,

Pacing the comparatively womanless situation in Prance^ 
or at least.womanless -in so far as finding a competent - : :
dramafip actress was ;ebneern©ds Stevens has a stroke of luck 
in locating an actress for Joan;'in the person. of Mary .Young, .

51, .. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1918,
; : ' 52o Letter from Thomas Wood. Stevens to Joseph Lindon
Smith<* April 25, 1918, Stevens- Collection^. - - .' :.
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a Eew York .girl tougl'mg, the American lines: with the Craig . . 
-Flayers, (̂ : : ' %  ̂ . .. ; ; :

■ The’biggest perfbrmance hf the- appealing. Joan of Arc 
pageant was gi ven at - Domremy bn Sep tember 15; 1918«, but 
other highly shcc.essful ones were at Bazoilles on September 
29, and Gondrecourt on October. 6. of the same yearo Gener- . 
ally speaking Stevehs and his-players followed close-behind.' 
the St . Mlhiel ;drive ih- their presentations of this work.

Stevens returns to America in late October, 1918, after 
hay ihg, c any as s e d the overs eas enter t a inmmt needs, thoroughly,
produced Joan of Arc and some one-act comedies with‘mostly '
.Soldier casts, and, -trained and placed with the help of 
Joseph Lindon S m i t h - - .about twenty-five' talent directors. I 
As a logical fo1low-through to his summer!s work in Prance, 
Stevens feels it is his duty to •begin training soldier
talent direetors in America, teaching them at the-Carnegie
theatre school if possible. His ■ proposed training plan 
meets powerful obstacles in the American flu. epidemic sweep
ing the country in the fall and. winter of 1918, and in the

•: S3. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to-L. Birchard,
American'publisher planning to print the pageant book of 
Joan of Arc, August 10, 1918, Stevens Collection,

34. Thomas: Wood Stevens Calendar, entry, f or 1 918. 
Also,, letter from Thomas' Wood: Stevens to L. Birchard, 
October 11:, 1918,. Stevens Collecti bn. ; ' : -
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.routine objections of the War Department Committee on 
Recreation who make no effort to understand what Stevens , _ -
wants to do 0 (55) , • f , . t ■' y' .

The brief cessation of theatre activities a t ;Carnegie ; 
comes about in Octobers 1918s. a natural cessation hastened; 
by the poor quality of .war-time students and by the flu, v . : 1 f
epidemico Stevens is philosophicai about this closing 
however, and his letters leave no doubt as to the eventual 
re-opening of the. Drama Department in the near future0 ̂ ^

Because of the: great scarcity of actable one-act plays . ' , 
requiring few propertiess no setas and ho. civilian clothes, 
.Stevens writes a soldier .comedy called Three ■ Wishes which 
calls for.; only a; pack of cardsr. and three dice as . properties . -
This pTa.y;. is,:: later produced .at; camps In this, country 'with ■ .
considerable, success«, • — : :: v;'. : • .. ; 9r;;: ' ..

■ Finaliy, ..after a trying period of delay, the inten- . ■ • ,• •
slye course, at Carnegie for soldier talent directors is 
established by Stevens =: The teaching philosophy for this . :■ ;?. : :■
brief, course stresses technique , and methods to be .Used with •' - :
any type of . entertainment material rather than - the' more - :. ',,9: ;'
specialized apprpach needed to carry one particular play■ - ; ? ■
through to a successful prodUctiono Writing to Payne, f y: I,•;

.' 35= Letter from Thomas .Wood Stevens to Bi Xden Payne, b
OC tober. 17, 1918, Stevens -Coilebtlon. '. - y :; f
. 36. ;f^.reit.'' - i - y ' h . . - y i ; : :
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. Stevens sayflv ' ’ :
 ̂: - My feeling. is‘ -that ;-lt: SQulci>be worthwhile to -give'
• v them ' as much ah' pos sible in the way of readings $ busi- :
: ness and instruction about repertory without requiring-

■ h the®, to learn, lines or f inish any productionss except
e .possibly a ;very;; simple - show -to be done for the:., so Idler s.:

- here in,the sdhool one or twO-uights at the end of the\ v ■; C0ursegt38) nv.v- ■ ; t'-h ; d r
; ;  .Sometime previous to Noyember1$. 1918, young Richard 
Mansfield II-was killed on active duty. He had been a tal- ‘
'ehteti btit erratic student at Carnegie'for a brief period in 
1917V ' His mother now writes to give .a generous acting. : " -■
scholarship in his/name to the Carnegie theatre, and to - ;
send .costumes and. theatre memorabilia belonging to her - 
famous-husbando Stevens is genuinely appreciative of these 
gifts, but:he is especially grateful for the scholarship" . 
and promises.to Write Mrs. Mansfield all the details about: • .: 
the future recipients of the gift.  ̂ - d '

The. .director training course, " shortened to only- three
weeks ,dopened a t : Carnegie oh lecember ' 2, 1918 with a ■pos t=
armistice slant. Teachers in the School besides. StevehS 
Iwere; B. Iden Payne, T. -B. 'Beatty, and Harvey B . Gaul, who 
"was to be the special director of the minstrel-type shows«

" 58.' Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to B. Iden Payne,
; November- 10, 1918, Stevens Collect ion. :" ... d ;:

Stevens hopes that former students Williamdl. Mulligan, 
Eula Guy, Alicia G-uthrieV and Violante Bollinger may be able 
to go abroad with this first group of trainees. d, V"' .. . '

59. Letter from-Thomas -food-Stevens to Mrs.. Beatrice 
Mansfield, November 1, 1918, Stevens Collection. ' ' d;-



About twenty-fi^e trainees> predominantly women, completed
:■ ' f 40) ■ ■ - ' , - -: -the courseo x y - Materials for teaching- the course were o b 

tained from the War Department Manuscript' Division a few 
days prior to the; unexpected Armistice. These short plays 
and skits were used during the: course -as, prompt boqks and 
were taken abroad by the trainees later,

The end of this training course marks the tapering ; 
; off of Stevens !s unremitting patriotic activity; knowing 
that his .department will open again% in January, 1919, ;he 
immediately starts . writing "recruiting letters"; to old . ■
students' all over -the Ppimtry/In ah effort to ascertain - 
which.Of his well-trained older 'and advanced groups might ; 
be, returning - and how. ambitious;a...production schedule might .- 
therefore be planned. The semester starting January 6, 1919 
has-been re-arranged into quarters so that students will - 
be able to have six months -of .work before the summer vac a-r '

- Some idea, of the almos t .constant pressureiputLupon " : 1

.; 40o - Letter from Thomas Wood §teyehs to /William- GhaUhey 
Langdoh,. November' 22, 1918, Stevens Collection. - . - ;* '

:t Later ' correspondence Indicates that most of these first 
trainees went overseas even though; peace had been declared-, 
and "did a fine job entertaining-the;; American troops •awaiting 
demobilization and the occupation forces still" stationed in 
Burope>: ; . .. 1 ' ; : ; * > , - " /Ck-'. V -- V - V
. V . 41. Letter from Thomas .-'Wood Stevens to; Hubbard Eirk- - 

Patricks December 1, 1918, Stevens CollectiOn. Also, letter 
to Carl Benton Reid, December 1,- 1918, Stevens Collection.



'Stevens, by groups and Individuals is given in the December 
letter from pageant enthusiast Prank .Ghouteau Brown telling 
Stevens that it is.practically his patriotic duty to write' . 
a Victory Masque celebrating the triumphant end of the war 
and the Allied victory.. .Stevens's answer, to Brown indicates 
his mental and physical weariness'.nnd: hence his unwilling
ness to even contemplate such a project at the present time. 
He is not clear, h e 'addsi about the existing.emotional 
slant of the country nor of his own true feeling about the 
Armistice becaus e everything, has happened so fast. . '

The war brought a real personal loss to Stevens .in 
the death of his dearest friend, ..playwright Kenneth Sawyer , 
Goodmans while on active:duty in the Navy„ Stevens feels 
lost ;without hims and tells Payne that- even the pleasure g 
of re-opening Carnegie is theatre school will, be a subdued 
one ■ now that Goodman is dead. ̂ ̂  ̂

. 'This con.cludes the survey of Stevens 1 s work immediately 
bef ore and during. World War' To Once again -he; was able to 
demonstrate his great, versatility in theatre arts and his 
resourcefulness in channeling his skills into the new forms

' . ' 48. Let ter from ̂ Thomas Wood Stevens to Prank Ghouteau 
Browns December Ij iOiSj 'Stevens Golleetiono' •• ... •
: 43. - Letter from Thomas Wood.Stevens ;to B . I den Payne s' .
^December S, 1918, Stevens' Cblleetion. . . . ■ h. '



required bytlie: auddenly. developed field of soldier en-. 
tertainmenfo In a certain sense his accomplishments with 
mass army' entertainmentsshow him to _ b e • the precursor of 
the organizers of fhe dSG- entertainers in World War 11* 
the only real difference .between, the two eras being ■ the -... 
fact that. Stevens utilized mostly soldier talent as per- 
formers whereas the latervgrotip imported nearly all the 
perf ofmera f romthe c ivilian -entertainment world. " ; . .



' I - :■ - : GH&PTEE 'V ^ ; ' : ; ; ■ L -' .
V  ■ ' BOST-WM;/ 1919-1921 ' - X ; '

.The.cessation: of the-war did not bring a complete halt 
to Stevens's work with the ca;mp show directorial program:.- 
Although the courses were cancelied:after the first group 
of twenty-f ive graduated, ' Stevens continues: a, correspon- 
'denee with Thomas S . .MeLane, . chairman of the;'T.M.G.A. Over- 
■ seas •Entertainment, about former Garnegie drama students 
Theodore Viehman and ' C » P. Steen. Stevens .points' out . that - 
they are by spec ial ;previdus fraining and. considerable per
sonal talent eminently qualified for;Y.M.C.A« entertainment 
work; McLane.agrees whole-heartedly with Stevens and a 
special:. dispens at ion is granted recognizing V iehman and . ... 
Steen $ s' qualifications to go across • •; ; '
. . -.g. The disinterest in a victory pageant and masque ex
pressed, by Stevens in the. Ihst:'weeks of 1918.. seems to’ have 
evaporated with the re -opening- of the Carnegie theatre 
school, for J anuary, 1919, findsihlm-'begihnlng to write... 
such a work in collaboration with the well-known Pittsburgh 
musicran, Harvey B. Gaul. . , - . .- • -

- ■ 1 :  Letter-: from Thomas Wood .Stevens to Thomas S.
lacLahe, J anuary 6,. 1919 s Stevens Collection. - Later cor- 
,respondence indicates that Viehman.and Steen did not go 
: overseas: with ;the 'IfoSi G»A» group at. this time.
. V • ’■ 2. Letter:.from/-Thomas Wood- Stevens to L. Birchard, January 5:,.; 1919, Stevens. Collection. . . ' . ' - . '. y
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Grief-stricken over the loss of Kenneth Sawyer Good-

man, and wanting his work to be remembered, Stevens plunges 

into the task of organizing Goodman's many one-act plays 

for publication. /\J't·any of the plays are still in manuscript 

(although with an enviable record of production by amateurs 

and professjonals), and need considerable revision, especially 

in the simplification of the stage directions. As illus-

trations for the play texts, Stevens is especially inter-

ested in publishing pictures of actual productions to help 

in the staging by amateur groups. Knowing that Sam Hume 

directed some distinguished Goodman productions in Detroit, 

Stevens writes to the secretary of the Arts and Crafts 

Theatre there to obtain such pictures as might be available. ( 3 ) 

Alrr~ost as if Carnegie's theatre school had not turned 

out the lights in the fall of 1918, letters begin to arrive 

early in January, 1919, asking Stevens to recorr.mend gradu-

ates and even exceptional undergraduate students for positions 

in the expanding field of college and university drama teach-

ing. One interesting offer is put forth by E. C. Mabie, who 

is later to be head of the well-equipped University of Iowa 

theatre school. In 1919 Mabie is teaching English at the 

University of Kentucky and•wants an instructor qualified 

to teach the technique of drama, dramatic production, con-

temporary dramatic literature, and oral interprets.tion; but 

3. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Ellen Plumb, 
secretary of the Arts qnd Crafts Society of Detroit, Janu
ary 5, 1919, Stevens Gollecti on. 
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the central task of the new instructor will be to organize
and direct a laboratory theatre. This new Drama Department,
for which Stevens recommends three well-qualified students,

(4)is not scheduled to open until the following September.
The process of resuming interrupted classes at Carnegie 

is not an easy one for students or teachers; Stevens wisely 
decides to make the opening production for the 1919 season 
a relatively simple bill of one-act plays. Payne plans to 
come to Carnegie in the spring and direct Sheridan’s The 
Rivals. Only about one-third of the usual quota of forty 
to fifty students are enrolled at this time.^ ^  Especially 
for the first program of the post-war season at Carnegie

C/ i ' c;
Stevens has composed a short prologue^In the commedia dell1 
arte style entitled Pierrot Comes Home from the Waris.
Not only do people interested in staffing new college drama 
departments write to Stevens for recommendations of likely

4. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to E. C. Mabie, 
January 12, 1919, Stevens Collection. Stevens suggests 
Lucy Barton, Theodore Viehman, and Howard Smith as being 
equally capable of teaching drama and of handling a labora
tory theatre intelligently and artistically. The letters 
do not record which student of the three, if any, got the 
job.

5. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to former visiting- 
director Francis Powell, January 19, 1919, Stevens Collection.

6. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Miss M . E. Kelsey 
of Theatre magazine, January 19, 1919, Stevens Collection.
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candidatesj, TDUt Stevens;’s own colleagues who are teachings 
producing pageantss or involved in' some phase of proles- ,
sional theatre work frequently ask him if he can'locate 
other or better theatre jobs for them. , ' Frederick H=' '■ ■:
Koch, now located in his pace-making drama department at 

• the University of North Carolina^ writes to say that he 
1 has almost finished the organization of the Carolina Play- 

makers j and to ask. Stevens for news of a summier. session - ■ 
job in drama; i*or: the f ollowing summer.. \ 

r:'; ' Payne's 1919 production of The Rivals played to stand™ 
ingroom only, and for these, performances Stevens had ai i 
false proscenium constructed over" the stage which meant . 
that h e .could make "dark changes of interiors" with ease.^  ̂ 
Stevens's policy about scene construction was to use as 
many unit sets as possible, that is, sets which Were not 
realistic enough to Suggeat only ‘qhe baekgrbund "and - which."- 

:. could be successfully broken up and combined with other ;'
• units to form an entirely new and expressive setting = 11-
. seems clear that the f alse proscenium "mentioned above was- h  

to become one of Stevens8s successful and flexible scenic 
units, v . - ■ ’ "i ’ . ■ - . -

' Vo .'Letter from Irving. Pichel to Thomas; Wood. Stevens , 
January 24, -1919, Stevens Collection. ■. ' , ’ '

8. Letter from.Frederick H. Koch to Thomas "Wood Stevens, 
February 19, 1919, Stevehs Collection^ . ' : • . . .

9. Letter from Thomas. Wood Stevens to Miss M. • E.: ■ ' f
Kehoe, February 24,.;.1919, Stevens GollectI on.. "'I -'
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- ' An.IIluminating letter to William Chauncy Langdon v\ 
about prospective student Neal Caldwell snows .that Stevens
oombined his high personal standards with a wise tolerance
- ' in matters of strictly academic significance.o - Beferring

to Caldwell!s poor scholastic record at the University of■
Illinois^: Steve,n.s writesg ' ; . \ - " . - . -
> ■' It does not worry me- in the least as frequently

that type of record only meahs that the boy has been
v on the wrong tacks and will.work perfectly well when 

he is interested In'-what'he ris doingbXlO.) .. .
Stevens tempered his appreciation of an impeccable^academic
training with knowledge born.'of theatre experience| he knew
that basic temperament and native-born the atre talent take":
precedence every . t i m e : ,

John Galsworthy is' visiting and lecturing in America
in Mar chp; 1919 , and Stevens s- knowing that Payne has pro
duced several of Galsworthyf s. plays with Miss Eorniman's 
repertory company in Sanchester$' Englands'and .is a firm ; .

:. 10o -Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens fo William Chauncy
Langdon, March. 16, 1919, St evens .Co lie ctl on, ; • . .;
; ' 11® . - Stevens --chose wisely in admitting heal Caldwell 
to the Carnegie Drama Department * C aldwell pro v e d .to.be a ■ 
skilled actor, and later became a-featured player in Stevens is 
Goodman Theatre Company, 1925-1950, and in his-Globe Shakes- ' 
peare; productions in. 1934-1036, . . • . ' ; : -
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frlend.of. Cfalsworthyj.'.manages to obtain Galsworthy fs promise 
to make a visit to Carnegie at the time of the Payne-dir= 
ected production of The .Silver Box,'

Stevens;never formally taught nor made an attempt to 
teach classes in community drama (primarily pageant work) 
at Carnegies but because' of his continual outside appearances 
as a pageant master, people thought that he must be teaching 
courses in pugeantry„- In correction of one such assumption^

^  : v k l - V , ' .  J-; .';:/'.
We are doing a certain amount of work.in community 

drama from time to time, but it is for % the most part 
an activity of advanced or .graduate students., who.'are ;
carrying it bn professionally. Our regular-work is , -
that of a technical s'chooi of production, acting, and 
piaywrltlngVin the form of•a repertory theatre com- ; 
bined with a regular collegiate c o u r s e :

: His feeling about the importance of community drama is
elsewhere eloquently expressed: . / • . . ^
' ' Ihen a:community drama: of any sort, pageant, masque
■ history play or festival, is given, there is. .always a

Vdy > '-tendency;;on the part of some of the participants, to "
;- trifle with the interest-of the audience; to make the 

thing a mere masquerade, or a social stunt o ,, <, o <, ®This .
: results .'in some amusement for the. participants, but.,,.

‘ none .for the -audiences, 'which is thedlWgef #drty';Of
the two;-- or should be. Taking it on a high standard,, 
on the other, hand., results -in more-. recre:ation; for • the / r 
participants, because they are .really trying;to do d; 
■something fine and imaginative something more than-- 
a mere display ..of dry goods -- and are doing it together

12o Letter from,Thomas Wood Stevens to Katherine•Jones 
Engle, March 31,; 1919", . Stevena Collection, . . ... '.-;v:

■ ■ 13o '; Lefter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Hazel MacKayef 
sister -of. poet "Bercy MacEaye,; March 30, 1919, Stevens Col- . 
lectiono : . ; h . ' ;; ; .-v-'d;.'; ; - - ; - ' - f : - --t'd ;
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It is vastly more fun to create an impressive and 
beautiful effect, than to dress up and play the fool. 
And besides, there is the deeper significance, the 
real social thing, the touch of the great dramatic 
ritual •••••• It's not a blind experiment either. 
Some communities have tried it soberly and taken to 
it as(a permanent factor in community thought and 
life. 14) 

His own wealth of experience in writing and producing 

types of community drama does not, however, keep htm from 

recognizing a pretentious point of view about this favorite 

subject when he meets it. For example, when he is asked 

to write a long article for Theatre Arts iv1agazine showing 

"what the wartime entertainments offered to soldiers in 

camps and at the front are going to mean to these same men 

when they take off their uniforms and settle down to com

munity life again •••••• n(l5) Stevens answers frankly that 

he does not think his summer's experience was enough founda-

tion for him to write such an article, and adds, 

To be quite frank, I am afraid we are being a 
little too optimistic, both with regard to the effect 
of the dramatic work done in the camps, and to the 
abiding intere~t of the men in such work. Personally, 
I feel that in spite of the struggle we all made durl.ng 
the summer, we did not really accomplish anything of 
importance. The boys would have been worse off with
out us, but we were a long way from being able to meet 
the possibilities of our task.(l6) 

14. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Lucia Harriman, 
Community Editor for the Delineator,. February 1, 1919, 
Stevens Collection. 

15. Letter from Edith J.R.Isaacs to 'I'homas Wood Stevens, 
April 19, 1919, Stevens Collection. 

'L. Lelfet
..::r. R. l: s o.o.c: s ~ 

W~ec:L 5-t-cv~ns TC) !cl.~ 
St"eve.., s C.oll~c"tio n . 



Letters from England, from Ben Greet, William.Poel 
and others continue to. come asking for. hews of .Carnegie . : 
activities s but theBflrst Indication-of the Interest of 
continental countries in Stevens's drama school is: found, 
in "a 19.19 letter, Alexander V. Zelenko s the managing :. 
director of the American Committee, of Russian Co-operative 
-Unions, writes to Stevens requesting bulletins on the drama 
and music work done at Carnegie Institutev' - The Russian 
group is doing much work i n .extension - education and wants 
new ideas for eurriculum planning,(17) Zelenko even.ex
presses . more than a polite interest in attending a summer' 
session under. 8tovens at Carnegie | unfortunately summer -- 
drama .work has not been instituted at •Pittsburgh at this
'■date-on ■ V-. V-B- ’ :v ' v / d ' "  IB ' ' - ' B n

The pageant:. Stevens started in January, possibly de
layed because of the constant pressure of school'activities 
is presented on June 26, 1919, with one 'hundred and fifty 
p art! c ip ant s : 11 1 s now titled The Pageant of Victory and 
Peace, The text - is soon -published by L, Birchard ' of :
Boston; both Stevens and Birchard feel that the second

b 17, Letter from Alexander :V» Zelanko to Thomas Wood 
.Stevens, June 10, 1919, Stevens Col lection, - ;

. 18, Thomas:Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1919,



episodey a thpenody9 will be widely usefulo This episode 
is set to Harvey Gaul’s music and has speaking parts and a 
vocal dhoruso It is designed-to ymeet the demand for a 
reguiem number of general purposes*«„»= p’1 and is “flexible 
, enough for any church or group o " (3 P,) . . ; . . /

- Practically one of the first of Stevens Vs pioneer 
group of graduates to fill an important theatre position t 
is Fred McGonnell9 who becomes the director of the Cleveland 
Play House- in 1921 o Before this time however 3 MpConnell ; ' 
spends almost two years working with Sain Hume and Irving 
Pichel at the outdoor Greek Theatre at the University of 
California at Berkley= Although the California productions i 
are frequently on a lavish scale and have an assured fin
ancial success, McConnell writes to Stevens that his train
ing at Carnegie makes him yearn for a theatre, - job of In
tegrity, with opportnnities for;artistic experimentations

o»c. <, o lour training at Tech with its emphasis on 
'clean-cut acting and sympathetic staging —  together 
with a serious and intelligent dramatic product —  
calls for our doing ih the theatre what present cir- 
cumstances do not always permit. Personally I want 

: some day to have a theatre not for the purpose of
• improving the morale of the community, but for the 
purpose of^producing or helping to•produce artistic - and.interesting stage drama. ■ . ' -

19e Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens, to L = Birchard, 
June .16, 1919, Stevens Collection. / ;
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/McConnell: continues with words which are to be an accurate
forecast of the mushroom, growth of university-sponsored .
theatreo-; His Carnegie training- has given him a vision of ; :
the:.future place of the intimate theatres
. ■ . / ’ ■ gif I believe that the universities are beginning .
. to take bold of the theatre in the right. ways and. v-:
g '' thaf in ■ a . few years there will be many cases of. the -..

campus theatre,, with men of . theatre calibre; in charge,.
.// I am now grooming myself for such a place. Pro- ‘ ■
/ - • duction work in the Greek Theatre does not at all . • '

fill/my lust for the intimate theatre. -- the theatre 
of’acting and sometimes I f  eel that not until I- /

/ break away from big schemes, .shall.1 benable to con- :
:centrate on doing a little thing well.' ' > r

• .Byiience.; that McConnell, had received some of the ideas 
concerning the /.renascence of the university theatres from 

• Stevens is not.ladkingf Stevens seems to have imbued many 
Of his; students and feilOw,-workers / with a genuine . desire, 
to carry on his distinguished type of play .production in /
' univer sity the atres: all over - the/ countryb Stevens was-'not ; 
Impractical howeveri he writes to-. fdrmer; Chicago Art Instil 
.tute student "and former Carnegie dramatic .Instructor, Freder 
lek:KV/ Cowley, . advising him/ as to the .drawbacks ;of teaching 

:/drama in a university.. .The position is sure to be -■'full * 
of argument apd 'difficulties, as none of these iJniversities

/’/ .;S0.' b Letter/ from Fred McConnell/ to Thomas Wood: Stevens, 
July 7,. 1919,b Stavens Collection.-



can possibly take the work as : seriously a.'s you would . want 
them to."(^^) ,

News that the finishing details are being put on the 
open .air theatre at Carnegie Institute is found in an, August 
ISlSg letter to Payne. It is interesting to note that the , 
construction of this open air playing space for the theatre 
school was actually forced upon Stevens by the circum- 
stances of the extensive-rebuilding done on the Carnegie 
plant, earlier o - :

A prospective student at Carnegie* Muriel Brown, has 
had rather' wide experience producing original children's 
plays In Ihdianapolis before asking to start theatre work ; 
with Stevens j, and Stevens is greatly interested in news of

21-. Letter from Thomas Wood .Stevens to: Frederick K. - . 
Cowley,;; July 27-5,;- 1919-j Stevens Collection. ' .-1/- ;

This statement of Stevens to Gowley may be somewhat —  
qualified by the fact that Stevens feels that Cowley's 
whole- persbnality 1-s not ■one in which tact and adaptability 
to people predominatesj so' that it- would be disastrous for 
Cowley to undertake university work.. Cowley’s one stormy 

\ year- as an instructor- at' Carnegie shows this personality - 
.flaw, clearly.1- Yet Stevens-; went out of his. way to find 
pageant and teaching jobs for Cowley after the latter had. 
.leftrCarnegie. Of., letter from. Thomas Wood Stevens to . 
Archibald'' Henderson of The University of North Carolina, 
recommending Cowley as lecturer in art history, September 
10, 1919, Stevens Collection.. ‘ .



this independent activlty= He says that some of her plays 
might be usable at Carnegie for the children? s program work 
which: he would like to set up for: the coming year» He urges ' 
Miss. Brown, to come early so that she can help' him and some ; 
of the older students in putting pn a small Pittsburgh 
pageant for the Carnegie Institute Bureau of Mines

For the first time,.. students whose primary interest 
is in fields other than drama are beginning to come to 
Carnegie. Russell Collins $ studying to be an opera singerj 
enrolls to perfect his acting abilities> planning meanwhile 
to continue his, study of voice with a Pittsburgh, teacher»  ̂̂  ̂

.: 23o Stevens was unable to establish any kind of course 
in the writing and producing of plays for children, but 
Muriel Brown found, that the. school still offered enough 
practical production'and.writing experience to justify her. 
'remaining, there • for' two 'years.. , v • .
. ' : ■■■In'.' 1922 Muriel Brown- went to Hew York, to establish, a
children * s theatre. ' Lack of funds and the half-hearted 
interest of her Hew York sponsors almostcaused her to 
abandon her projecto .

Then; in 1925s Stevens was placed- ih charge of the 
Kenneth Sawyer Goodman . Memorial theatre in Chicago,, and a r i 
highly successful Children1s theatre producing group headed ' 
by; Muriel Brown was started’ there» These children’s matinees 
were tremendously popular from their■inception, and con- -' 
tinned for the entire tenure of Stevens!s directorship of 
the Goodman theatreo Thus Stevens $ even though he was unable 
to. inaugurate a course in children’s drama at Carnegie,
never gave up the hope of sponsoring such a movement and in
a -new setting was able to open up a new sphere of Creative :
activity-both for himself, and a talented student „

, Louis E. Laflin<, Jr., 11 The Goodman Children’s Th.ep.tre," 
The Drama, 19; 12-13» October, 1928. . • . . , ,,g ':

24. Letter from Edwin A. Lee, Indiana University, to 
Thomas. Wood Stevenss September 25, 1919, Stevens Collections'



After.the re-opening of the theatre school Stevens 
reshm.es as soon as feasible the practice of putting particu
larly successful plays on tour I The student actors receive 
no pay for these trips s but their expenses are paid., usually, 
by. the groups interested in seeing them performo Evidence 
that these tours are frequently reaching eager university 
audiences is found in a letter from Lucia Moore - of Champaign, 
illindis, who writes to: Stevens regarding his forthcoming ■ 7
tour to the University of Illinois0 It may be. that7
Stevens has dreams of a great chain of university repertory 7 
theatres exchanging productions with each other- on; a nation
wide basis .=•- an event Whit ford Kane has writ ten'about in a; 
mood of optimism^2®);;; ; / . 7 7 ;  7  ; . . ; -'i i 7 ' 7 ' ; ■
’ ; Whenever he runs across publications of value for the 

drama -section of the Carnegie Institute library,. Stevens • . 
either notifies the librarian directly, or orders the item 7 7 
and .sends it as a gift; to the steadily growing .drama collection

2 2.5.0 Letter from. Lucia Wioore. to- Thomas Wood Stevens,
September 28, 1919, Stevens Collection*.

26, Whitford Kane', ' on, cit,. c, 251, ' --- . ' 77



Among' the important additions made to the library in the 
fall of 1919 were the back files and a current subscription 
•to Gordon Craig * s Italian 'pxiblioatlnn Maski^^ ; - . ;

Despite.the overall liberality which he enjoyed and his 
otherwise generous finaheial allowance^ Stevens had to struggle 
to make his funds stretch.over two items, one the advertising 
f or the Drama Department and its work, and the; other the roy
alty payments on the plays used by the theatrei In a letter
to a promising author, of Hew York, Jane Dransfield9 he writes,

Our funds which .can be used for payment of royalties 
on plays are very limited@ in ."view., of the fact that we . 
are not permitted to make any charge directly or indir- 
ectly fdr admissions to our theatre, and that all money 

... ' paid for royalties must be deducted from teaching and
; equipment accounts»v28) . : .

. " One of Stevensig finest one-act plays comes .from hid
hand, shortly, before Ohristmas, 1919. - It is titled The ■

v : ■ . • . V ' d: : - ; % : - ft r / —  Yoot' ;;'"Hursery Maid of Heaven, based on a story by Vernon Lee. .
The dialogue is swift-paced and gently 'humorous, and the
characterization excellent. In theme, the play is almost a
one-act precursor of.Frans'llerfel?s Song of Bernadette. The

27. letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to B= Ke:; S. Wappat, 
September 11,. 1919s Stevens Collection. • ;  ̂ ; /

28o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Jane Dransfield, 
October - 26,' 1919h :;Stevens :Collection» - . . i : >

29= Thomas ' Wood Stevens Calendar, entry- for -1919»

g @ 8 9 1 S " ;
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■play is successfully performed at Carnegie and' has many • -
later amateur performances.- Stevens himself calls the play 
"the best short thing" he has done, and sends it by request 
to Frank Shay, -who;. is ■contemplating a: book of fifty one-act 
contemporary plays = i • /; . , . • :  ̂ '

The season of 1919=1920 was a personally difficult one 
for Steyens, as his wife Helen was forced to spend the entire 
winter in Santa Fa, New Mexico, recovering from a bronchiai 
infection0 Steyehs. parceled his two children out to Chicago 
relatives and remained in Pittsburgh, sharing his house with 
a Carnegie drama instructor and one or two -students.
■ is ■ ; January, 1920, is a busy month» . In rehearsal are Ibsen8 s 
John Gabriel Borkman, with an almost all=graduate cast ' 1
(graduate work leading up to a master of arts degree seems' .'
to have been established a short time previous- to this "year}| 
new instructor Chester Wallace is directing -Pinero8 s Tre- 
lawney of the Wells; Stevens is_ directing Ibsen8s League o f y 
Youth| and anothef new. ins true tor, Huber t : Osborne $, is direct- 
ing Everyman with the nplebesH o  ̂ An add!tiohal. noteworthy 
;dramatic, event In.Pittsburgh is the suecessful opening - :■ i

■ 30 c. Letter from Thomas Wodd' Stevens to - Frank Shay,
January 28i 1920, Stevens Collection^ -

I • Y "■' '.'51.1.. Let ter from Thomas - Wood Stevens ' toPred McConnell, 
February 8, 1920# Stevens Collection. - : . 1 ' -



of' tiie Guild. Players -p." organized by Carnegie graduates ' --
Theodore Vlehinan and C « F, Steen,
-v. s. B y  March definite plans are under way for the first' : 
summer session of the Drama Department at C a r n e g i e P r o d u c 
tions . arerplanhed mostly around the new -outdoor theatre 
(which was finally completed In the summer of 1919)»  ̂ )

: StexTens (Writes in the • "same ’ letter of an exceedingly 
large enrollment^"and says that eyeu so he has turned away 
more studehts "than:he has been able to accept, (He gives 
no esactv figures:,}. ■ : • ' i ̂ : /; -1 ' f  - :

A second point/in the same letter is one of good "man-' 
agement:i::i::''ifi':y^

• o o :6: in spite of -the increased number of productions 
(over thirty different’ plays- tills year$ and about six 

■ : ' performances of each')y we have managed by organiza
tion and the careful devising, of unit equipment to 
make the costs successively less; year,by.year, in ;

. : spite:: of current prices for materials , y  ̂ : ’
; In an exchange of letters with Glenway Wescott5 then
just starting .out on his career as a. writer of short stories
and novelss,Stevens debates the question of teaching at some
lengthb Wescott is almost savagely hostile to the prospect
■of having’.to teach Englishs / .mm ; : 1 ■ fi

38b . Loo. oitb : ' I - ; . " ' -. ■ -i' - '
33, ■ Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Grace Millsf 

secretary of Stage Guild Public at ions . in̂  Chicago's,’ March 7$, 
1980, Stevens Collecfion, . . % . ' ■ " '
; ’' ": -34, • '• Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to; Grace D , Mills, 

■ March V-i,- 1980, .Stevens Collection, . \
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{ I will not teacfcu It is a sterile* poorly paid .
; : T- drudgeryo . For one who does not go into it for love<,
•' v quite : impotent 0 \ 'This is - particularly true .f or an . '

artist, -and of the 'teaching of English* For me it' 
would- be cutting an- artery to moisten a waste of sand.

• I want a supplementary task.which will be - fairly well " " 
paid, concretely .creative to b’aiaric'e my own work, and ' "

- which, shall not be; concerned with a deadening. comment 
upon and tabulation of art.<35)• ■ -
Stevens waives the argument insofar as it applies to

English teaching,'; and says that Wescoht4s ambition to become
a' writer may or may not be furthered by work in the.theatre $ :
which is,what Wescott thinks he'might be looking for. -But■
there is ho mistaking that Stevens himself thinks the theatre
the perfect- place . to be.. As an- artist =■ teacher he breathes"
a : deep love for the work ahd a robust satisfaction in it as' /.
weli& ' '  -s-'" :'t'.' ' .

• . - As a place of apprenticeship, our:theatre has one 
» drawback that . must be recognized; it is a tremendously 

busy life in itself, o' As compared to the run of 
.University work, I - think you would find .the atmosphere , 
here-'far more creatlye. . \  ̂1...\ :'v f "  ; '
' 1 V' Some': of qur'^graduates are -acting| some are- teach
ing ( I -mus t admit) or do ing' c ommuni ty drama work which - .-
has a. teaching' - sidei some are busy, with the: general \
'problem - of fhe' experimental theatre o . Some are writing 
plays, and making their way by directing various amateur 
activities. (Opportunities in a teaching way have beeh' 
frequents - •especially since the colleges are calling for 
men to-carry on college theatre work, in combination 
with the teaching of Oral English. ) (Sg )■ h . '

.55= Letter from Glenway Wescott to Thomas Wood.Stevens, 
March -(ho' day), 1920,,. .Stevens. Collect ion. ■ . . - v .--y'.- r : '■■■

36, Letter from. Thomas- Wood Stevens to Glenway Wescott,- '- March 13, 1920, Stevens Collection. ' : : - :. .
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Wescott'was inipressed enough by the- picture Stevens 
drew xto enroll as a student, looking forward to training 
that would qualify him to work in the: theatre while, he kept 
on with his .primary love, that of writing« Nor was he the 
only one affected by Stevens 1s enthusiasm. Neal Caldwell, 
an undergraduate recovering from.an Illness in Earl, Arkan
sas, writes that he has given Nursery-maid of Heaven without 
Stevens’s permission and in a delightful letter begs:for
giveness, for the acts -

Please don’t be too hard on me. I do want to do 
something real. The longer I stay down here the more 

;' ■ I,realize that what.1 want is Experimental Theatrev 
• work, o . I don’t care.if I;must starve or if I am

only mediocre as a.producer, I am going to do some-; thing. V37) :. ; : r : ; ■■ . .

This is the sort of feeling that Steven’s theatre • • 
school produces over and over again in its students.
; Payne and Stevens, extend their fine working partnership 

into a writing, partnership; during, the last of 1919 and the 
early months of 1920 they write a five-act play Poe, and of 
course they directed the first performance of it at the 
Carnegie theatre. Stevens writes that George Arliss dropped
in to watch a rehearsal of Poe and was particularly impressed

' . ' : v. ■ ' t ■ . . (58) t.
with the work of student Jim Church. in the title role. -

. 37. Letter from Neal Caldwell' to Thomas Wood; Stevens, * 
March 18, 1920, Stevens .Cdllectionl- ... . ,

',.38. Let ter from Thomas Wood ,81 evens to B. Iden Payne. 
May 8,. 1920, • St.evens .Collectibho ; . v .. .;



The play is' a solid, suecess; = with- the non-paying audiences 
at the- Carnegie theatres but does not arouse any Interest 
on Broadway, mostly because there are several other plays . 
on the market about Poe. . y - : . .

In a memorandum from .Stevens to R. ,Bossange$ director 
of the School of Applied Design* Stevens notes that fifteen 
of Carnegie’s last year1s graduates have acting jobs on : , -; 
•Broadway but, that only one of the 1919. class has accepted "
a position;.ih educational: drama -- a fact which- Stevens feels r 
is strange^ for many more good positions are offered in >.
educational drama- every year than Stevens ever.has applicants 
to sendV^0 ) . : y ..' '•..'. -.i'-y .• "il ' j i - - '/■"• ••: . .
■ • in -Marchs 1920's,. Stevens : is doing several scenes from . - 
Pipp.a Passes for a special evening performance- when there 

•' is to be an exhibition of lace .from the Browning school at . ' 
Asoloj, Italy. - The evening will' be under the patronage-' of ’ .. 
the Italian ambassador and Mrs. Barrett Bro-whing.- In addition

" . - 59o Letter from Thomas .Wood 'Stevens to Frank Shayy'
May 50, 1920? Stevens Collection. ' . . . .

. 4 0 , Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to: E. R, Bossange, .% 
October 11, 1920, Stevens Collection. " .• ' .. .. '

•- A letter from ex-student Ken.-Thomson states that .Hub- y yi j 
bard-Kirkpatrick another product of the school, has the ■ -V 
important role of the Count in Payne? s New York production 
of Declasseestarring Ethel Barrymore. Thomsoh adds.. that y yy 
he plays an extra bit as .footman: he was" especially pro-;. • ;y -:
mo ted to. footman because he - was the only one who could lift "/
" Miss Barrymore. ' ' ' ' '



■ ;'■' the school gets a great windfalls, a wardrobe from the distin- ...
. ■ .gutshed one-time visiting director William Poel - consisting of . •

' the most authentic collection •of Elizabethan costumes, in Ehg-\ :. •
'; Ihnd or America at' this time. The packing cases are left un-

•- ,■ opened for the- time be i ng 5 as - Payne <, who is at the moment: in '
'• b: ' ' / /' -i- - -1 : :  {ki) H i; • "B"ew- York,, .vvili. come. down himself to direct the unpacking« f

• \ ' •The:hew year sees Payne and Stevens working on a comedy$ .v
: Pennie'- Gay9 a three«act play tailored to the special talents of :
V .Miss Billie Burke» Miss Burke shows considerable.'interest .in ■■ 'f 
• the play and it has a run of good performances ' at'Carnegie s ■.
- but the Broadway- star finally writes/to Payne after six months .
' Of corresp.ohdehce that her husband Florenz Ziegfield won11.'- , -;.y
let her buy the play, (#) if . : h / . ..

In March of 1921 Stevens tempqrar1ly turns Payne’s sched
uled production of Romeo and Juliet over to a .younger staff 

, ' member s- ̂ Chester .Wallaces as Payhe is held up in Kew York. . h .
V : Stevens writes Payne that there will be no delay»' for all the f 
. students who are cast in the play will of course stay through

spring vacation and go on with rehearsals<> This practice-
of rehearsing through vacations was ah accepted prbcedure at = 
Carnegie, New students soon learned to take it in their stride.

■r41«.-;--';.-Better from Thomas 'Wood’ Stevens to Harry Towns end s ■. 
-October 9, 1920, Stevens Collection,
•d - ’ 42, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Harry Towns end $ 
June .14j, 1921, Stevens Collection, -

' 43, ' Letter from-Thomas Wood Stevens to B, I den Payne,
March 23, 1921^ Stevens Collection,. -
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Another' product ion of- Stevens this season of 19211s a 
Stevens acting version of Moliere’s Don Juan, produced at 

. the school. - Stevens reports at its prenderethat "the first ■ *j 
act was mi My,.. the s e c'qnd.' me chanic hl> the statue .scenes go 
tremendously.18 - . 1  / ' d ; Vi -

In April the "Tech Players", as they came to be knowns : 
play some frequent performances at the Cleveland.'Play House-. 
Their offering is- the American premieipof Dry den's All for 
Love. Almost simultaneously -the important joh of director .
of the Cleveland Play House falls open3 and Fred McConnell, ;

- upon the strongest .recommendation from Stevens, gets the

By lime- of -1921 there are 'already.:'one hundred'applica
tions for admission for ..the .fo 11 owing year from women alone. :
Stevens expec ts, more .than.: half -.-again, that , many by September 
.. and only fifteen can be accepted because 'of the large number 
of old students who are expected to return. '

:44= Letter .from Thomas Wood Stevens to Donald Robertson, 
February 23, 1921,...Stevens Collection.

Stevens ?s 19.41 production of his own acting version of V-<-.: 
Molieres Don Juan at the ’tipiversit^y; of Arizona proved markedly 
weaker in performance' thah this estimate would lead one -to V 

... anticipate, ft is one nf -idliere !.s.:weakest plays, however;;'.;
' but Stevens seems, In 1921; to be Unaware of this fact in 
the pleasure of translation and adaptation. , ■ .

: 45= : Letter- from Thomas Wood Stevens to Harry Towns end, ;
April 15, 1921, r Stevens; 'Gollectioh.i . . : V : ' ,V V
. .. ■ 46o ...Letter from Thomas. Wood Stevens to Harry Townsend, -- f
AprilvS, 1921, Stevens Colleotion. ^ -



In November, -1:921, /Witter Byhner sends .Stevens his :
' ' ' . '  ' ' - , ' ;' : -'::.' -' - \ ' /V. ^  \play The Unbidden Uuest jpr a trial production*/' J' Stevens 
gives all such plays; submitted a.eaneful productibn (if the 
plays are neriiotely actable), asks the writer in to see the 
performance j, talks the production over, and- submits; the i""'; 
prompt book and:sometimes additional' sheaves of suggested 
.acting changes needed in the.piaye In his wisdom -and exper
iences he knew that many times one .performance pointed out 
more weak.spots in a play than:did .twenty readings^ and he • 
was glad to help out any beginning authors,, be they from his 
own group of playwrights, or writers from .areas but side Pitts

i t ' :  ! : -
A glance back over; these years.reveals that Stevens pro 

duoed far fewer pageants than in previous-years. By this 
.time he was in fact coming to be of a different mind about 
them, . as the result ;.bf' experience extehdlng over more thah -a 
dozen years.' Discussing the subject.thoroughly with Stuart 
Walker^- who has been approached to put on a. pageant s Stevens 
goes on to. ask Walker why he .wants. to do such a;productions
'■ .. It's hard, confining; exhausting work; organizing .

. "' and drilling 'large; bodies,,of people, and it takes the
;energy out of one at a terrific rate. And when ites 
byers it Js; over.; as; far as you're concerned. . I. don't.

: . 47. Letter from Alice. Kauser, Uew York play "agents to
■Thomas :Wood SteYenS; - November .29; 1921, 81evens- Colleetibn.
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-- under-rate the civic benefits: =■- .but they1 re for the . - 
v ; :' c oranuni 11 e s> -and I (m thinking about you* the art is t» ,; •

One or twos 'where the material is good and - the oppor- ; 
tunity for- large experiment open* you might enjoy; -p 

" doing« . 'Bat I have found that they have wasted me, , and. ‘
-while .1 may do more of them, under pressure, I.‘'ear.? t 

■ help being, sorry to contemplate your getting:"into them. 
Artisticallyg the returns are too small for the force p",.

■ V .. expended. I write very frankly, and personally, and
' feel sure, that: you will believe. I mean just what. 1 say.:.

: ' I !m not against pageants, but they 'are work in a field
where: only the vaguest standards exist- (if any) 'and' P 5ve 
not found them good jobs, 1 .' *

Such remarks:should not obscure the fact that Stevens did go
on to do occasional pageant's in thevfollowihg-/.years:» whether
"under pressure" or not his letters do hot always reveal. -
■ . It is plain that the task of reorgahizing the "Garnegie

theatre in these post-war yearsg 1919 .through 1921, occupied
far more Of Stevens's time.and interest than did- page ant work.
Gathering together: the loose ends left b y ' the: war occupied
him for almost a year, and at the same time he. carried on
his program to re-establish'.the pre-war reputation Of the
Drama Department as an outstanding school of the theatre.

;; 48.. : Letter from iho&as Wood. Stevens to Stuart . Walker 9
October 9, 11920, Bteveus Collection. ;



r CHAPTER VI ' ■ : ; . /
• THE FINAL YEARS: 1922-1924 ' . v. ' • ;

A ebmpletely characteristic, beginning for the years 
1922 to 1924 is an excerpt from a January> 1922s letter . 
written by Stevens to Howard Smiths a Carnegie graduate:' 
"Things are boiling at Tech as usual $ and. I 'm behind; as 
usuall " ( ̂ - h  " - , - vv ̂ . ■ -%,/. i ' bi

A playwright who is t o achieve considerable la ter sue™ . 
cess in his field, Martin Flavin, first begins corresponding . 
with Stevens in 1922» The initial letter is mainly concerned 
with -a pantomime by Flavin which is being produced at Car- ' 
riegieo( Later Flavin sends one-act and three-act plays • . 
to Stevens for correction and for production tryouts under 
Stevens 's skillful guidance, , ■ ■

Sometime slightly before February, 1922^ the name of 
the School of Applied Design, of which the Drama Department 
is one unit' has been changed• to Division of the Arts, ;i
Dean Eo R® Bossange remains as head of- the newly-named 
division^ Bossange writes- that the Pi.ftsbufgh Post •wantsl .s 
Stevens to give a ten-minute talk on the radio.about;the- .

lo Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens ' to Howard Smiths 
January 21 > 1922, Stevens - Collection.. ' ' \ .

2= Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Martin Flavin, 
January 21,.1922, Stevens Collectiono 1 .: - r



Drama Department. Bossange adds, in a note recalling the
awkward state of radio at that early date.

It is important that what you say be clearly 
written in any case, as many find the radio trumpet 
difficult to speak into and of course you cannot 
correct what you say or change it in any way.'^ )
Stevens responds with a short resume of the purpose and 

activities of the Carnegie theatre school written for an 
audience which presumably wants to know in the plainest terms 
just what justification there is for such a school in a 
technical college. Stevens's summary is careful and com
plete:

It is generally agreed that to learn an art one 
must practice it. To learn the arts of the theatre 
one must practice them, and a repertory theatre is the 
place where they are practiced in the greatest diver
sity. So the main laboratory of such a college must 
be a theatre; the productions are a by-product; and 
the audience becomes an assistant to the instruction.
A comedian's own opinion as to whether he is funny or 
not isn't valuable —  he must see if the audience 
laughs; an emotional young lady may feel her part 
ever so deeply —  the question is whether or not the audienc< 
weeps. Artists for the theatre can be trained only 
in the theatre. • . .drama is an art —  a great ex
perience and idealism. It is also a business —  it 
offers a career. The College of Fine Arts at Carnegie 
Tech was founded to give training of an intensive pro
fessional order in the Fine Arts. It was logical that 
the drama take its place among the arts to be taught.
Carnegie productions are frequently being presented in

Cleveland. From the inception of McConnell's directorship at
the Cleveland Play House, relations between the Carnegie

3. Letter from E. R. Bossange to Thomas Wood Stevens, 
February 16, 1922, Stevens Collection.

4. Thomas Wood Stevens, "Pittsburgh's Unique Drama 
School," Articles by Thomas Wood Stevens, 1902-1930 manu
script box, Stevens Collection.



theatre school a.hh KcOohiiell Vs 'theatre are increasingly 
-intimate-. ' • In ■Mah.ch,. 1922, the Seth; Players present Moliere l s 
-The, hearnedi hadies/^-k anhvScGontielh returns "yeahlyi, or .etteh^ 
to talk over theatre plahs -for the future with Stevens.:  ̂ ■'
Thus graduates through the years,make a practice of returning 
to "Steyehs for- advice, a period of tes-dhlng or direction at h t 
the school, or just a general talk which usually serves, to ' • ■ 
clarify issues and suggest new avenues, of creative action.

•Trouble in the' Drama Depar tment * s library is sugges ted 
in a communication of March, 1922, .It., seems the drama stu- . .
dents are using library copies of. plays for .rehearsal and , - 
are marking them up so badly that the boofes afe hardly of ' 
.further ‘ us e to the reading public. ,-:;hn equally disturbing /. f 
foible of the same students, according to the Carnegie libra
rian, is to keep library copies as marked prompt copies and 
offer to buy new copies for the library. . This a diffi
cult life for the library staffs especially when the book 
so cavalierly treated is out of print.  ̂̂  Stevens pacifies 
the librarian as best he can and says, he will try to recover

5. Letter from Fred McConnell to Thomas Wood Stevens, 
March 15, 1922, Stevens Collection.
■ 6. Letter from Fred McConnell to Thomas Wood Stevens,
March 6, 1922, Stevens Collection.

'7.o Letter from B. K. S. Wappat to Thomas Wood Stevens, 
March 16, 1922, Stevens Collection..



a missing copy of Moliere’s Learned Ladies? in an out-of- 
print edition, from student Heal Caldwell«

In June, 1922, Stevens’s students make another success
ful appear ance with the - Chautauqua circuit of shows. This 
time the main feature of the bill is Stevens’s adaptation 
of Holiere’s Don Juan. A total of .fifteen students partici
pate in this summer tour = ̂ ^

Former Carnegie student Jim Church is in Denver and is 
contemplating an outdoor production there; he writes to 
Stevens for advice in choosing a play for this occasiono 
Stevens advises against a production as difficult- as 
Iphegehia in Taurus, which is-Church’s choices rather he V.
.suggests; soniething::pict;orial and romantic such as A Midsummer 
Might’s Dream, or Twelfth Might. Stevens has had the Midsum
mer Might’s Dream playscript of Church’s marked from the 
Carnegie theatre prompt book, and he is sending it back to 
Church in Denvero Stevens adds that it is particularly im
portant in outdoor theatres to choose an opening play that
does not require too much concentration on the part of the 

(9)audience„x '

8 o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to A. E. Bestor, 
president of Chautauqua, June 17, 1922, Stevens Colleotion„

9 o Letter to from Thomas Wood Stevens to Jim Church,June 25, 1922, Stevens Collection.



An unexpected and thoroughly unexplained event (as far as 
the Stevens letters are cohoerned) in the summer of.1922 
is the. resignation of President Arthur Hamersohlag. v :E. R. 
Bossangep former Dean of the Division of Pine Arts, almost 
immediately takes Hamersohlag’s place as the new president 
of the Carnegie Institute of Technology=

In August, 1922, Stevens writes to Carnegie drama in- 
struotor Chester Wallace and discusses plans for the coming 
school■seasono Stevens sayS that he has no idea what ad- ; 
vaneed.students are coming back, so that he has been unable 
to plan the production schedule as yet6 Probably he' will 
devote most of his;time to training the "plebes", trying to 
get them into shape for mid-year casting in plays» Fre
quent letters of this tenor, indicating Stevens’s own view 
of his most useful work in the busy life of the school, 
would seem to .indicate that he had some idea of his limita
tions. as a director and knew that his best contribution was 
his patient training of the plebes in elementary a ct in g,^^

1 0 , Letter from Hubert Osborne, Carnegie dramatic in
structor, to Thomas Wood Stevens, July 5, 1922,

11, : Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Chester Wallace 
August 12, 1922, Stevens Collection,

12, In an interview in Austin, Texas, April 22, 1949, 
B» Iden Payne said that the strongest point of Stevens’s 
direction was his we1 1 -developed feeling for stage grouping 
and colorful pictorial effects. His handling of action, 
and especially of rapid comedy dialogue was poor, says Payne 
but he was unfailing in his ability to recognize fine acting 
and fine directing in others =
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Concomitant with the promotion of Eo R = Bossange to the
presidency of the Institute, Homer 8 t. Gaudens, prominent
American sculptor, is appointed director of the Department
of Flue Arts (once.again the name of this unit seems to have

(15)undergone a change.) f
In October, 1922, the first df a long series of letters 

is exchanged between Stevens in Pittsburgh and the Goodman 
family in Chicago; the subject is the" planning and building 
of the Kenneth Sawyer Goodman Memorial Theatre in Chicago»
The Goodman family wants Stevens’s - advice on the many details 
in the building'of the theatre. They even request that, the 
architects who- Are to design the theatre.consult frequently 
with Stevens» The first set of plans which the Chicago 
architect Howard Van Doren Shaw sends to Stevens is apparently 
frightening in its ignorance of good theatre const ruction,, 
Stevens is tactful with Shaw,, however, and finally persuades 
him to let Stevens and his scene design students build elabor
ate scale models to test - the workability of the plans =

Characteristic of the non-theatre man'"s approach to 
theatre building is the fact that the exterior of the Goodman

15. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Homer St. Gaudens, 
September 2-2, 1922, Stevens Collection.

14. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Howard Van Doren
Shaw,. October 50, 1922, Stevens Collection.



theatre3 as shown by Shaw’s preliminary planss is beauti
fully designed, while the interior'is absolutely impractical 
as to facilitating play production<> Shaw favors a revolving 
stages a large dome that is difficult to lights and a stage 
loft so low that no 'scenery can be lowered from above the 
atase.<16> ' \  :
. • In a: letter to Mrs.o Beatrice Mansfields' Stevens writes 
that the acting scholarship which she gave in memory of her 
son Richard has been a continuing inspiration to the Carnegie 
Drama Departmento The first person to receive the.award 
is Carl Benton Reids who was only a freshman when Richard 
Mansfield attended Carnegie« .Reid returned to.Pittsburgh 
after a year and a half in the service and made a fine record 
He graduated in the spring of 1921j writes Stevens $ and is 
at present working for Fred McConnell at the Cleveland Play 
House in the capacity of assistant director and unofficial 
leading man*

For the year of 1921-1922, Stevens continues3 the 
scholarship has been awarded to a promising seniors John 
Willard, Stevens adds a closing remark to the effect that 
immediately after the war the. tuition fees of the Department 
were increased to one hundred.and fifty dollars a year? which

15, Doc, git.



meant that - Stex^ens borrowed from, the Alumni Scholarship Fund
■: : ' ' • ■' - ', (i f, Vto make up- the deficit-in the Mansfield scholarship» • (Mrs«

Mansfield may have taken the gentle hint and sent enough money.
to cover the increased fees the next year> _ for Stevens never
adds a word' about this matter in, succeeding correspondence' ,
.with herr)'. ; ft - .

November, 1922, finds Walter Hampden playing in Pitts
burgh with his company= .Stevens writes a gracious note to
■ Hampden ■telling him that the classes at the Carnegie. Drama ■ 
Department have been re-arranged so that all students may be
■ free to see as much of Hampden.'s fine repertoire as possible.
Stevens further invites Hampden and his wife to come to a ■, ■
\f '■ ^ I f : ' / :  ' t': :  ̂ ■ 1 . ' (IV); special ;matlnee; of Stephen. Phillips * S: Paolo and Erancesca?. ; .

During this year the free audiences at Carneglefs: .theatre
: became so large that they can no longer be handled satisfactof-
ily, and a ticket system is introduced to ratioh^ out the seats-
, in advance, Carnegie's no-charge policy'is still in effect;
; hohever .a fee; of'five - dollar s ‘per year is charged for the ■,. '
seeretarial: work involved in sending; out the. tickets o, ■ ■ .,

' f ■ . . f The theatre seats 420 and the average play enjoys a- %■ ": ;
', .one;-week\vrun» ■.Theppatronflfst is made. up. of the names of
55Q Pittsburghers s, each of -whom receive#, two tickets to, every

:.16« Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Mrs. Beatrice 
Mans fie Idf' iEotemb e,r ■. 4, 192$,: 81 e yens Collection.

17o' Letter ;'f'r6m'’.TKpmas'fW'odd’'-Stevens:;;'t'Q'- Walter Hampden,. .
November 13, 1922, Stevens Collection. " ft f t . ' : " ■



Show« With about .2j,8d'0 people seeing'each-playP the re»
.maihder:of the audienoe is :made up of Carnegie faculty
members arid stud,ents who of course. are admit ted free.
. The long;months of labor Stevens put in on collecting

.and editing Kenneth Goodman!s unpublished plays finally .
bear fruit in December, 1922, In the publication of two
volumes by the Eddy Press Corporation of Pittsburgh; both
of the volumes'^ titled Quick Curtains and More -Quick Curtains'-     ■  — -    —
are published,under; thelStage Guild.imprintV^ ; Stevens , 
writes the preface to the first pvolxime and B. I den Payne to 
t h e : . : s e c o h d /  ^ l :  i r  '' '
- . :,ln Januaryp '1^23 > -Carnegie productions: are made from 

two original playscripts by Martin-Flavlnp Caleb Stone*s . 
Death Watch and An:. Emergency C a s e hetters. indicat e that - . 
friendly relations have been established between Stevens 
and Flavin and that the-California playwright plans:to visit 
the Carnegie theatre and Stevens on.his next trip east. 1 

The permeation' of the teaching methods of Poe 1$ though 
.the. me dium of ̂ Stevens and thence through his student s., i s .

.. ■ : 18. , if tic le in- the Mew York .Tim&Sp: undated c lippihg,
,1902-1930' manuscript bpXp, Stevens Collection. ' ' '

' 19. . Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Ellsworth. Gelstp:
December 11> 1922, Stevens Collection. ; .

' 20.- Letter from Grace D. Mills to Thomas' Wood Stevens, 
December Sip ■19:22> :-Stevens Collection. " fp ; . f . ‘ p . i
' ■ 21. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Mart in "F lavin, >
January Id, 1925p. Stevens Collection. '
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clearly shown In a letter from.Fred McConnell to Stevens. 
McConnell is doing Hamlet at the Cleveland Play House and 
wants Stevens to come and see it for the purpose of criticiz
ing the production-, McConnell adds,

I know you will find much in it that is reminiscent 
of the famous Poel days at Tech. and for this I have no 
apologies to make whatsoever. I believe that his approach 
to Shakespeare is pretty near the right thing and I have 
tried to emulate his example9 by catching the spirit 
of hi^g^thod rather than following any archaeological '

Having received architect Shaw's revised blueprints for 
the Kenneth Sawyer Goodman Memorial Theatres Stevens writes 
his considered opinion of the changed set of plans = (He has 
been delayed in answering Shaw's letter because one of the 
instructorss Hubert Osbornes is in Hew York watching rehearsals 
of his. original play Rita Coventry, and Stevens has had to 
take on the additional class worko) Together Shaw and Stevens ■ 
have thrown out the revolving stage-, and have decided on - , 
wagon stages. Stevens suggests leaving a two to two-and-a- 
half foot clearance just back of the steel curtain line to 
allow for the drop curtain and the use of false, proscenlums. 
Stevens further suggests a need for installing, a sink and .. ... 
piping for gas stoves in' the paint frame area. Also, a .: •

>22.- Letter from Fred ;!cConnell: to Thomas Wood Stevens,
January 17, 1925, Stevens Collection.
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partition between the paint frame area and the carpenter 
shop, with good circulation of air between, would be ex
tremely desirable! the smell of paint and glue must be kept 
out of the other shops and especially out of the auditorium,^^ 

The radio talk about the Carnegie theatre given by 
Stevens in 1922 perhaps established a radio outlet for the 
Carnegie drama students by this time, for a letter from the 
Westlnghouse department of publicity indicates that a series 
of eight experimental radio plays are being given over the 
air by Stevens’s .students A further letter indicates
that one of the plays in this group was a one-act play written 
.by Stevehs for 'Eincoln1 s• birthday ■ and entitled -Friend Maryj 
the plot of this ^play is. based on actual letters exchanged 
between Lincoln.and a young girl of his acquaintance named 
Mary Vinyardo^^ y ; , \ . . . ..

'In anenthusiasfic.ietter written just after the'eight 
performances of Flavin's Caleb Stonej s Death Watch, Stevens 
tells Flavin that the play was received, with real, warmth, at : 
every performanee. Stevens and his staff feel that it is

25, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Howard Van Doren 
Shaw s. January 20., 1925, Stevens Collection. -

24o Letter from Marjorie Stewart to;Thomas Wood Stevens, 
February 21,"1925, Stevens Collection, / . ' - /

25= Letter from Ro. Wo Vineyard to Thomas Wood .Stevens, .
February 25, 1925, Stevens Collection, L



“one of the very best short plays we have ever done here 
perhaps thp .most/distinguished' thing; of _ American authorship 
we have produced=H Stevens adds that the.play should fill  ̂

a real need in Little Theatre works and that he would "be 
glad to recommend it unreservedly to the directors with 
whom he corresponds and to the few agents who handle such;
works . ( 26) . 1 . ' - ■

■ In Marchs 1923s .Stevens' produces at the Carnegie theatre, 
his own translation and adaptation of. the Balzac story. La 
Peau de Chagrin. The Anglicized title is Shagreen,

,Oliver M . Sayler makes another visit to Carnegie to 
gather up the remaining pieces of. information he is to use 
in his immediately forthcoming book Our American Theatre.
He thinks the work that Stevens and his staff are doing is 
remarkable> and he is extremely complimentary about the pro
duction (unnamed but the letter indicates that it was probably

(28)Shakespeare fs Taming of the Shrew) that he witnessed.
Stevens writes and produces another historical pageant.

26. Letter from Thomas.vWodd Stevens to Martin Flavin, 
February S5, 1923, Stevens Collection.

27 = Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1923.
28. Letter from Oliver M. Sayler to Thomas Wood Stevens, 

May 19, 1923, Stevens Collection.
29. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1923.
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the Pageant of Ypsilantig at Ypsilanti, Michigan on July 2,.: r 
3a and 4 of 19S3» (Donald Robertson is playing the part of 
the prophet in the connecting, narrative J ^

' Ah additional performance of The Taming of the Shrew is-
: ' . - ; / , ; . : \ /gnV _

given at the Indiana Normal School<> Program notes for
this play indicate that it was costumed from the PoeT Eliza- . 
bethan costume collection at Carnegie, and that the authentic 
Morris dances in the play were staged by Carnegie graduate 
Theodore Viehman. /The text, of the play followed that of the
Folio of 1623s with.the addition of a few lines from the
" - (32) - : - ' - - ' ■ " ;Quarto of 1594» •;

I E, c. Mabies now heading the theatre-- work; at the Uhi'Ver#:
sity of lowas writes to Stevens of.his pleasure in recalling
his visit to the Carnegie theatre school. It is his first
meeting with Stevenss although some correspondence has been
exchanged between them previouslys and he saw the 1923 ..spring
production of The Taming of the Shrew.

The theatre courses at Iowa are still in the planning
stage and Mabie would like to hear more fully about the "type

30. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Olin C. Eckley
of the Ypsilanti Board of Commerce, May 31, 1923, Stevens
Collection.

31. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1923.
32. Mutilated program.for,The, Taming of the Shrew. . June.

1923 letter file, Stevens Collection.
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of prompt-book or director ’ s . notebook which you. have accepted 
as part of the work for Mas ter1s degree at 0 arnegie Institute.H 
Kabie- goes on to say that these notebooks impress him as being , 
excellent thesis problems for students in the field of play 
production. He would like the Garnegie librarian to send 
him titles of two or three of the most recent prompt books 
which have been completed* and perhaps the titles of one or 
two now in process* with the name of the student and a few ; 
setitehbes .characterizing the. problem which the student has 
undertaken. ̂  ̂ ./7: ■ - - h

.Stevens writes of the coming 1923-1924 season to in
structor .Ghester Wallace., in a humorous 'manner* indicating 
that there is a noticeable increase of interest in the edu
cational drama degree among women teachers. He says that 
.the large number of female applicants of advanced standing 
appalls him;

What can we do with them? And in spite of all 
denials in the fall they will -all want to play the (3 4 ) 
■Shakespearean lead in the spring --see if they don’t.

33. Letter from E. C. Mabie to Thomas Wood Stevens* 
August 4* 1923* Stevens Collection.

It is worthwhile noting that the 1949-1950 catalogue 
of the University of Texas Drama Department cites the making 
of a complete prompt book for a. three-act play as part of 
:the requirement for a Master’s degree in drama education.
This practice has been widely adopted by university drama 
departments throughout the country.

34= Letter from Thomas' Wood Stevens to Chester Wallace*
August 12* 1923* Stevens Collection.



The September opening of the' Drama Department in 1923 
. is complicated by the fact that the summer pageant written 
by Stevens for the National Safety Council,, titled Adventure; 
a Pageant Drama of Life and Chance  ̂ was not 'put .on by the 
Buffalo Players as'contracted, so that Stevens is casting• :
it with Carnegie actors 'ahd' playlhg i t ' in "Pittsburgh first and 
in Buffalo. afterwards. Theodore Viehman is working on the, nv:v 
pageant while Stevens is handling; tryouts« Chester Wallace - 
is.to train the "plebes" while Stevens is producing the ,

.. pageant^hi^i ' ,tl71ehman::Sbems;: to have heen the folk dancing ; 
instructor at Carnegie this year.) • . ■ .. . • . .
. . In October E. R. Bossange leaves the presidency of Car- ' ; 
negie Ins 111ute and accepts d po s i t ion as direc t or of the 
Princeton University -School of Architecture, k 1924 letter 
indicates that his successor as Carnegie president is Samuel
Harden Church. .

. . h  : ' • 'v; '■ . ' ' ' ■ . ' .
Results of'the fall tryouts in 1923 are significant:

only thirty-five new people are accepted# forty-two are re
jected# and this after a peek's examinations and after the 
applications of all those lacking college entrance require- - 
ments were, weeded out. Stevens adds that more than half of

35i; . Letter, from Thomas Wood Stevens to Hubert Osborne# 
September 9# 1923# Stevens Collection. .

56o Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Percy IfacKaye#
February 21# 1924, Stevens Collectiono
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. tliose accepted for training came' from other- collegesj- eight ■. _ - - ■ ' . " ' ■; .■■■ ■ ' ; y: ' ■■ ■ : ' ' ; . , ̂ , _ . ;
of them already hold degrees ln; drama or" English« (There
is ;a fleeting reference to the "hew administration0 in this 
•letter but no indication of Stevens!s attitude one way or 
the other toward the. new presidents Samuel Church=)

The letters of this period carry a note of rather less • 
enthusiasm than Stevens usually displays with only brief dis
cussions of casting problems and not as much of the- sparkle 
that can be found in the earlier correspondenceo It may be 
that he is tiring of the teaching routine;at Carnegie and 
thinking of other fields« y ■: 1 : ; ' : •

A telegram from William ;0 = Goodmans Kenneth Sawyer Good- 
man’s'fatherasks Stevens to come to Chicago .at Goodman’s 
expense to discuss Goodman Theatre plans and the future use 
of the buildingo The tone of the telegram is urgent and
Stevens accepts the invitation almost immediately. Apparently 
actual construction on the building has not yet begun, and 
this conference with Stevens precedes by only a few days the 
trustees meeting at which final building, plans are to be 
a p p r o v e d H o  further mention of this conference occurs, 
but it is presumably highly important in Stevens’s later

37. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Grace D. Mills, 
October 19, 1923, Stevens Collection.

'• 38. Telegram, from William G. Goodman to Thomas Wood 
Stevens, December 6 , 1923, Stevens Collection.

39. Letter from William 0. Goodman to Thomas Wood Ste- 
vans, December 13, 1923.
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decision to leave Carnegie for the directorship of.the Good
man Theatre». ■ ' '

Stevens’s reputation as a patient and careful play-reader 
has grown by leaps and bounds; in a letter of January, 1924s 
he- confesses to having thirty to forty manuscripts on his 
desk from aspiring playwrightso i:\

A February, 1924, letter reveals that Stevens is feel
ing ill and exhausted as a result of the heavy pressure .of .: 
work at. the schoolo , . He has just gotten-out of bed after a 
fierce attack of flu and is still only able to work half 
timeo He has- made application to Carnegiets administrators ' 
for additional instructors to help him out* "The student body 
at Carnegie has been quarantined for two weeks for scarlet 
fever, so that work has been held up for almost a month. B« 
Iden Payne has been too busy in New York to make more than a 
fleeting visit to Pittsburgh,

February 20, 1924, sees a performance of Pelleas and 
Melisande by Maurice Maeterlinck, and the end of the same 
month sees, a performance of a melodrama The Bolted Door, 
written by Stevens and Mrs, C. E. Jarrett,

40, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to J, J. Eckenrode, 
January 29, 1924, Stevens Collection,

41, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to former Carnegie 
student Jane Ziegenfelder, February 16, 1924, Stevens Collec
tion,

42, Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to his sister Lonne, 
February 17, 1924, Stevens Collection,
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The new drama department of the University of Washing
ton at Seattle expands in 1924 to the extent of adding another 
instructor or two in dramatics to the two already in the 
departments, A = R= Love joy and Glenn Hughes <> Zillnor Roberts, 
Dean of the College of Mines at Seattle, writes Stevens,

I happen to be in the East on mining business 
and have instructions from the University of Washing
ton to meet possible candidates for the position of 
instructor in our department of Dramatic Arts. I 
understand from all sources that you would have the 
most suitable candidates for the particular types of 
work that we need.:

Roberts says the department is particularly in need of a 
man with experience and training in running a theatre work
shop, a: man who is able to take full charge of the mechan
ical sides of play production. Roberts makes definite plans 
to .see Stevens and hopes that Stevens will have a candidate 
at that time. (̂ <5) . y / . ' .. y '

Another letter in which the usually.reticent Stevens 
mentions his fatigue and loss of interest in his Carnegie 
work is:one of March, 1924. He writes to E. R. Rossange, 
now director of the Princeton School of Architecture, that 
he will lend Princeton the Pageant of the Renaissance, from 
which any material may be used without royalty for a forth 
coming Princeton celebration. Stevens adds, ,8I hope you are

,; 43= ; Letter frpm ffiillnor Roberts; to Thomas Wood Ste
vens,' February 25,; 1924, Stevens Collection. The Stevens 
letters do hot indicate whether or not Stevens presented 
any, candidates to Roberts.for the Seattle position.



" having things as you wan^ %h©m — - and with mor6 margin to 
life than we seem to. find here« " (̂ =4/

An April letter to Garnegie graduate Lucy Barton again 
touches on the pressure of the school schedule and Stevens 
adds significantly3 "it Vs hard not to go stale teaching, even 
at bestol! ( 45)

;The Shakespearehn .production for 1984 is Richard 111, 
with B. Iden Payne's direction. The text used is that of 
the Folio and Stevens writes that it has been a difficult 
production and has taken' the -combined efforts of the whole - ■

. ■ . . ; ■; ' - (46y '

group at Carnegie to put it through.
Finally in May, 19243. comes- the first written admission

that Stevens is planning to resign from his position at the
Carnegie Drama Department and return to Chicago to direct the
Kenneth Sawyer Goodman Memorial Theatre there = Iden Payne

(4 7 )is to take his place at Carnegie. Mrs. Stevens has told
the writer that this move was brewing for a long time before 
the final decision was announced in this May letter to Percy

44. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to E. R. Bossange, 
March 12, 1924, Stevens Collection.

45<; -Letter from. Thomas Wood Stevens to Lucy Barton, 
April S, 1924, Stevens Collection.
.. . 46. ■ Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to Percy MacKaye,

April 25, 1924, Stevens Collection.
47. Letter from Thomas .Wood Stevens to Percy MacKaye,

May 24, 1924, Stevens Collection.
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MacKaye. (Evidence "ok" Stevens 1 s'growing res ties sness with ' '
the school , routine -at Carnegie is apparent all . during 1925-
1924 in the correspondence«) ’ ' ■

A great deal, of, the summer is, taken up with, active work '
on the Rensselaer Pageant given at Troy, New York, on October
4; and 5, ̂ 48  ̂ - ' ;•

An August letter from Pittsburgh first hints that he
will be taking, some of the Carnegie drama graduates with .. .
.him to Chicago to be the nucleus of his Goodman Theatre.

■ ■ (4 9 )acting company thereo (Letters scattered through 1924
and 1925 indicate the tremendous enthusiasm with which almost 
all the former students of Stevens greet the prospect of being 
able to work with Stevens again in active play production in 
a repertory theatre.)

Once again Stevens *s letters do not indicate any exact 
date for an important move, this time the departure from 
Pittsburgh to take up residence in Chicago. However Mrs. Ste
vens indicates that the family moved to 613 Rush Street in 
Chicago in the fall of 1924.^88  ̂ Here Stevens settled down 
to active supervision of the half-constructed Goodman Mem
orial Theatre and began recruiting, by letter and telegram, 
his best Carnegie students to come and work with him .in pre
paration for the opening of the Theatre for the 1925 season.

48. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1924.
49. Letter from Thomas Wood Stevens to (no first name) 

Morgan, August 2, 1924, Stevens Collection.
50. Thomas Wood Stevens Calendar, entry for 1924.



CHAPTER- VII 
COnCLESTOH

Thomas H. Dickinson in his book The Case of American 
Drama noted in 1915 the. woeful lack of systematic training 
for the young actor in/everything relating to the technique 
of - theatre arts o He b'Ontrasts this situation in America 
with that in Europe where, he says, it is demanded that the 
player at the national’or. city theatre shall be an educated 
man, For this reason, . he continues, many of the great' 
theatres of Europe operate in connection with, dramatic con
servatories. '

Dickinson sees.a great necessity for some such "recruit
ing station" for skilled young players who are to go on to 
work in the American art theatres. -He speculates about the 
chances for some such institution developing as a training 
conservatory for a national or city theatre, and he sees 
hopeful signs in the work of the new theatre school at the 
Carnegie Institute of Technology. Here, he says, the insti
tute of art has recognized its obligation to take in and train

mserious students of the theatre. ’

A Consciousness of the need for the sound training of

1. . Thomas H. Dickinson, The Case of American Drama, 
(Boston? Houghton Mifflin Company, 19157, pp, 37-58.
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dramatic 'students was In the foreground of Thomas Wood, 
Stevensfs thoughts when the opportunity to found a school 
of theatre arts at Carnegie Institute was first presented 
to him,in the spring of 1915. Rather thane a conservatory, 
of the type imagined by Dickinson, he envisioned a new kind 
of training place of dramatic arts: a laboratory theatre
in which •constant play•production was the chief means of 
instruction.

From the beginning Stevens stressed a wide selection 
of plays. In his own words, 11 We ranged over the dramas 
ancient and modern, with the hopeful idea that all good 
fish were for : our net „ 11 ̂ . Beginning" with Two Gentlemen
of Verona,- presented as the theatre!s- first production at 
the opening in April, 1914, an annual Shakespearean play 
became, a tradition. The Greek tragedies were second in fre
quency of presentation. Of the great French plays, Stevens 
concentrated on the writings of Moli&re. Other continental 
dramatists whose works were analyzed in the classroom and 
presented in the laboratory theatre were Ibsen, Chekhov, 
Dumas, Hauptmann, Pinero,- Toller, Rostand, Balzac, Racine, 
and Maeterlinck. English and Irish playwrights represented 
were Yeats, Wilde, Synge, Stephen Phillips, Swinburne, Shaw,

,2. Thomas Wood Stevens, "Carnegie Techs First phase,11
Articles by Thomas Wood Stevens, 1902-1950 manuscript box,Stevens Collection, p. 7.



Q-alswoi^thyp Sheridan^: Goldsmith, Milton, Duns-any, Ben Jons on, 
and Congreve. Of the modern American authors there were 
Harold Brighonse, Stanley Houghton, Zona Gale, William Vaughn 
Moody, Martin. Flavin, ’ Kenneth Sawyer Goodman, Ben Hecht,
Witter-Bynner, and Hubert Osborne„

This wide range in both form and content of plays meant 
the employment of many styles of acting. Stevens was extremely 
modest in feeling that he could not properly direct students 
in more than one or two acting styles (his specialties seem 
to have been the direction of the Greek tragedies and Ibsen)j 
'willing to share the limelight generously, he regularly brought 
in men of equal or greater reputation, the most competent 
visiting directors he could find, to handle the students in 
plays which required different types of acting. For example, 
Donald Robertson, whose repertory company had done Moliere 
plays superbly in the pre-Carnegie days in Chicago, was em
ployed especially for Moliere productionsj B. Iden Payne 
specialized in Shakespearean production with an occasional 
excursion into the plays of Shaw, Galsworthy, and Stanley 
Houghton. William Poel, director of the well-known Eliza
bethan Stage Society, came over from England especially for a 
magnificently-styled production of Ben Jonson8s The Poetaster, 
a piece of work which was to have a profound influence on 
future Carnegie productions of Elizabethan plays. Chester 
Wallace (who was to become head of the Carnegie theatre after
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Bo Iden Payne1s tenure of office) concentrated on plays 
written-by American authors, .

The three factors that seem to have been most:important 
in ' Stevensrs success in training competent theatre workers 
were: a rigid selection of only the best applicants, a
rigorous schedule of rehearsals, and finally a decisive alio- . 
cation of.production responsibilities to :the advanced .stu
dents , Regarding, the: total number of weeks spent in rehearsal 
for each p l a y S t  evens had a flexible policy; where plays of 
complex emotional patterns or of period acting were to be. ■ 
presented, a five or six weeks* rehearsal schedule might be 
planned; for simpler plays, written in the modern idiom, a 
shorter period of three to four weeks was allowed,

. Stevens1s own enthusiastic personality provided the final 
catalyst in the sustained experiment that transformed un
trained theatre recruits into seasoned actors, directors, . 
writers, designers and teachers,. He was continually setting 
achievement standards beyond any ability the student was 
aware of and then patiently releasing the ability to achieve 
the standard.

One of the most difficult problems encountered and suc
cessfully overcome by Stevens in organizing his four-year 
course leading to a degree in Drama was to find the correctly 
balanced combination of technical theatre training and related 
work in the humanities, .He had no university drama department
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on which to model his working plans $ for there were none In 
1914. Stevens'writes, -

We wanted to give a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Drama, which was revolutionary enough in itself. Earner- 
schlag was quite sure it was the proper thing to do,

• provided the students earned this degree within the 
meaning of the law, which in Pennsylvania was fairly ex
plicit j but in earning the degree the student1s time was 
not to be wasted. . ■ '
Tills purpose became the foundation of Stevensf s unique

curriculum at Carnegie. He goes on to tell how he talked
over a tentative program with his friends and with established
theatre peoples

We talked a good deal about educational theory, and 
for months I carried a paper‘curriculum in my pocket, 

ik . _and tried it on actors, playwrights and dramatic critics. 
Otis Skinner spent hours over it, and his verdict was 
fairly typical —  ,rItfs all right, laddie, if you can 
make it work." In the.main it is still working, and 
the modest collegiate bulletin in which it was finally 
announced has found its way, with various^modifications, 
into a good many University catalogues.^ >
Although evidence in Stevens‘s letters of the pre-war

Carnegie period points to frequent; excursions into the allied
field of pageant-producing, painting, and writing, the day-
to-day emphasis was one of imaginative curriculum building
and a constant searching for the best methods to inculcate
standards of good acting into his new students.

The war hot only diverted the immense energies of Stevens

5. Ibid.pp. 5
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into mdrale-building and page'ant-produeing c h a n n e l s i t  also 
put a n ’eff ective stop to all theatre. work at Carnegie In
stitute from September ISIS,. ̂ to ■ Januaryj, 1919» Such a sharp 
break' in .teaching cpntlnuity could easily have closed per/- 
manently' a' less firmly established, departmentd

At the ' end of ■ the wars Stevens wasted, no. time in re
opening the school,. On January 65 1919s the Drama Department 
resumed classes and play preparationo The post-war enrollment 
was low$ however, and the high standards of action and pro
duction which Stevens had established for the school in the 
pre-war years had to be painfully achieved all over again,

: Hot until the years from 1920 to 1924 did Stevens succeed 
In again producing plays of a dependably fine calibre: before 
the war.he had been working the new students up to a high 
level of excellence; directly after the war, he found that 
he had to bring his new groups of students up to standard 
again before he could resume a really active schedule of play 
.production, * . . • ; .

Stevens!s. work at Carnegie Institute of Technology has 
been traced for the years 1914 to 1924, during which time he 
founded the Drama Department, established an excellent four- 
year curriculum in" theatre arts, and trained many of today's 
theatre workers. The letters provide eloquent testimony that 
Stevens established an imaginative educational pattern for 
future university and college drama departments,

Stevens trained his graduates thoroughly: his students
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are‘ acting arid directing on Broadway and in 'Hollywoodj writ
ing plays|•designing costumes and sets for plays; and teach
ing drama in the colleges and universities. The expanding 
university drama field gave Stevens a fine opportunity to 
prepare his students for jobs of authority in leading col
lege. and community theatres; hence it is hot strange that 
so many of his students went into this new fields inspired 
by Stevens!s convictions of the splendid opportunities in 
store for the really, progressive university theatre directoro 

A Hew York Times article written on the occasion of 
the Carnegie Drama Department's twenty-fifth birthday cites 
some of the following theatre people as outstanding Carnegie 
graduates; actors Carl Benton Reids Irene Tedrow?'Russell 
Collinss.Paul McGraths.Thelma Schnee, and playwright Hardie 
Albrighto In Hollywood are directors Herb Polesie and Arthur 
Dubino In radio are Jim Church* BBC play director, Howard 
Claney, and Bess Johnson,, In the field of drama education 
are Arleigh Williamson, Howard Southgate, E. W. Hickman,
DeLisle Crawford, and Eucy Barton, Prominent in civic theatre 
work is Frederick McConnell, founder and director of the Cleve
land Play House„ Ted Viehman and Charles Meredith also head 
community theatres of their own.(4)

4, Article in the Hew York Times, undated clipping, 
1902-1930 manuscript box, Stevens Collection, Since the 
article celebrates the Department's twenty-fifth anniversary, 
the year would be 1939,



Such' was the accomplishment- of. Thomas Wood Stevens: when 
he left Carnegie Institute of Technology in 192:4 to go to ,

' Chicago as director of the Kenneth Sawyer;G-oodmah Memprlal . 
Theatreo , " " - ' ; y
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